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To: 


Nunavut Wildlife Management Board 


1106 Ikaluktuutiak Road, Allavvik Building 3rd Floor 


PO Box 1379 


Iqaluit, NU X0A 0H0 


Ph: 867‐975‐7300 


Fx: 888‐421‐9832 


ww.nwmb.com 
 


         May 27, 2016 
 


Narwhal Consultation to NWMB  
ᕿᓚᓗᒐᓕᕆᔭᑐᖅᑐᓂ ᑎᑭᑕᐅᓚᐅᕐᓯᒪᒐᑕ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐃᓄᖕᓂᒃ ᑲᑎᖃᑎᖃᖢᑎᒃ ᓇᓗᓇᐃᕐᓯᓗᑎ ᐅᒥᖓ ᐱᔾᔪᑎᖃᖢᑎᒃ 
2013-ᒥ ᖃᐅᔨᓴᓚᐅᕐᓯᒪᖕᒪᑕ ᐃᒪᕐᒥᐅᑕᓕᕆᔨᒃᑯᑦ ᖃᖓᑕᓱᒃᑯᑦ ᓇᐃᓴᐃᓗᑎ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᓇᐃᓴᖅᑕᐅᔪᑦ 
ᖃᑦᓯᓇᐅᓗᐊᕆᔭᐅᓗᑎ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᓯᓚᕈᔪᖕᒧ ᓇᓴᐃᑎᐊᓚᐅᖏᓇᖅᖢᑎᒃ ᑕᐃᒪᓕ ᑲᑎᒪᔨᓂ ᑲᑎᖃᑎᖃᒪᑕ 
ᓇᓗᓇᐃᕐᓯᓗᑎᓗ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᒐᒃᓴᐃ ᐃᓚᖓᕆᐊᓂᐊᕐᓂᖏᓂ ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃᑐᓕᕆᔨᒃᑯᑦ ᑲᑎᒪᔨᖏ ᓇᒻᒪᒃᓴᓚᐅᖏᒪᑕ ᐅᑯᓂᖓ, 
ᓇᒻᒪᒃᓴᖏᖢᑎᒃ ᐊᕋᒍᒥ ᐊᑕᐅᓯᕐᒥ ᓇᓴᐃᖤᖅᐳ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᐃ ᓇᒻᒪᓇᖅᑕᐅᖏᑎᒡᓗᒋ ᑎᑭᑦᑕᕆᖏᑎᒡᓗᒋ 
ᐊᓯᑲᓂᐊᓗᖏ ᑎᑭᖏᑎᒡᓗᒋ ᓱᓕ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᓯᓚᕈᔪᖕᒧ ᓄᖃᖓᖃᑕᓚᐅᕐᓂᖏᓄ ᓇᓴᐃᖏᐸᓕᕈᑎᖓ 
ᐊᑐᖅᑎᑕᐅᕙᓕᕆᓗᓂ ᓲᕐᓗ 0-ᒥ ᑕᐃᔭᐅᔪᒥ ᓱᖁᐃᑕᐅᓗᓂ ᓇᐃᓴᖅᑕᐅᓂ ᓯᓚᕈᔪᖕᒧ ᓄᖃᖓᑎᒡᓗᒋ. 
Authorities came in to do Narwhal consultation and they met with Inuit to inform them regarding 
In the year 2013, DFO did survey by plane and the count they did determine that the Narwhal 
were no longer plenty and were grounded by foggy weather they hardly did no counting and 
when they met with Board Members, they inform them they have to decrease the number of 
Narwhal tags, HTO Board Members were not satisfied for these reasons, the survey they was 
only for one year and they did not spot the whales as they were passing through, they did not 
spot other whales that were stragglers that have arrive yet and the foggy weather prevented 
them from flying not doing any counting contributed whales not being counted which made 
zero count those days        
 


ᐃᓄᖕᓂ ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃᑎᓂᓗ ᑲᑎᖃᑎᖃᓕᕐᒥᖕᒪᑕ ᑕᑯᐊ ᐃᓄᐃ ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃᑏᑦ ᓇᒻᒪᒃᓴᓚᐅᖏᑐᒪᕆᐅᒪᑕ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᒐᒃᓴᐃ 
ᐃᓚᖓᕆᐊᕐᑕᐅᓚᕐᓂᖏᓂ ᑐᓴᕋᒥ  ᐃᒪᓇ ᓇᓗᓇᐃᕐᓯᔪᖃᓚᐅᕐᒥᔪᖅ ᐅᓇ 2013-ᖑᑎᒡᓗᒍ ᓇᓴᐃᓂᕆᓚᐅᕐᑕᖓᓄ 
ᐊᕋᒍᒧ ᐊᑕᐅᓯᕐᒧ ᐅᓄᕐᓂᖏ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᐃ ᑕᒪᐅᖓᕐᐸᒃᑐᑦ ᐊᒡᔨᒋᓱᖑᖏᒪᑕ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᑎᑭᓐᓇᓴᕐᓂᖏ ᑎᑭᓴᓕᓂᖏᓗ 
ᑕᐃᒪᓕ ᐊᖑᓱᑏᑦ ᑎᑎᕋᖁᔨᓕᓚᐅᕐᐳᑦ ᒥᑦᑎᒪᑕᓕᖕᒥᐅ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᒐᒃᓴᖏ ᐃᓚᖓᕆᐊᖁᔭᐅᖏᖢᑎᒃ ᐅᑯᓂᖓ 
ᐱᔾᔪᑎᖃᖢᑎᒃ: 


- ᐊᕋᒍᒧ ᐊᑕᐅᓯᕐᒥ ᓇᓴᐃᓂᖓ ᖃᖓᑕᓱᒃᑯᑦ ᓇᐃᓗᐊᕆᔭᐅᒃᖤᐳ 
- ᓯᓚᕈᔪᖕᒧ ᓄᖃᖓᖃᑕᓚᐅᕐᓂᖓ ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᓇᓱᒃᖤᐳᖅ 
- ᓇᐃᓴᖅᑕᐅᔪᑦ ᖃᑦᓯᓐᓇᐅᕆᔭᐅᓗᑎ ᖃᐅᔨᓴᕐᑎᓂ ᓇᐃᓴᖅᑕᐅᔪᑦ ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃᑎᓂᑦ ᐅᒃᐱᕆᔭᐅᖏᖤᐳ 
- ᕿᓚᓗᒐᐃ ᑎᑭᑕᕆᖏᓗᐊᖅᑎᒡᓗᒋ ᓇᐃᓴᓚᐅᕐᓂᖏᓄ 
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- ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᒥᑦᑎᒪᑕᓕᖕᒥᐅᓂ ᐊᐱᖅᓱᓚᐅᖏᓂᖏᓄ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᐃ ᖃᑦᓯᓇᐅᓕᕐᒪᖓᑕ  
-  ᒥᑦᑎᒪᑕᓕᖕᒥ ᓇᓗᓇᐃᕐᓯᔪᖃᓚᐅᖏᑎᓪᓗᒍ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᐃ ᑑᒐᓕᑦ ᖃᑦᓯᓇᐅᓕᕐᓂᕋᑕᐅᑎᒡᓗᒋ ᓱᓕ 


ᓄᓇᓕᖕᒥ 
- ᑐᓴᖅᑎᑦᑎᖃᓚᐅᖏᖢᑎᒃ ᐃᓚᖓᕆᐊᕆᐊᖃᓂᖏᓂ ᐊᑐᓕᖅᑎᑦᑎᓇᓱᖕᓂᖏᓂᓗ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ 


ᑐᓴᕐᑎᑦᑎᓚᐅᕐᓇᑎ (Hearings)-ᖑᓂᕋᑕᐅᔪᖅ 
 


Authorities met with Inuit and hunters, the hunters were not satisfied when they heard that the 
number of Narwhal tags were going to decrease, it seemed to indicate the year 2013 survey 
was only for one year since number of whales that come here are not always the same and they 
arrive different times of the year to year. At times they arrive late, and at times they arrive early 
therefore the hunters instructed the HTO to write a letter that the number of Narwhal tags not be 
decreased for these reasons: 


- Survey by one year is too short 
- Foggy weather also contributed to no counts 
- Numbers were determined low that was done, hunters didn’t believe the numbers 
- Survey was done when whales had not all arrived yet. 
- And Authorities have not consulted Pond Inlet Inuit that the whales were decreasing 
- No information in Pond Inlet ever came out regarding that the number of Narwhal are 


decreasing 
- They never held consultations about the decrease that they are trying to implement 


and no hearings was ever held 
 


ᑕᒃᑯᐊ ᑕᕙ ᐃᓄᖕᓂ ᓇᒻᒪᒋᔭᐅᓚᐅᖏᑐ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᑲᑎᒪᔨᓂ ᓇᒻᒪᒋᔭᐅᓚᐅᖏᒥᔪᑦ ᑕᒃᑯᐊ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᒐᒃᓴᓂ 
ᐃᓚᖓᕆᐊᖅᑎᑦᑎᓇᓱᒃᑐᒃᑯᑦ ᓇᓗᓇᐃᖅᓯᓚᐅᖏᓇᖢᑎᒃ ᖃᓄ ᑭᓱᒥᓗ ᐱᔾᔪᑎᖓᓂ ᑲᑎᒪᔭᕐᑐᑎᒋᓂᐊᕐᑕᖓᓂ 
ᓇᓗᓇᐃᕐᓯᓯᒪᖏᑎᐊᖢᑎ ᑲᑎᒪᔭᕐᑐᓚᐅᕐᒪᑕ ᑭᓱ ᐱᔾᔪᑎᒋᔭᐅᒪᖓᓗᓂ ᓇᓗᓇᐃᕐᓯᕕᐅᓚᐅᖏᖢᑕ ᑭᓯᐊᓂ 
ᑎᑭᓂᐊᕐᓂᖏᓂ ᓇᓗᓇᐃᐅᖅᑕᐅᓚᐅᕐᑐᒐᓗᐊ ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃᑐᓕᕆᔨᒃᑯᑦ ᑲᑎᒪᔨᖏᓂ ᑲᑎᒪᖃᑎᖃᑎᒡᓗᒋ ᑲᑎᒪᔩᑦ 
ᑐᓴᖅᑎᑕᐅᒪᑕ ᐃᓚᖓᕆᐊᕐᑕᐅᓂᐊᕐᓂᖏᓂ   ᒥᑦᑎᒪᑕᓕᖕᒥᐅᑦ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᒐᒃᓴᖏᓂ, ᓇᒻᒪᒃᓴᓚᐅᖏᒪᑕ 
ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃᑐᓕᕆᔨᒃᑯᑦ ᑲᑎᒪᔨᖏ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᑕᒃᑯᐊ ᐱᔾᔪᑎᒃᓴᕆᔭᐅᔪᑦ ᒥᒃᓯᖃᖁᐃᔨᖕᒪᑕ ᐊᕋᒍᒥ ᐊᑕᐅᓯᕐᒥ ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᔪᑦ, 
ᓯᓚᕈᔪᖕᒧᓗ ᓄᖃᖓᓚᐅᕐᓂᖏᓄᓗ ᓇᐃᓴᖃᓯᐅᔭᐅᖕᒪ ᓲᕐᓗ 0-ᖑᑎᑕᐅᓗᓂ  
 


These are the concerns that Inuit were not satisfied about and by the HTO Board Members that 
the number of Narwhal tags will be decreased with absolutely no information of why and 
whatever reason. Authorities came in with no arrangements of why they are coming to town for 
meeting. No agenda was ever produced for the meeting except they will be coming in was only 
made known. When they met with HTO Board Members, they were informed that the Narwhal 
tags were going to be decreased and they were not satisfied since the only applicable reason 
seems to be one year survey onn whales and the foggy days, the whales counted were zero.   
 


ᑕᐃᒪᓕ ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃᑐᓕᕆᔨᒃᑯᑦ ᑲᑎᒪᔨᖏ ᐅᒪᔪᓕᕆᔨᕐᔪᐊᒃᑯᓄ ᑎᑎᕋᕈᒪᓕᓚᐅᕐᒪᑕ ᑕᓐᓇ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᒐᒃᓴᐃ 
ᒥᑦᑎᒪᑕᓕᖕᒥᐅᓄ ᐃᓚᖓᕆᐊᕐᑕᐅᓇᓱᒃᑐᖅ ᐊᑐᓕᖁᔭᐅᖏᖢᓂ ᐱᔾᔪᑎᖃᑎᐊᖏᑎᒡᓗᒋᓗ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃᑏᑦ 
ᐃᓚᖓᕆᐊᖁᔨᖏᒥᔪᑦ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᒐᒃᓴᖏᓂ ᓂᕕᖓᑖᓂ  
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Therefore HTO Board Members wanted to produce a letter to NWMB to advise them and not 
implement that the number of Narwhal tags DFO are trying to be reduce with no absolute 
reason and the hunters do not want the reduction of Narwhal tags also    
 


ᐅᑯᐊᑕᐅ ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᖏᓗᐊᕐᒪᑕ (NLCA)-ᖑᓂᕋᑕᐅᔪᑦ ᓄᓇᕗᕐᑕᕈᑎᒥᒃᑐᑦ 5.4.4    5.6.16    5.6.18  ᑕᐃᒪᐃᒻᒪ 
ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃᑐᓕᕆᔨᒃᑯᑦ ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑕᐅᔪᒪᔪᒐᓗᐊᕐᐳᒍ ᐅᒪᔪᓕᕆᔨᕐᔪᐊᒃᑯᓂ ᒥᑦᑎᒪᑕᓕᖕᒥᐅᑦ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᒐᒃᓴᖏᑦ 
ᐃᓚᖓᕆᐊᕐᑕᐅᖁᖏᓗᒋ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᑕᒪᓇ ᖃᐅᔨᓴᕐᑕᐅᓂᖓ ᐃᓕᓴᓇᖁᐃᔨᔪᖅ ᑐᒃᑐᓕᕆᓂᕐᒧ ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑐᖃᑎᒡᓗᒍ 
ᐊᔾᔨᐸᓗᐊᓂ ᐊᑐᕋᓱᖁᔨᖕᒪᑕ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᓱᓕ ᐅᑭᐊᓴᖑᓚᐅᑐᖅ ᓂᕕᖓᑕᓂ ᑐᒃᓯᕋᓚᐅᕐᑐᒍᒐᓗᐊᖅ ᑭᓯᐊᓂᑕᐅ 
ᐃᒪᕐᒥᐅᑕᓕᕆᔨᒃᑯᑦ ᐊᖏᕈᓇᓚᐅᖏᒪᑕ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐃᓚᖓᕆᐊᕐᑕᐅᔪᒪᖏᔪᑎᑦᑕ ᐃᓚᖓ ᓯᒃᑯᔨᖃᑕᕐᓂᑎᓄ ᐊᖑᓂᒃᑕᑎᓂ 
ᑲᒪᑎᐊᕋᓱᓱᖑᒪᑕ ᒥᑦᑎᒪᑕᓕᖕᒥᐅ ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃᑎᖏ ᐱᐅᓕᐊᕆᑎᐊᕐᐸᒃᖢᑎᒍ ᐊᖑᓂᒃᑕᕗ ᖃᓄᐃᒪᑭᐊ ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᓂᖅ 
ᐊᑐᖅᑕᐅᓂᕐᓴᐅᕙ ᓇᒻᒪᓇᕈᓇᖏᖢᑎᒃ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᓯᓚᕈᔪᖕᒥ ᓄᖃᖓᑎᒡᓗᒋ 0-ᖑᑎᑕᐅᕙ ᑕᑯᐊ 
ᐱᔾᔪᑎᐅᖏᓂᓴᐅᖁᐃᔨᖕᒪᑕ ᐊᖑᓇᒃᑕᐅᔪᓂ ᑲᒪᑎᐊᓂᕐᓴᒥ 
And these are not being utilized which are under the NLCA our land claims agreement 5.4.4    
5.6.16    5.6.18  whereas HTO is seeking assistance from NWMB to prevent the reduction of 
Pond Inlet Narwhal tags and the survey seems to depict the same way caribou was surveyed 
and use the same method and last fall we asked for additional tags but was turned down by 
DFO and the other reason why we want no reduction is how we dealt with the ice entrapped 
with careful consideration that’s how Pond Inlet Hunters try to arrange themselves by handling. I 
wonder how and why the survey results are being used when they are done unefficiently by fog 
counting zero numbers which should not be the reason for reduction then the reason for careful 
handling done by hunters    


ᖁᔭᓕᑐᐃᓇᓕᕐᐳᒍ ᐅᒪᔪᓕᕆᔨᕐᔪᐊᒃᑯᓂ ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑕᐅᔪᓇᓂᐊᕋᑕ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᑐᑭᓯᔭᐅᔪᓇᕈᑕ ᑕᒪᑐᒥᖓ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᒐᒃᓴᑕ 
ᐱᓕᕆᐊᖑᓂᖓᓂ. ᖁᕙᓇᒥ ᐃᑲᔪᓚᕐᒥᒐᓯ 
We are giving thanks for their assistance and they will understand how the dealing is being done with 


our Narwhal tags. Thank you for your assistance 


 


 


 


 


 


Jimmy Pitseolak 


Chairperson 


Mittimatalik HTO 


 


 


cc. 


Jackie Price (QWB) ‐ Coordinator, Research & Planning    jprice@niws.ca 


Allison McPhee ‐ Dept of Fisheries & Oceans      Allison.McPhee@dfo‐mpo.gc.ca 


Paul Irngaut – NTI            pirngaut@tunngavik.com 
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why this change should only be considered on a three-year trial basis  


c) Decision to consider a TAH for the Parry Channel, Jones Sound and               


Smith Sound aggregation 


Whether the Board should make a TAH decision   


Justification 


   


d)  Measures to reduce struck loss/rates (DFO proposed decision #9)   


e)  Reporting, inspection and certification (DFO proposed decisions #10 and 11) 


HTO/RWO harvest reporting (DFO proposed decision #10) 


Certification of narwhal tusks (DFO proposed decision #11) 


 


APPENDICES   


A.  The role of the precautionary approach to wildlife management in the justification of limitations on Inuit 


harvesting under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement -  excerpts from the November 17, 2011 response of the 


NTI Wildlife Department to the draft Nunavut Caribou Strategy  


B. NTI comments on DFO Science and Management documents  
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1. Introduction   


NTI’s role and decisions proposed  


NTI represents the Inuit party to the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement (NLCA, or Agreement), 


which Canada signed with Inuit in 1993. In this submission, and at the upcoming public hearing, 


NTI on behalf of Inuit will advocate implementation of the NLCA in the narwhal management 


decisions that are under consideration. NTI also will support and assist the affected Hunters and 


Trappers Organizations (HTOs) and Regional Wildlife Organizations (RWOs).   


The NLCA recognizes Inuit harvesting rights and Inuit rights to participate in wildlife 


management decisions. As an advocate of Inuit harvesting rights, NTI supports the conservation 


of wildlife. Inuit have always known that a sustainable harvest depends on conservation.  


 


In this proceeding, DFO proposes that the NWMB approve for the first time under the NLCA a 


management plan for narwhal in Canada.  Based on the rationale in its draft Plan, DFO also asks 


the NWMB to establish for the first time total allowable harvests (TAHs) for narwhal in the 


Nunavut Settlement Area (NSA) (ss. 5.6.16, NLCA). A number of non-quota limitations (NQLs) 


are also proposed for NWMB decision under s. 5.6.48 of the NLCA. The proposals are for the 


NWMB to decide, independently.  


 


The public hearing 


The hearing schedule has been expedited at the request of DFO. While not objecting to the 


schedule, NTI wishes to place on the record the facts that  


1) neither NTI nor the HTOs and RWOs have had adequate time to review the many 


lengthy documents appended to DFO‟s Request for Decision (RFD), which NTI received 


on May 31, 2012, a month later than the date shown on the RFD, and  


2) the main reason given previously by DFO for insisting on a public hearing during a 


time of year when most HTO and RWO representatives are not available to take part – 


consideration of narwhal for uplisting from Appendix II to Appendix I of the Convention 


on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) – is no longer pressing, since 


narwhal now are unlikely to be considered for uplisting at the next CITES meeting, 


scheduled for March 2013.     


The Board has announced that it will make an audio recording of the hearing available on 


request.  Recognizing the importance to Inuit of the decisions that will be made, and that oral 


presentations on behalf of communities are likely, NTI asks that the Board also make a transcript 


of the hearing available.   


The time available to prepare a written response to the RFD has not been sufficient for NTI to 


suggest any detailed edits to the version of the draft Plan that DFO has filed for approval. NTI 
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acknowledges that some of the changes that DFO has made to its previous draft reflect NTI‟s 


previous input. NTI reserves the right to suggest edits to the document at the hearing, and may 


request further time after the hearing to complete such comments.     


In order to prepare for the hearing, NTI has met with the Iviq HTO and held a public meeting 


with HTO members in Grise Fiord.  The HTO has developed both a local management plan and 


hunting rules for narwhal, but has not been able to complete the writing of the management plan 


or the hunting rules, or present the management plan and rules to the membership for review and 


approval due to the short timelines for the public hearing.  NTI expects that the Iviq HTO will 


ask the NWMB to consider its members‟ and elders‟ oral presentations respecting their request to 


have the community narwhal quota of 20 revoked. 


Abundance of narwhal and recent measures taken under CITES    


The range of nearly all narwhal in Canada falls within the NSA. The current surveys presented to 


the NWMB by DFO show narwhal to be present in the NSA in numbers greater than any 


previous study period. Indeed, compared to the estimates based on surface sighting data collected 


in the 1970s and 1980s, the current estimated abundance of narwhal has tripled.
1
  


It is therefore troubling to Inuit that DFO should have banned trade in the products of most NSA 


narwhal in 2010 for the first time since Canada began assessing the status of narwhal under  


CITES in 1980, on the basis that levels of harvesting by Inuit were not sustainable (Admiralty 


Inlet, North Hudson Bay, East Baffin Island) or that the sustainability of Inuit harvest levels 


could not be verified (Parry Channel, Jones Sound, Smith Sound). See RFD, page 5. As of 2012, 


the ban has been revoked for most NSA narwhal (RFD, page 6, and CITES 2011 NDF, TAB 10),   


Only two explanations for the opposing conclusions that DFO reached in 2010 and 2012 are 


possible. Either the numbers of narwhal boomeranged in a mere two years with no external 


indicators (such as observed disease or other natural catastrophe, or an observed spike in 


harvesting or other type of predation) pointing in that direction, or the limits of survey 


knowledge respecting narwhal were not properly taken into account by the decision-makers in 


the CITES process. Although Inuit recognize that narwhal populations and subgroups fluctuate 


significantly within their natural cycles, Inuit find the latter explanation more convincing. In 


NTI‟s submission, the lessons from the CITES narwhal file that DFO and the NWMB should 


apply to this proceeding are that  


                                                           
1
  In total, DFO‟s current abundance estimate is approximately 106,190 narwhals (RFD, page 3, May 28 


2012 Addendum to RFD). Based on data collected in the 1970s and 80s, the Baffin Bay population was 


estimated at 34,000 (95%CI 21,600-54,600) in 1994 and the Hudson Bay population was estimated at 


1,355 (90% CI 1,000-1,900) in 1984. For the early Baffin Bay estimate, see Reeves, R.R., Dietz, R. & 


Born, E.W. 1994. Overview of the special issue ”Studies of white whales (Delphinapterus leucus) and 


narwhals (Monodon monoceros) in Greenland and adjacent waters”. Meddr. Gronland, Biosci. 39: 3-11. 


Copenhagen 1994-04-22. For early Hudson Bay, see Richard, P. 1991. Abundance and distribution of 


narwhals (Monodon monoceros) in northern Hudson Bay. Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 48:276-283. 
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1) narwhal management decisions should be based on both science and Inuit knowledge, 


and    


2) medium or long-term trends are a more sound basis for narwhal management decisions 


than short-term survey data.       


In particular, in response to DFO‟s extensive reliance on the CITES record in its RFD and draft 


management plan, NTI recommends that the Board not place any substantial weight on that 


record when making its decisions. The 2010 CITES bans were imposed without consultation 


with Inuit. All the evidence available today indicates that the 2010 bans would not have been 


imposed had Inuit been properly consulted and their knowledge properly considered.   


The need for change to the management system in order to comply with the NLCA   


As a result of settlement of the court action that NTI took in order to ensure that Inuit are 


consulted, NTI participated with DFO in 2011 and early 2012 in discussions regarding a narwhal 


management plan.  As DFO‟s submission recognizes, the NLCA prevails over laws and 


regulatory measures that are inconsistent with the NLCA (RFD, page 1, draft Plan, pages ii and 


7). Therefore, NTI agrees with DFO that “One of the major reasons for proposing changes to the 


existing narwhal management regime is to further harmonize narwhal management with the 


provisions of the NLCA” (RFD, page 11). 


In fact, with the important exception of DFO‟s support for the 1999-2009 Community-Based 


Management program, the narwhal management system that was in place in 1993 has not yet 


been changed significantly in order to bring it into compliance with the Agreement. Considering 


that the NLCA defines Inuit harvesting rights and the right of Inuit to participate in wildlife 


management decisions, this makes the following features of the current system problematic: 


 


 Quantitative limits on Inuit harvesting derive from rough estimates of historical harvest 


levels, rather than demonstrated valid conservation concerns (s. 5.3.3, NLCA); 


 Some measures, such as closure of narwhal fisheries when a quota is reached and  


prohibiting the harvesting of narwhal without a tag, duplicate one another, and 


therefore may not be necessary for conservation.  


 


In this connection, it is useful for the Board to have in mind the Supreme Court of Canada‟s 


caution that “the  „presumption‟ of validity is now outdated in view of the constitutional status of 


… aboriginal rights” (R v. Sparrow, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1075, ruling on a challenge to the 


constitutional validity of a fisheries regulation based on Aboriginal fishing rights).   


 


The need for NLCA justification of most management measures going forward   
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The NLCA allows for some continuation of pre-NLCA harvest limitations, on a transitional basis 


(ss. 5.6.4; 5.6.51). However, Inuit may reasonably expect that a comprehensive narwhal 


management plan presented for NWMB approval nineteen years after the signing of the NLCA 


should only contain limitations on Inuit harvesting that are shown to be justified according to the 


applicable standards set out in Article 5 of the NLCA. NTI made this position clear to DFO in 


previous correspondence, copied to the NWMB (NTI letters dated November 16, 2011 and 


February 9, 2012). Inuit did not sign the Agreement in order to wait indefinitely for their rights 


to be respected.  


At DFO‟s request, as a compromise measure, NTI has agreed that the initial narwhal 


management plan may carry forward some pre-NLCA non-quota limitations on a transitional 


basis, provided that their presence in the plan does not restrict the opportunity of any Inuk or 


Inuit representative to have the NWMB review the limitation under Article 5‟s standards at any 


time after the plan is approved. For example, subject to comments to be received at the public 


hearing by the HTOs and RWOs, NTI does not oppose the draft Plan‟s assumption that the 


prohibition under s. 19 of the Marine Mammal Regulations (MMRs) against the use of non-


expanding bullets when harvesting narwhal will remain in place for the time being. At the same 


time, NTI has stated that all quantitative limitations relied on by the Plan must be fully compliant 


with Article 5. This is the basis upon which NTI argues that the Board should remove the current 


Grise Fiord narwhal quota in this proceeding and consider instead whether or not a total 


allowable harvest for the Parry Channel, Jones Sound and Smith Sound summer aggregation of 


narwhal can be justified under Article 5, and if so at what level.   


The test for NLCA justification under s. 5.3.3(a)   


 


Under the NLCA, the NWMB and Minister may only limit Inuit harvesting if the limitation  


being considered is the least restrictive necessary to effect a purpose recognized under the 


Agreement.  Section 5.3.3 states: 


 


Decisions of the NWMB or a Minister made in relation to Part 6 shall restrict or limit 


Inuit harvesting only to the extent necessary: 


 


(a) to effect a valid conservation purpose; 


 


(b) to give effect to the allocation system outlined in this Article, to other 


provisions of this Article and to Article 40; or 


 


(c) to provide for public health or public safety. 


 


Considering the evidence and rationale for the proposed decisions that DFO has presented, the 


Board will be concerned in this proceeding mainly with the conservation purpose in subsection 
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a). The test to be met when the Board decides whether and or on what basis to establish the 


narwhal harvest limitations that DFO has proposed is that Inuit harvesting may be limited “only 


to the extent necessary … to effect a valid conservation purpose.” The Minister‟s decision in 


response will be subject to the same test. In order to meet this test, a limitation established must 


restrict Inuit harvesting as little as necessary and, at the same time, must be truly necessary to 


effect a valid conservation purpose.  


 


Although the test is broad in scope and leaves considerable room for judgment, it is not 


subjective or discretionary. The NWMB and Minister are responsible to make management 


decisions that conform to the standard.  


 


The NLCA also provides principles of conservation to be applied in such decisions (s. 5.1.5). 


These are: 


 


(a) the maintenance of the natural balance of ecological systems within the 


Nunavut Settlement Area; 


(b) the protection of wildlife habitat; 


(c) the maintenance of vital, healthy, wildlife populations capable of 


sustaining harvesting needs as defined in this Article; and 


(d) the restoration and revitalization of depleted populations of wildlife and 


wildlife habitat. 


 


With respect to the narwhal TAH proposals that the Board has been asked to consider, principle 


(c) is the main conservation principle that applies.  (DFO‟s proposals do not cite ecological 


balance – the balance of the life systems in which the population in question is a component – as 


a purpose for limiting the quantity of narwhals harvested.  Similarly, habitat protection is not 


identified as a purpose for such limitations. Nor does DFO assert that any narwhal stock or 


population in Canada is currently depleted or likely to become depleted.) The guidance in 


principle (c) mirrors the stated objective of DFO‟s narwhal stock assessment research, which is 


“to maintain narwhal population health and diversity, and support sustainable narwhal hunts” 


(RFD, page 2). The concern of the RFD and draft Plan respecting TAHs is with the maintenance 


of populations at healthy levels.  


 


Justification of a total allowable harvest, and implications for consultation and management 


plans 


 


 


i) TAHs and BNLs under the NLCA 


 


A TAH for a stock or population means an amount of wildlife able to be lawfully 


harvested as established by the NWMB pursuant to Sections 5.6.16 to 5.6.18 of the 
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NLCA (NLCA, section 5.1.1). 


 


In NTI‟s view, the NLCA‟s TAH system requires that, if it is necessary to restrict the quantity of 


Inuit harvest for a conservation purpose, researchers, working with Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, (IQ) 


must assess how many animals can be taken from the population. That information is brought 


before the NWMB with a recommendation to establish a TAH. If this is done, then the NWMB 


must establish a Basic Needs Level (BNL) for Inuit harvesting.  (The Board‟s narwhal BNL 


decisions are scheduled for the Board‟s September 2012 hearings.) The BNL is the guarantee to 


Inuit of first access to a resource whose available quantity is limited by a TAH.  


 


The establishment of a TAH and the resulting striking of a BNL lead to special 


responsibilities for the RWOs and HTOs, making it all the more necessary for their active 


involvement in the process of developing these limitations. Neither the NWMB nor 


government allocates the Inuit share of TAHs between communities. The RWOs 


perform that role by means of allocating regional BNLs. HTOs allocate community 


BNLs among their members. 


 


NTI believes that for this system to be workable at the community level, TAHs and 


supporting non-quota limitations (NQLs) should emerge from a process where Inuit and 


government work together to develop a set of shared management objectives and a common 


understanding as to populations (or stocks), the size of populations or stocks, whether they are 


increasing, decreasing or stable, the carrying capacity of the habitat, and levels of current and 


desired harvest, based on scientific studies and IQ. In most cases, this shared understanding 


should provide the basis for a management plan.  


 


ii)  Evidence required to meet the NLCA standard 


 


Inuit have the right to harvest up to their full level of economic, social and cultural needs where a 


TAH has not been established, and full level of needs in this context means full level of harvest 


(s. 5.6.1-5.6.2, NLCA).  As a limitation on Inuit harvesting that requires justification, a TAH 


may not be set simply because information about population levels is inadequate. There must 


exist a valid reason, based on evidence, to restrict the quantity of the Inuit harvest. In most cases, 


in order to justify a proposed limitation out of concern for conservation, the evidence should at 


least show: 


 


• The size of the population or stock 


• The population level capable of sustaining Inuit harvesting needs; and 


• A reason to believe that the level capable of sustaining Inuit needs cannot be achieved 


or sustained without imposing harvesting restrictions. 
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In all cases, the evidence relied on should be presented in a form that enables it to be 


examined. Also, any remedial objective of a proposed TAH should be stated (e.g. a TAH 


calculated to enable the population level to increase from x to y within z years is 


proposed).  


 


The method should also be stated (e.g. the proposed TAH is calculated as x% 


of the mean estimate of current populations).  


 


In the NWMB‟s 2006-2008 public hearings on Nunavut Wildlife Regulations, NTI presented 


two “templates” describing the evidence that the NWMB would need in order to be able to make 


an informed decision on TAHs or NQLs, as follows: 


 


TAH Template 


 


Section 5.3.3 of the NLCA sets out the only circumstances under which a TAH can 


be established. In order to accept a TAH proposal, the NWMB must be satisfied 


that the TAH is justified under 5.3.3. In the submission of NTI, the NWMB should 


make this determination based on the reasons given and the evidence provided in 


the proposal. To be more precise, any TAH proposal should contain the 


following in order to be considered for decision by the NWMB. 


 


1. Identify the population that requires a TAH. 


2. A management plan, developed in cooperation with the affected Inuit 


communities, including clearly stated, shared management objectives. 


3. The criterion being relied on under 5.3.3, namely (a) or (b). 


4. The reasons why there is 5.3.3 justification for the proposed TAH, 


including the reasons why the proposed TAH is considered to be the 


least limitation necessary to restrict Inuit harvesting. 


5. All the evidence used to support the reasons given – including both 


scientific and Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit. 


 


NQL Template 


 


In the case of non-quota limitations, in the view of NTI, any proposed limitation 


should contain the following in order to be considered for decision by the NWMB. 


1. The proposed limitation. 


2. The criterion being relied under the NLCA – namely section 5.3.3 or, 


in exceptional cases, others such as 5.7.42(c) or 5.9.4. 


3. The reasons why there is justification for the limitation. 
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4. All the evidence used to support the reasons given – including both 


scientific and Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit. 


 


In a letter to the Government of Nunavut respecting the proposed Nunavut Wildlife Regulations, 


the NWMB wrote that “the Board will not make a decision which limits Inuit constitutionally 


enshrined rights without receiving adequate evidence to meet the demands of section 5.3.3 of the 


… NLCA” (March 31, 2006). In NTI‟s submission, the Board is responsible to take the same 


approach in the present proceeding.   


 


Inuit rely on the NWMB to ensure, based on evidence, that the applicable standard of NLCA 


justification is met before any limitation on Inuit harvesting is established.  


 


 


2. Consultation on the draft Plan 


 


The RFD describes the process that DFO followed in developing the draft Plan, including 


meetings with NTI on drafting of the document, and community consultations.    


 


DFO/NTI efforts to collaborate 


 


It is correct that NTI agreed in August 2011 that the draft Plan may propose that narwhal 


management be based on six stocks rather than two populations (RFD, page 9). As DFO had 


been managing narwhal on the basis of two populations since the 1970s, this is the primary 


change to the narwhal management system that the draft Plan proposes (RFD, pages 10-11; draft 


Plan, pages 12-16). The Board is aware that NTI‟s agreement followed more than two years of 


effort by NTI to persuade DFO to present both a population and a summering stock TAH model 


to the Board for approval, as decision alternatives. The only reason that NTI agreed that the draft 


Plan may deal only with summering stock management is that neither NTI nor the Board has the 


capacity to develop a two-population model for TAH decision purposes independently of DFO, 


complete with scientific evidence and rationale, and NTI believed that the CITES schedule made 


adoption of a Canadian narwhal management plan by 2012 imperative.    


 


The RFD states that, at the conclusion of meetings with NTI on the draft Plan, “For the most 


part, agreement was achieved in the short term on substantial issues” (page 9). In response, NTI 


wishes only to confirm that, despite best efforts, DFO and NTI were unable to reach agreement 


on a joint draft Plan. The draft Plan proposed in this proceeding is a DFO document.  


 


Community consultations 
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As the RFD notes, consultation meetings on the draft narwhal management plan took place in 


some affected Nunavut communities between March 19 and 30, 2012. NTI participated as an 


observer.  


 


The following results of the community consultations need to be recognized: 


 


i)  The harvest allocation model on which the two-tag system to be administered by the 


RWOs and HTOs would depend is not yet understood by the representatives who would 


be responsible to apply it; 


 


ii) While DFO has reported to the Board what concerns the communities raised in response 


to the draft Plan (see the two “What we heard” documents filed with the RFD at TABs 


21A and 21B), DFO has not reported to the Board or to the communities consulted 


whether or how these concerns are taken into account in the ensuing draft. In NTI‟s 


submission, the community consultation is incomplete in this respect. As the courts have 


reminded us,  meaningful consultation requires more than giving affected parties a 


chance to air their objections and then proceeding to do what was intended all along.     


 


In NTI‟s submission, at minimum, any Board decision to accept a related DFO proposal should 


be conditional on DFO completing the necessary community consultation in connection with 


these matters.  


 


 


3. NTI position, including proposed revisions to the form of decisions 
 


In NTI‟s view, the decisions that the Board makes in this proceeding should be fewer and 


simpler than those that DFO has proposed. In particular, the eight decisions proposed in order to 


support quantitative limitations (DFO #s 1-8) should be reduced to four.  


 


NTI‟s position in response to each of DFO‟s twelve proposed decisions is underlined below.  


 


DFO proposal: 


 


A. Quota Limitations – pursuant to NLCA s. 5.2.33(d) 


 


1) Establish Basic Needs Level (BNL) for four narwhal stocks (Somerset Island; 


Admiralty Inlet; Eclipse Sound; East Baffin Island) and one narwhal population 


(Northern Hudson Bay) within the Nunavut Settlement Area (NSA). Pursuant to the 


provisions of NLCA s.5.6.25, and as jointly agreed to by Nunavut Tunngavik 


Incorporated (NTI) and Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), establish that the BNL for 


these stocks and population of narwhal within the NSA will be equal to the Total 


Allowable Harvest (TAH) established by the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board 


(NWMB) 
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NTI proposed version: 


 


A. Levels of Total Allowable Harvest – pursuant to NLCA s.5.2.33(d) 


 


(The Board’s BNL decisions will be made on the basis of the September 2012 


public hearing scheduled for this purpose. See NTI letter to NWMB dated 


June 8, 2012, and Board letter to parties dated June 22, 2012.) 


 


2) Establish Total Allowable Harvests (TAH) for four narwhal stocks (Somerset 


Island; Admiralty Inlet; Eclipse Sound; East Baffin Island) and one narwhal 


population (Northern Hudson Bay) within the NSA. Set TAH for these narwhal stocks 


and population taking into consideration the current Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) advice 


provided on recommended sustainable harvest limits in the form of Total Allowable 


Landed Catch (TALC) summarized in the following table:  


 


 
 
Narwhal abundance estimates, Potential Biological Removals (PBR) and Total Allowable Landed Catch 


(TALC) for each stock or population (ie: Management Units), based on stock and population delineation 


(TAB 5, TAB 6)  


CV =Coefficient of Variation, PBR = Potential Biological Removal,  TALC = Total Allowable Landed 


Catch 


NTI proposed version: 


 


1) (a) On a three-year trial basis, and provided that an adequate 


implementation plan for HTOs and RWOs is in place, establish Total 


Allowable Harvests (TAH) for four narwhal stocks (Somerset Island; 


Admiralty Inlet; Eclipse Sound; East Baffin Island) and one narwhal 


population (Northern Hudson Bay) within the NSA. (Etc. as per DFO 


proposal).  Terms of the trial and implementation plan as per the NTI 


recommendations made in section 4 (b) of this submission below.  
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(b) Remove the Grise Fiord community quota pursuant to s. 5.6.51 of the 


NLCA, leaving the quantity of this narwhal harvest to be managed by the 


HTO.   


 


   


 


 


3) Where a Total Allowable Harvest (TAH) has been established for a narwhal stock 


or population, the annual harvest shall not exceed the TAH. 


 
NTI proposed version:  
 


No such decision necessary. (Once the NWMB has set a TAH as defined in s. 


5.1.1 of the NLCA, it is the implementation responsibility of government to 


prohibit harvesting in excess of the total (s. 5.2.31, NLCA). The number of tags 


issued by DFO pursuant to s. 5.2.31 must be limited to the TAH. Taking that  


number of tags into account, section 5 of the MMRs prohibits harvesting in excess 


of the total by prohibiting the harvest of narwhals without a tag.)    


 
B. Non-Quota Limitations – pursuant to NLCA s.5.2.33(k) 


 


4) Establishment of boundaries for five Management Units based on narwhal 


summer aggregations within the NSA. This includes; 


1) Somerset Island Management Unit 


2) Admiralty Inlet Management Unit 


3) Eclipse Sound Management Unit 


4) East Baffin Island Management Unit 


5) Northern Hudson Bay Management Unit 


Co-ordinates for boundaries for each Management Unit are included in the 


table in Appendix 2. 


 


NTI proposed version:  


 


2. Same as DFO #4. 


 


 


5) Once a Community Harvest Limit (All-Season Community Harvest Limit, 


Summer-Season Community Harvest Limit, Migratory-Season Community 


Harvest Limit), as established annually by the Regional Wildlife Organization 


(RWO), has been reached for a particular community, no further narwhal hunting 


is allowed, unless approved by the RWO under the Marine Mammal Tag Transfer 


Policy. 


 


NTI proposed version:  
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No such decision necessary, except that provision needs to be made in the 


NWMB’s TAH decision (NTI #1 above) for the RWO to allow a community 


to receive tags in excess of its normal allocation under rule #3 of the Tag 


Transfer Policy . (As noted by NTI in response to DFO‟s proposed decision #3 


above, an NWMB decision separate from the TAH decision is not necessary to 


prohibit harvesting in excess of the TAH, and DFO is required under s. 5.3.23 of 


the NLCA to issue annually only a number of tags reflective of the NWMB‟s 


TAH decision. At the community level, the RFD correctly recognizes that the 


RWOs are responsible under s. 5.7.6(b) of the NLCA to allocate the BNL 


between HTOs. Once the TAH decision reflects that an RWO will receive extra 


tags in one year and the same number fewer tags the following year in order to 


implement rule #3 in the Transfer Policy, section 5 of the Marine Mammal 


Regulations (MMRs) serves to prohibit harvesting in excess of the community‟s 


total by prohibiting the harvest of narwhals without a tag.)    


 


 


6) Marine Mammal Tags (Fishing Licences) can only be used to harvest narwhal 


within the Management Unit they are issued for. 


 


NTI proposed version:  
 


3. Same as DFO #6. (This requirement is a necessary implication of the NWMB 


decision that each stock will have a TAH (NTI proposed decision #1 above). DFO 


would have to implement this rule in any event pursuant to s. 5.3.23 of the NLCA, 


but there is no harm in stating it in the NWMB‟s decision.)    


 


 


7) Partition the annual narwhal harvest according to narwhal migration for the East 


Baffin Island, Eclipse Sound and Admiralty Inlet Management Units. This would 


divide the annual harvest between two distinct seasons: Summer-Season and 


Migratory-Season, according to the dates recommended annually by each Hunters 


and Trappers Organization (HTO) that harvests from the Management Unit. 


 


NTI proposed version:  


 
4)  a) Approve DFO’s Harvest Allocation Model as the RWOs’ means of 


distinguishing during the migratory season between migrating 


narwhals from other stocks and narwhals available for TAH 


allocation in the East Baffin Island, Eclipse Sound and Admiralty 


Inlet Management Units.   


 


b) Establish a Summer- Season and Migratory- Season for each of 


these Units according to dates recommended annually by the HTO or 


HTOs that harvest from the Unit.   
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(The rewording in a) and b) reflects the same intent as DFO„s proposed 


decision but indicates the basis on which the RWOs would distinguish 


narwhals available for TAH allocation from narwhals from other stocks.) 


 


c) Approve DFO’s issuance of Summer- Season-only and Migratory- 


Season-only tags respecting these three Units, in order to implement 


the TAHs and Harvest Allocation Model for these Units. 


 


 


8) Establish mechanisms to close specific narwhal fisheries in each Management 


Unit when specific harvest limits have been reached: 


 


a. For communities that harvest without seasonal restrictions (ie: using All- 


Season Marine Mammal Tags), once the sum of the All-Season Community 


Harvest Limits within the Management Unit are reached, the narwhal fishery 


in that Management Unit is closed. 


b. For communities that harvest with seasonal restrictions (ie: using 


Summer-Season Marine Mammal Tags and Migratory-Season Marine 


Mammal Tags): 
 


i. The summer fishery in a Management Unit is closed when either of the 


following conditions is met: 


1. Once the Summer-Season Community Harvest Limit(s) within a 


Management Unit are reached; or 


2. Once the Summer-Season end date specified on the Summer 


Season Marine Mammal Tag is reached. 


ii. The migratory fishery in a Management Unit is closed when either of 


the following conditions is met: 


1. Once the Migratory-Season Community Harvest Limit(s) within 


a Management Unit are reached; or 


2. Once the Migratory-Season end dates specified on the Marine 


Mammal Tag are reached. 


 


 


NTI proposed version:  
 


(a) No such decision necessary. (As discussed above under DFO‟s proposed 


decisions #3 and 5, the NWMB‟s TAH decisions and the RWO and HTO 


allocations can be enforced fully on the basis of section 5 of the MMRs. For the 


three Units where narwhal from other stocks are present during the migration 


seasons, it is only necessary to add that tags may be issued on a seasonal basis as 


per NTI proposed decision #4 (c) above.)   


(b) Instead, remove the limitation closing a narwhal fisheries on notice that a 


quota is reached, which is contained in section 23 of the MMRs. (Section 5 of 


the MMRs is sufficient to achieve the conservation purpose of enforcing any 


TAH. DFO has not provided a justification for section 23 of the MMRs. Section 
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23 does not appear to be “necessary” within the meaning of s. 5.3.3(a) of the 


NLCA.)  


 


 


9) Measures to reduce struck and lost narwhal 


All narwhal hunting communities should develop written plans that include 


practical measures for hunters to reduce the number of struck and lost 


narwhal. 


 
NTI position:  


 
Instead, section 3.7.6 of the draft Plan should be revised as per the NTI 


recommendations made in section 4 (d) of this submission below.   


 
C. Provision of Information 


 


10) Harvest reporting is required by the Regional Wildlife Organizations (RWO) and 


Hunter and Trappers Organizations (HTO) annually: 


a. HTO to notify RWO and DFO when their Community Harvest Limits (All- 


Season, or Summer and Migratory) are reached. 


b. RWO to notify DFO when the sum of the Community Harvest Limits (All- 


Season, or Summer and Migratory) are reached in each Management Unit 


within their Region. 


 
NTI position:  


 
Not a matter of NWMB jurisdiction. Annual reporting by HTOs and RWOs 


is appropriate.  


  
D. Certification of narwhal tusks 


 


11) Tusks from landed narwhal need to be inspected and certified by a 


Conservation Officer or Fishery Officer. The permanent attachment device 


would be used to affix the tusk to the Marine Mammal Tag, as part of the 


certification process. 


 
NTI position:  
 


Not sufficiently developed to be adopted and implemented at this time.  


 


 
E. Approval of the IFMP – pursuant to NLCA s.5.2.34(d) 
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12) Approve the Integrated Fisheries Management Plan for Narwhal in the Nunavut 


Settlement Area (effective date 2013) and Phase One of the Marine Mammal Tag 


Transfer Policy described in it. 


 


 


NTI position:  


 


NTI supports the approval of the draft Plan if the following conditions are 


met and revisions made: 


 


a) complete the community consultation on the Plan as per NTI’s comment in 


section 2 of this submission;   


 


b) revise the proposed management measures as per NTI’s positions stated 


above: 


 


c) include a firm commitment, as part of the initial three-year Plan review,  


to Board review for possible removal or modification under section 5.6.51 of 


all applicable NQLS in the MMRs that will be continued transitionally.  


 


 


4.   NTI comments on particular issues 


a) DFO’s scientific research on narwhal, and related management recommendations 


From 2008 to 2010, DFO raised concerns of narwhal summering stock depletions in Admiralty 


Inlet, based on a population estimate of 3600. DFO reported that the current harvest levels must 


be reducing this summering stock, and that this would affect the stock‟s genetic diversification. 


This recommendation was based on “DFO CSAS 2008-022 and 035 (best available scientific 


information)” (TAB 5, filed with RFD). DFO recommended a reduction of the Admiralty Inlet 


summering stock harvest level from 130 to 28.  In 2010, DFO-Science completed a further aerial 


survey in Admiralty Inlet. The current estimated population is 18,049 narwhals, and DFO has 


increased its recommended harvest level for Admiralty Inlet to 233 narwhal. 


As of mid-2011, DFO‟s best scientific information for the North Hudson Bay narwhal population 


was an estimated population of 3660 (DFO CSAS 2008/035). DFO recommended a total 


allowable catch of 57 narwhal for 2011, reduced from the previous average annual harvest of 


101. In August, 2011, DFO-Science completed an aerial survey of North Hudson Bay. DFO‟s 


revised estimate of the population is now 12,485 narwhal (CSAS 2012/028), and the 


recommended total allowable catch is now 157 narwhal.    


In both of these cases, Inuit consistently advised DFO that DFO‟s information was not accurate 


and underrepresented the abundance of narwhals.  Inuit were reporting that their observations of 


narwhal during the summer were not indicating any reductions or significant changes in 
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abundance over time.  Inuit did raise concerns of aerial surveys not observing narwhals during 


the surveys due to weather conditions, ice conditions, prey distributions and the presence of 


killer whales in the study areas. The making of management decisions based on scientific 


information that is not supported by Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit has proven to be risky.  DFO‟s 2010 


NDF report on narwhals is an example of decisions being based solely on science without 


consultation with Inuit. 


b) Management based on summering aggregations rather than populations: why this 


change should only be considered on a three-year trial basis  


The Board is being asked to replace most pre-NLCA quotas on the harvesting of narwhal with 


TAHs established under the NLCA. Under the NLCA, a TAH may only be placed on wildlife in 


the naturally occurring unit of a “stock” or “population” (ss. 5.1.1; 5.1.5; 5.6.1; 5.6.17). The 


reason is that this is the quantitative level at which the conservation of wildlife is concerned. As 


a limitation on harvesting, a TAH must also be justified under the NLCA as necessary for a valid 


conservation purpose (s. 5.3.3(a)). The setting of a TAH at the proper level of a “stock” or 


“population” is therefore a key part of the Board‟s responsibility to ensure that its harvest 


limitation decisions are justified under the Agreement. The Board has long recognized this. See, 


for example, the Board‟s July 10 2009 letter to DFO requesting DFO‟s evidence and rationale for 


proposing the setting of TAHs on the basis of narwhal summering “stocks” or “substocks” rather 


than populations.    


DFO‟s proposals assert that summering aggregations of Baffin Bay narwhal should be treated as  


“stocks” for management purposes. Whether this assertion is supported by the evidence is an 


issue for the Board‟s decision in this proceeding.  Since the division of the Baffin Bay population 


into “stocks” would limit quantities of harvest in each unit within the population range, 


statements such as the following certainly do not offer sufficient justification for TAHs under s. 


5.3.3(a) by themselves: 


By managing at the smaller “stock” level, instead of the much larger Baffin Bay 
population, it will help to conserve narwhal, reduce the potential for local 
depletions of stocks, and promote the conservation of genetic diversity that may 
result from adaptation to local conditions. This will help communities ensure that 
there are local narwhal stocks for their community to harvest in the future.(RFD, 
page 10) 


   


The setting of a TAH on virtually any unit of wildlife would be justified under the NLCA if the 


mere possibility of local reductions in quantity or the promotion of genetic diversity justified 


limiting the right of an Inuk to harvest up to his or her full level of needs.    


DFO explains that it uses “stock” in these proposals to refer simply to geographically separated 


groups of narwhal that Inuit harvest:  
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The term “stock” generally refers to a resource unit: a group of 
animals that are subject to hunting. The biological definition of a 
population is a reproductively-isolated group of animals. 


 


Stocks defined here may or may not be populations in that sense but they 


are geographically segregated groups subject to hunting. The term “sub-


stock” was used by the Scientific Working Group of the Joint Commission on 


Conservation and Management of Narwhal and Beluga (JCNB) and the 


North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission (NAMMCO) to subdivide the 


previously known “Baffin Bay Narwhal” stock into smaller management units 


to reflect information on the “sub-stocks” seasonal segregation. It 


essentially means “stock”. This analysis refers only to management “stocks”, 


keeping in mind that some of these stocks may or may not be “populations” 


in the biological sense. 


    (Tab 2 to RFD, “Summary of Defining Stocks (etc)”’) 


By contrast, there is no doubt that “stock”, in the TAH provisions of the NLCA, is   


used in the biological sense equivalent to populations. In fact, DFO‟s supporting rationale does 


not make as sharp a distinction as the above quote suggests. DFO‟s Potential Biological Removal 


analysis, on which DFO‟s calculations of Total Allowable Landed Catch for each Unit are based, 


assumes reproductive isolation on the part of the units analyzed.  And, as already noted, DFO‟s 


stated objective for narwhal stock assessment research is population-based (see RFD, page 2, 


discussed in the Introduction to this submission under The test for NLCA justification under s. 


5.3.3(a)) .     


 


DFO-Science identifies two narwhal populations in the NSA - Northern Hudson Bay and Baffin 


Bay - based on satellite telemetry and genetic and contaminant data.  The Baffin Bay population 


is separated into four management units based on observed summering aggregations and satellite 


telemetry.  According to DFO, the presence of summering “stocks” of narwhal is supported by 


information from Inuit in some communities who report that there are physical and behavioral 


differences among narwhal in their area.  DFO has also acknowledged that there are summering 


narwhal in Parry Channel, Jones Sound and Smith Sound; however the relationship of these 


areas to the other four identified summering units is unknown (RFD, page 3; draft Plan, page 


16).   


NTI recognizes that scientific information and Inuit knowledge establish that two narwhal 


populations are present within the NSA.  Let us review more closely the evidence that DFO has 
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presented in support of recognizing four summering “stocks” of Baffin Bay narwhal and 


managing such “stocks” on that basis: 


- Satellite telemetry. DFO has captured narwhal in four locations to attach satellite tags 


- Tremblay Sound, Creswell Bay, Kakiak Point and Repulse Bay.  The tags transmit 


information, on average, for a period of 6 months, with only two functioning for 12 


months. In 2011, 4 narwhals tagged in Tremblay Sound were tracked into Admiralty 


Inlet, during the summer period. These animals travelled from one Unit (Eclipse 


Sound) to another (Admiralty Inlet) during the season when DFO proposes to treat 


these Units as separate.  


- The information from Inuit collected by DFO during community visits reports 


aggregations of narwhals in summering areas. According to DFO, Inuit report that 


they have observed both physical and behavioral differences between groups of 


narwhals within populations. (See RFD, pages 3,10; draft Plan, page 16). However, 


Inuit also identify movements of these groups, and emphasise the lack of fidelity of 


individuals and subgroups to specific summering areas. (See, for example, DFO‟s 


“synthesis” report, filed with the RFD at TAB 4). The Inuit knowledge and 


observations relied upon by DFO do not support the management of narwhal based 


on summering aggregations. 


Further reports from Inuit of which NTI representatives are aware emphasize the fluidity of 


narwhal aggregations. In several places in the past few decades, Inuit have observed substantial 


movements of narwhal groupings.  


Inuit reported a movement or displacement of narwhals during the summer beginning in the late 


1970‟s from Admiralty Inlet, which was assumed to be a result of increased shipping traffic into 


Admiralty Inlet (Nanisivik Mine). This trend was highlighted by an entrapment of narwhal in 


Agu Bay in October 1979, and a second one in October 1980 in Quilliam Bay.  The displacement 


in Admiralty Inlet was temporary, lasting about a year.
2
 


Inuit in the Pelly Bay area reported a significant increase in the numbers of narwhal in this area 


beginning around 1986, which has continued to date.
3
  This increase in the area is verified in the 


increased harvest levels of narwhal shown in Appendix 2 of the IFMP for the period 1999-2010.  


Inuit in the Eclipse Sound area have recently reported an apparent displacement of narwhal from 


this area in the past few summers, which has also been documented by the movement of a 


narwhal with a satellite tag in the summer of 2011.  This reported displacement of narwhals from 


Eclipse Sound is attributed by Inuit to increased activity (shipping and research) related to the 


                                                           
2
 Information based on observations and interviews of Inuit in Igloolik and Arctic Bay in 1979-1981 by Glenn 


Williams, NTI Wildlife Policy Advisor.  
3
 Information from Gabriel Nirlungayuk, NTI Director of Wildlife and Environment. 
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development of a mine in the area.  The harvest levels in Eclipse Sound reflect the reported 


displacement of narwhal as shown in Appendix 2 of the IFMP. 


NTI anticipates that Inuit in the Jones Sound area will report to the NWMB at the upcoming  


hearing that that they have observed an immigration of narwhal that appear to be females with 


calves and younger sub-adult animals that previously were not regularly seen during the summer 


in these areas.   


In the summer of 2011, Inuit of the Coronation Gulf area harvested ten narwhal near Cambridge 


Bay, which is a community that has neither a community quota nor a history of harvesting 


narwhals.  Appearance of narwhals in this area was attributed by Inuit to the presence of killer 


whales, which were observed in the Coronation Gulf area in 2011 for the first time.  


The observation of summer aggregations of narwhals in identified areas is agreed to by 


everyone.  However, the fidelity of narwhals to the summering areas is unclear.  The conclusions 


made by DFO-Science are based on a small sample of narwhal from a Baffin Bay population that 


is estimated at over 90,000 animals.   


Inuit have observed that narwhal distribution/abundance is influenced by movements of prey 


species (polar cod), distribution of summer ice cover, presence of killer whales, and 


human/industrial activities.  In summary, Inuit have observed and reported movements over the 


past 35-40 years which demonstrate significant displacement and movements of narwhals, for 


intervals of one year as in Admiralty Inlet and up to 26 years as in the Pelly Bay area. 


Based on the scientific evidence of summering “stocks” reviewed above, DFO unilaterally 


instituted the summering stock management of narwhal in 2010, applying this approach to 


Canada‟s 2010  CITES Non-Detriment Finding (NDF) assessment of narwhal.  The immediate 


result was a reversal of many previous positive assessments of Baffin Bay harvest levels and an 


export ban on the sale of narwhal tusks from nearly all of the communities that harvest Baffin 


Bay narwhal, based on DFO‟s finding that harvest levels are unsustainable or – in the case of 


Parry Channel, Jones Sound and Smith Sound narwhal - cannot be verified as sustainable. At the 


time, DFO emphasized that the current scientific information is the best available information. 


DFO has repeatedly presented as fact to NTI and Inuit that, in order to continue with 


international trade in narwhal tusks, Canada must adopt the proposed summering stock 


management system in Nunavut. 


NTI does not endorse the summering stock management approach to narwhal management at 


this time. In NTI‟s view, the scientific support for this approach is weak, and the risks of poor 


functioning of the system fall disproportionately upon Inuit harvesters. NTI is concerned, for 


example, that the two-tag system based on this approach, which DFO advises will optimize Inuit 


harvesting over the yearly harvest cycle, will in fact reduce Inuit harvest levels for many Inuit 


families annually, by restricting the choice that an Inuk has as to when to go hunting. The only 


reason that NTI does not oppose DFO‟s proposed decisions #2,4,5 and 6 in their entirety in this 
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proceeding is the fact that DFO advises that continued international trade under CITES would 


not be possible without this change to the system. As NTI indicated in the Introduction to this 


submission, such advice confirms that something is seriously wrong with the implementation of 


CITES in Canada.   


NTI Recommendations: 


- NTI recommends that the NWMB review the management of narwhal based on 


summering stocks rigorously within three years of the new system‟s implementation, 


and that DFO undertake to carry out the data collection and analysis necessary for 


such a review. The review should include a thorough analysis of both Inuit harvesting 


patterns and levels, and the conservation justification for the associated TAHs under 


section 5.3.3 of the NLCA. Evidence of significant infidelity to summer aggregation 


areas should be fully considered in the assessment of justification. There should also 


be regular three-year NWMB reviews thereafter over at least a further six years. 


DFO‟s proposed management plan would introduce a number of first time 


management initiatives, such as management units, a two tag system (for four 


communities), harvesting seasons for those communities, a complex allocation model 


and tag transfer policy. This new system will require constant monitoring and 


amending to ensure a functional management system for narwhals. 


- DFO also should commit to prepare, within three months of the final decisions in this 


proceeding, an implementation plan for the new system, including both a work plan 


and adequate budget for the training and monitoring of the HTO staff that will 


administer the allocation of tags and reporting to DFO that will be expected. 


 


c) Decision to consider a TAH for the Parry Channel, Jones Sound and Smith Sound 


aggregation 


Whether the Board should make a TAH decision   


DFO proposes that, alone among aggregations of Baffin Bay narwhal, the narwhal in Parry 


Channel, Jones Sound and Smith Sound should remain subject to a pre-NLCA quota (see page 


12, draft Plan).  


In advancing this position, DFO seeks to rely on the NLCA‟s transitional provision for pre-


NLCA quotas (s. 5.6.4). For the past nineteen years DFO has treated that provision as allowing 


quotas imposed before the NLCA was signed to continue in force, pending action from the 


NWMB, without any necessary consideration of Inuit rights. The Grise Fiord community quota 


for these narwhal has remained unchanged since its establishment in 1975.  


In NTI‟s view, too much time has passed, and too much effort put into a management plan 


process that is meant to be “comprehensive” (RFD, page 5), for the Board simply to avoid 
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making any quantitative decision in this proceeding about one narwhal “stock” in the NSA. Grise 


Fiord hunters deserve better respect for their rights. If it is too soon for the NWMB to make a 


TAH decision on this “stock” of narwhal, it is too soon for the Board to consider approving a 


narwhal management plan for the NSA.  


Further, as NTI pointed out in its June 8 2012 letter to the Board, once the Board commits to 


review a pre-NLCA limitation pursuant to section 5.6.4, it must act “in accordance with [Article 


5]”. This means that the only quantitative decisions available to the Board respecting this “stock” 


of narwhal are whether or not the setting of a TAH is justified under s. 5.3.3(a) of the NLCA, 


and if so, at what level the TAH should be set.  


Once the Board commits to review the Grise Fiord quota, there is no option to continue the quota 


without setting a TAH.    


Justification   


If the Board agrees with NTI that a Board TAH decision for this “stock” is due, DFO‟s evidence 


and rationale fall to be examined to determine whether, or on what level, they may justify a 


TAH.  


In fairness, NTI acknowledges that DFO may seek to avoid the NLCA justification analysis for a 


TAH on this “stock” precisely because it is doubtful whether any TAH would limit Inuit 


harvesting “only to the extent necessary ... to effect a valid conservation purpose” (s. 5.3.3(a)).  


DFO has not offered any evidence of a known or suspected threat to these animals in the period 


from 1975 to the present, such as an indication of reduction in their numbers or diminishment of 


their survival prospects or their ability to reproduce.  


Indeed, DFO‟s scientific evidence would appear to indicate that the Baffin Bay population has 


more than doubled since 1975. DFO reports that the relationship of narwhal that summer in these 


areas to other Baffin Bay narwhal is not known. If the Parry Channel, Jones Sound and Smith 


Sound aggregation belongs to the Baffin Bay population, this aggregation likely has been 


growing rather than decreasing. 


As noted above (4 (b)) NTI expects that Grise Fiord hearing participants will report to the Board 


sightings of females and calves in Jones Sound in recent years, tending to confirm the stability 


and health of this grouping.  


Assuming for the sake of argument that there were a small and therefore relatively vulnerable 


natural stock of animals in these summer areas, the analysis would at least have to consider 


whether reasonably foreseeable levels of harvesting by the community of Grise Fiord would 


likely pose any significant threat to such a stock. (A TAH would not be justified if it would have 


to be set at such a high level of harvest that the level is not likely to be reached. Such a limit 


would exceed “the extent necessary” under s. 5.3.3.) Here DFO‟s proposals furnish no evidence 
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or knowledge-based implications of risk whatsoever. There is no indication in DFO‟s proposals 


that foreseeable levels of harvesting by Grise Fiord harvesters pose a real risk of any significant 


harm to this aggregation of narwhal. The only statements that appear potentially relevant in the 


RFD are as follows: 


A precautionary approach to fisheries management links harvest 
recommendations with stock assessment data. Lower harvest levels are 
recommended when stock assessments are uncertain, to avoid serious harm to 
fish or marine mammal stocks or their ecosystem. A lack of stock assessment 
data should not be used as a reason to postpone (or fail to take) management 
actions. This approach is widely accepted as an essential part of sustainable 
fisheries management.” (page 2) 


 


CITES and assessment of sustainability of Canadian narwhal harvests 


… 


Each narwhal Management Unit was considered individually with respect to 
making a CITES NDF using information available regarding population estimates, 
the recommended TALC, and the recorded harvest levels for the past five years. 
As a result of this analysis, the CSAS advice identified the following conservation 
concerns for 2010 in four of the six narwhal Management Units: 
… 


 Owing to the lack of data available for the Parry Channel, Jones Sound, and 
Smith Sound Management Unit, the sustainability of current harvest levels 
cannot be verified.  


The report made the following recommendations: 
 
… 
3. Obtain baseline information for the Parry Channel, Jones Sound, and Smith 
Sound Management Unit to aid in determining the sustainability of harvests in 
this Management Unit…..(pages 4-5) 


 


These statements are abstract.  In order to place them in the context of foreseeable harvest levels, 


the Board should consider the proposal to the Board that NTI understands will be made at the 


public hearing by the Iiviq HTO in Grise Fiord. The HTO intends to present a community 


management plan and hunting rules to the NWMB, requesting that the Board remove the current 


community quota of 20 on the strength of the HTO‟s initiative.  In its plan, the HTO will identify 


a current need for 50 narwhal for the community. The HTO will propose to enact by by-law its 


own limitation to this effect, together with supporting non-quota limitations, in the exercise of its 


NLCA authority under sections 5.7.3 (a) and (b).  The HTO will undertake to ensure that all 
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members are issued narwhal tags from DFO, and that all the regulations pertaining to narwhal in 


the MMRs may be applied to the hunting of narwhal in these areas.   


In NTI‟s submission, the HTO‟s proposal will remove any reasonable justification for a TAH on 


this aggregation of narwhal under the NLCA.   Provided that the Board is satisfied that this 


HTO‟s members are not likely to harvest in excess of the community limit of 50, there is no 


reasonable basis on which the Board could find that a TAH is necessary to effect a valid 


conservation purpose for this aggregation of narwhal.     


Returning to DFO‟s abstract statements above, NTI‟s comments are as follows:   


 DFO has not suggested that the precautionary approach is a reason for the Board to 


ignore Inuit harvesting rights or to put to one side the NLCA standard for justifying 


limitations on Inuit harvesting when the Board makes conservation decisions under 


the NLCA; 


 The precautionary approach itself does not justify purely speculative management 


measures. Any responsible application of the precautionary approach must be based 


on some real indication that significant harm could come to the wildlife that is being 


managed if action were not taken. The need for credible evidence of concern before 


intervening to restrict the use of a resource is a key component of the federal 


government‟s policy on how to apply the precautionary approach in the field of 


resource regulation: Government of Canada, A Framework for the Application of 


Precaution in Science-based Decision Making about Risk (Privy Council Office, 


2003). The Framework states that the precautionary principle “cannot be applied 


without an appropriate assessment of risks.” (page 3), that “Sound scientific 


information and its evaluation must be the basis for applying precaution” (page 7) and 


that “[t]he emphasis should be on providing a sound and credible case that a risk or 


serious or irreversible harm exists” (page 7).  


 DFO‟s guiding policy on precaution,  the “Fishery Decision-Making Framework 


Incorporating the Precautionary Approach”  (http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-


gp/peches-fisheries/fish-ren-peche/sff-cpd/precaution-eng.htmrexcuse ) states that it 


is based on the Government‟s Framework.  DFO‟s policy does not relieve fisheries 


decision-makers from responsibility to base their actions on credible assessments of 


the risk of serious or irreversible harm. In particular, this policy assures Inuit and 


other holders of Aboriginal harvesting rights that the policy  “is guided by the 


principle that the fishery is ... to be managed .... consistent with ... the constitutional 


protection afforded Aboriginal and treaty rights”.  Based on that assurance, Nunavut 


Inuit should be able to rely on DFO to present any proposals to the NWMB for 


limitations on Inuit harvesting squarely in the context of s. 5.3.3 of the NLCA, 


explicitly demonstrating why and on the basis of what evidence DFO considers 


proposed limitations to be justified under the NLCA.    



http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/peches-fisheries/fish-ren-peche/sff-cpd/precaution-eng.htm

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/peches-fisheries/fish-ren-peche/sff-cpd/precaution-eng.htm
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 The threshold of concern that responsible application of the precautionary approach 


depends on has not been demonstrated in the case of a total allowable harvest limit on 


Parry Channel, Jones Sound and Smith Sound narwhal. If DFO undertakes and 


reports any research on this aggregation, the Board can revisit this question again. 


Excerpts from the NTI Wildlife Department‟s  November 2011 response to the Nunavut Caribou 


Strategy are attached as an Appendix to this submission, in order to provide DFO and the Board 


with a more complete presentation of NTI‟s views as to how the precautionary principle should 


be applied in the making of wildlife conservation decisions under the NLCA. 


Finally, it is important to emphasize that these comments regarding a TAH decision for the Parry 


Channel, Jones Sound and Smith Sound summer aggregation of narwhal are offered on the 


assumption that this aggregation is a naturally occurring stock. If it is not – and scientific 


evidence does not demonstrate that it is – the Board would have to set any TAH on the basis of 


any larger natural stock or population of which this aggregation forms a part.  


 


 d)  Measures to reduce struck loss/rates (DFO proposed decision #9)      


NTI has been actively working with the North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission 


(NAMMCO) committee on Hunting Methods for several years.  The Hunting Committee has 


held five workshops; in 1999 on “Hunting Methods”, in 2001 on ”Weapons Ammunition and 


Ballistics”, in 2004 “Hunting Methods for Seals and Walrus”, in 2006 on “Struck and Lost” and 


in 2011 “Expert Group meeting to assess the hunting methods for small cetaceans”.  The 


workshop to address struck and loss in marine mammals harvesting had the following terms of 


reference; 


- Review hunting methods for seal, walrus and whale with respect to the problem of 


“struck and lost” 


- Identify possible studies of struck and loss to be undertaken in cooperation between 


researchers and hunters, in order to achieve accurate and reliable estimates of struck 


and loss 


- Identify the reasons why some hunts have a high or low struck and loss rate 


- To make recommendation on how to reduce struck and loss in consideration of 


hunting techniques, equipment modifications, season, locality and reduction of animal 


suffering. 


The workshop made six recommendations to management authorities, hunters and researchers; 


- Minimize animal suffering by minimizing killing times, which is balanced by 


consideration of the safety of the hunter and the risk of losing the animal. 
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- Monitoring – accurate estimation of struck and lost is important for effective 


management and essential to improve hunting practices.  Monitoring programmes 


that are appropriate for local conditions should be developed that could produce 


accurate information that will be accepted by hunters and managers, with full 


cooperation between hunters, managers and researchers. 


- Proper training of hunters – training in both theoretical and practical aspects of 


hunting, and that training materials and programmes should be appropriate to local 


conditions. 


- Hunting equipment – that hunters should always carry weapons and equipment 


appropriate to the target species and local hunting conditions. 


- Cooperative management – the hunters should be involved in the marine mammal 


management process and that the design, development and testing of new weapons 


and hunting equipment should be done in cooperation with hunters. 


- Sharing of technology and knowledge – there should be open exchange and sharing 


of information about new weapons, equipment and hunting techniques, and that this 


should be done on both a national and international level. 


Section 3.7.6 of the draft Plan, “Reducing Loss Rates”, refers to the MMRs that are currently in 


force to address the reduction of struck and loss rates in narwhal hunting. NTI‟s position is that, 


for the purposes of approval of the initial management Plan, this is sufficient at this time.  DFO‟s 


proposed  decision #9 is not a measure that would reduce struck and lost rates in narwhal 


harvesting.   


NTI Recommendations: 


NTI recommends the following measures be taken to appropriately address reducing struck and 


lost rates in narwhals and all other marine mammal harvesting; 


- That DFO working with co-management partners develop and support a monitoring 


program that will document accurate estimation of struck and loss rates of narwhal 


hunts from the floe-edge, ice crack and open water seasons in more than one 


community; 


- That DFO working with co-management partners develop and support research 


projects to document the efficiency of current hunting equipment (rifles and 


ammunition) in order to recommend improved methods and equipment to improve  


time to death rates for marine mammals; 


- That co-management partners work to develop training materials (manuals) that can 


be used to teach theoretical aspects of hunting marine mammals. 


- That DFO staff engage in national and international workshops to share knowledge 


and technology with other marine mammal managers like NAMMCO. 
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Accurate and current information regarding the total removal levels of any species is critical to 


the proper management of the species.  The collection of accurate struck and loss rates is not 


only important to the responsible management of the resource but is also a tool to evoke change 


in harvesting methods and techniques amongst harvesters.  This change will not occur solely as a 


result of the drafting of plans to reduce the number of struck and lost narwhal.  If struck and loss 


rates are a priority management concern to DFO and the NWMB, then it will require a 


commitment of resources and effort to engage with hunters, evaluate the current harvesting 


practices and address the recommendations of the NAMMCO “Struck and Loss” workshop.  


e)  Reporting, inspection and certification:  further work required on DFO proposed 


decisions #10 and 11  


HTO/RWO harvest reporting (DFO proposed decision #10) 


While the NWMB is the main instrument of wildlife management in the NSA under the NLCA, 


HTOs and RWOs have unique NLCA roles. For example, an HTO can regulate the harvesting 


practices of its members under s. 5.7.3(a) without having to meet the justification standard that 


applies under s. 5.3.3 to Board and Ministers‟ restrictions on Inuit harvesting.  While the 


NWMB‟s NLCA powers are broad, the Agreement does not make the NWMB responsible to 


supervise the exercise of HTO/RWO responsibilities.   


 


The NWMB could make a recommendation of this nature instead. Alternatively, or in addition, 


HTOs and RWOs could commit to such reporting by adopting policies or by-laws. 


  


In any event, season-end reporting is not necessary, because the management system does not 


need a mechanism to close narwhal harvest seasons. An individual that harvests narwhal without 


a tag, or using a tag for the wrong season in Units where this could occur, would be in breach of 


section 5 of the MMRs.  Year-end reporting by HTOs and RWOs, on the other hand, would In 


NTI‟s view be necessary and appropriate.   


 


Certification of narwhal tusks (DFO proposed decision #11) 


If this is an NQL, it will require justification as per 5.3.3.  No justification has been given by 


DFO. A way has not yet been found to affix the tag to the tusk without damaging the tusk and 


causing a reduction in its value. In order to have merit, such a process must work for hunters as 


well as regulators, and must not devalue to tusks whose trade the system should be promoting. 


(The MMR‟s currently require the hunter to attach the tag to the tusk or carcass immediately 


after the kill, but to take to the fisheries officer afterwards only the portion of the tag on which 


the hunter has marked the month of the harvest and sex of the animal harvested: s. 24).    
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Also, such a requirement would appear to impede trade in tusks by preventing a community‟s 


hunters from selling their tusks when the Wildlife Officer or Fisheries Officer is absent from the 


community.    
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APPENDIX A  


The role of the precautionary approach to wildlife management in the justification of 


limitations on Inuit harvesting under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement -  excerpts from 


the November 17, 2011 response of the NTI Wildlife Department to the draft Nunavut 


Caribou Strategy  


… 


In response to the draft Strategy statement, first I would like to express NTI ‘s support for the 
following passages of the draft Strategy, which help a great deal to explain how the 
precautionary approach should operate in Nunavut when caribou management decisions are 
made under the NLCA:  
 


“*T+he NLCA recognises the need for a system of wildlife and land management that 


provides optimum protection to the renewable resource economy and the harvesting 


rights, privileges and priorities of Inuit.  In doing so, it is recognised that Inuit systems of 


wildlife management contribute to the conservation of wildlife and protection of 


habitat.”  


(p. 12, under “Vision”) 


….. 


“The Strategy is intended to recognize and support the Principles (Section 5.1.2) and 


Objectives (Section 5.1.3) set out in Article 5 of the NLCA. Pursuant to Section 5.1.5 of 


the NLCA, this strategy seeks to develop an environment in which caribou management 


decisions are based on sound information and are governed by and subject to the 


principles of conservation. … Through this strategy and the actions within it, there is also 


intent to engage the public and promote confidence in caribou management by inviting 


participation, enhancing communication and promoting a common understanding, as 


described in Section 5.1.3 (b) v.”  


(p. 11, under “Scope and Intent”) 


…. 


            4.0: Aajiiqatigiinniq (Collaborative Decision Making)  


… A framework of legislation and policies is needed to ensure decisions are objective, 


accountable, consistent and effective.  … 
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Within this legislative and policy framework, there is a need to ensure that decision-


making processes operate effectively.  Decisions affecting caribou must be anchored in a 


solid information base, respectful of the principles of conservation, and considerate of 


the long-term economic, social and cultural interests of Inuit.  To promote 


understanding and confidence in caribou management, decision-making processes must 


be transparent, inclusive and inviting to stakeholders and the public 


                                    (p. 24) 


Based on those passages, NTI would expect any statement in the Nunavut Caribou Strategy 


explaining how the precautionary approach informs caribou management decisions for the 


Nunavut Settlement Area (NSA) to reflect the following understanding:   


1.         Inuit have rights to harvest caribou under the NLCA. 


2.         The NLCA balances Inuit harvesting rights with recognized authorities of the Government 


of Nunavut and Nunavut Wildlife Management Board (NWMB) to manage caribou harvesting.  


A key to this balance is the standard for justifying limitations established by government and 


the NWMB on Inuit harvesting, contained in s. 5.3.3.  The Government of Nunavut’s 


responsibility to manage caribou does not lie outside the scope of the NLCA, or stand in 


opposition to the NLCA in any respect.  


3.         The NLCA’s balance between Inuit harvesting rights and government/NWMB’s 


management authorities takes into account a wide range of factors. 


4.         Among those factors is the importance of exercising appropriate caution when making 


caribou management decisions.  For example, the NLCA’s principles of conservation, set out in 


s. 5.1.5, contain different measures for what may be considered “necessary” to limit Inuit 


harvesting under 5.3.3(a), depending whether the caribou population is sustaining Inuit 


harvesting or is shown to be depleted.  The same limitation that properly would be considered 


necessary where the population is shown to be depleted and therefore needs to be restored or 


revitalized may not be considered necessary if the population is sustaining Inuit harvesting 


needs. In other words, the NLCA permits government/the NWMB to exercise more caution 


when restricting Inuit harvesting if a caribou population is shown to be depleted.  


5.         The precautionary approach is not a factor separate from NLCA factors. It is already 


relevant under the NLCA to assessing the evidence and rationale necessary to justify a 


limitation on Inuit harvesting of caribou. However, under the NLCA, it is only one factor to be 


considered. 
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6.         The NLCA is a land claims agreement that has legislative effect, is constitutionally 


protected, and is paramount where legislation or a policy established under legislation conflicts 


with the NLCA. Therefore, while the precautionary approach is a relevant factor to be 


considered in caribou management decisions, the precautionary approach cannot reduce the 


standard required by the NLCA for justifying any proposed government/NWMB limitation on 


Inuit harvesting rights.  


7.         It follows from the NLCA’s standard for justifying limitations on Inuit harvesting that 


there must always be credible evidence that limiting Inuit caribou harvesting is necessary 


before a government/NWMB limitation will be justified.  Credible evidence can come from 


a range of sources, including Inuit harvesters. 


 


8.         Any statement of principle adopted by the Government of Nunavut explaining how the 


precautionary approach may inform caribou management decisions in the Nunavut Settlement 


Area should advise that there must be credible evidence of a legitimate caribou management 


concern recognized under the NLCA before the precautionary approach can be considered as a 


factor in the decision.       


9.         The need for credible evidence of concern before intervening to restrict the use of a 
resource is also part of the federal government’s policy on how to apply the precautionary 
approach in resource regulation: Government of Canada, A Framework for the Application of 
Precaution in Science-based Decision Making about Risk (Privy Council Office, 2003). The 
Framework states that the precautionary principle “cannot be applied without an appropriate 
assessment of risks.” (page 3), that “Sound scientific information and its evaluation must be the 
basis for applying precaution” (page 7) and that “*t+he emphasis should be on providing a sound 
and credible case that a risk or serious or irreversible harm exists” (page 7).  
  


10.       Where there is credible evidence of a legitimate caribou management concern, and Inuit 


communities are meeting the concern by employing Inuit systems of wildlife management, 


including HTO/RWO powers of self-regulation recognized under the NLCA - or where Inuit 


communities can do so - Government limitations will not be “necessary” under the NLCA, 


regardless whether or not the precautionary approach is relevant.   


11.       Where there is credible evidence of a legitimate caribou management concern, there 


should always be consultation with the Inuit communities affected before a caribou harvesting 


limitation is proposed to the NWMB, including consultation about   


 Inuit harvesters’ evidence regarding the concern;   


 the prospects for Inuit self-regulation as a sufficient response to the concern;  


 the likely impacts on harvesting of any government limitation that is being 
considered, and Inuit harvesters’ views as to whether such impacts are undue, 
unreasonable or greater than necessary to meet the concern, 
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 how to accommodate Inuit harvesting interests in the light of these factors. 
 


12.       To emphasize, the NLCA does not permit the precautionary approach to be used as 


justification for government to restrict Inuit harvesting where the Government in question has 


not presented credible evidence sufficient to show that the restriction is necessary.    


Based on that understanding, NTI would … support the following … wording:   


“The role of precaution under the standard for justifying limitations on Inuit 
harvesting 
 
In accordance with the Wildlife Act and the NLCA, the best available information must 
guide caribou management decisions made on behalf of the GN.  Decisions to take 
measures that would limit Inuit harvesting must meet the justification standard 
provided in the Act and NLCA.  Such decisions must be based on credible evidence, 
sufficient rationale, and sufficient consultation with affected Inuit harvesters.   
 
A management decision to limit Inuit harvesting that is made in the absence of certainty 
may be justified, and the absence of certainty is not a reason to postpone such a 
measure if the limitation is justified. Every effort, however, must be made to fill gaps in 
our knowledge which create uncertainty.  
 
A significant risk of harm to the vitality or health of a population that is indicated by 


credible evidence is relevant to assessing whether a measure is justified. The ability of 


affected Inuit harvesting communities to manage the concern according to their own 


authorities and systems of management will be a primary consideration in all cases.”  


This issue is of central importance to wildlife management in Nunavut. NTI representatives 


would be pleased to discuss my response with GN representatives at a mutually convenient 


time in the near future.  


… 


Gabriel Nirlungayuk, 
Director of Wildlife 
Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated 
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APPENDIX B 


 


NTI comments on the Department and Fisheries Oceans Canadian Science and 


Management documents  


 


 


General comments 


Abundance and distribution 


 Two narwhal populations are currently recognized in Canadian waters by the Department 


of Fisheries and Oceans and the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in 


Canada.  They are the Baffin Bay population comprised of at least 4 summering 


aggregations and the North Hudson Bay population.  Neither population is considered at 


risk of extirpation or extinction.  The Baffin Bay population is estimated to number over 


90,000 animals and the most recent estimate for the North Hudson Bay population is 


about 12,000 animals.  These values represent the highest estimates produced for the 


species in Canadian waters.  For example, in 1994, the Baffin Bay population was 


estimated to number approximately 34,000 animals (95% CI 21,600-54,600) (Reeves, 


Dietz, & Born, 1994).  In 1984, the Hudson Bay population was estimated to number 


approximately 1,355 animals (90% CI 1,000-1,900) (Richard, 1991).  However, in both 


of these cases, the estimates were based on numbers of animals seen at the surface.  A 


1996 aerial survey of a large part of the summer range in Canada produced an estimate of 


45,358 (95% CI 23,397-87,932) for a large range of the narwhal population (Innes, 


Heide-Jorgensen, Laake, Cleator, Richard, & Stewart, 2002).   


 


 The Baffin Bay population is considered to be comprised of at least four summering 


aggregations.  These aggregations represent stocks that are demographically independent 


units.  However, the exact relationship between these summering stocks and the 


wintering population is unknown.  The summer stock structure is a working hypothesis 


which primarily relies upon information from a small sample of satellite tagged animals.  


There is little to weak genetic, contaminant, stable isotope, or other lines of evidence that 


currently provide support for this hypothesis.  


Management 


 Management by summering stocks is new and only recently presented to Inuit.  There has 


been limited consideration of the effects of implementing this management system.  


Previous reviews of Community Based Management of narwhal revealed a number of 


challenges that included issues related to communication, staff support and funding 


support.   
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 There is a relatively high degree of complexity in the proposed allocation system which 


has no implementation plan.  Communities and more specifically Hunter‟s and Trapper‟s 


Organizations and Regional Wildlife Organizations are expected to implement this 


system with little to no planning.    


 


 The total allowable landed catch (TALC) levels recommended in this document for 


narwhal summering stocks represent values of 0.6% to 1.3% of the estimated stock or 


population (See Appendix 1).  This is a significant difference from a previous response 


that Canada supplied to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 


Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) wherein Canada indicated a harvest of 2.5% to be 


sustainable for the population (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 


of Wild Fauna and Flora, 1996). 


 


Specific comments 


 


1. The structure of Baffin Bay summering stocks is uncertain.  Summering stocks for 


Baffin Bay are not genetically distinct. 


 


Currently, there is no conclusive evidence to assume that the summering stocks for Baffin 


Bay are genetically distinct.   


“Despite preliminary indications of some population structuring, at the present time it is 


unknown whether any of the Baffin Bay summer aggregations are genetically distinct.” 


(DFO, 2012, pg. 3) 


Therefore, the purpose of promotion of conservation of genetic diversity as provided in the 


discussion of the DFO population delineation document is not supported for stock 


delineation.   


“It is [sic] also promotes the conservation of genetic diversity which may result from 


adaptation to local conditions.” (Richard, 2010, pg. 1) 


However, there is still the potential for local depletion if summer site fidelity is a critical 


component of the Baffin Bay population dynamics. 


2. The use of Potential Biological Removal (PBR) for narwhal management is new and 


some factors appear inconsistent in its application. 


The PBR method is a technique that was developed by the United States National Marine 


Fisheries Service that calculates limits to human-caused mortality of cetaceans.  Its aim is to 


provide the maximum number of animals that may be removed from a population or stock 


while allowing the population or stock to reach or maintain its optimum sustainable value.  


The method explicitly takes into account uncertainty and potential biases in the available 


information by using the minimum population estimate (20
th


 percentile of the log normal 
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distribution of the population size estimate), a fixed coefficient of 0.5, a maximum annual 


population growth rate, and a recovery factor coefficient that ranges between 0.1 and 1.   


However, there is no rationale provided on the value of recovery factors that are being used 


for different stocks.  For example, it does not appear to follow a process or independent 


expert assessment such as provided by COSEWIC.  Instead, it appears to be set at the 


discretion of DFO personnel. 


“Applying a PBR calculation to a very outdated survey is undesirable and in some cases 


this introduces considerable uncertainty; if new survey data are not obtained, at 


minimum the recovery factor in the model should be reduced from 1.0 to 0.5.” (DFO, 


2011, pg. 9) 


To calculate the PBR for the Admiralty Inlet stock in 2008, a minimum population estimate 


of 3600 animals and a recovery factor of 0.5 was used despite acknowledgement by the 


authors that there were major issues with the survey effort and that the population estimate 


was likely biased. 


“The northern and central parts of Admiralty inlet were surveyed in poor visibility 


conditions due to rain, while the southern part of the inlet and adjacent fords could not 


be surveyed because of low ceilings. Once again, despite higher coverage, the survey 


design missed a large herd of narwhals, which was observed while in transit between two 


transects in the middle of the inlet. As in 2003, the rough counts made of narwhals in that 


herd are probably low because the numbers were over-whelming. Worsening weather did 


not allow us to finish the survey area or to make a second attempt”.  (Richard, Laake, 


Hobbs, Heide-Jorgensen, Asselin & Cleator, 2010) 


 


One must assume the status of this population was assessed as depleted since the recovery 


factory was set at 0.5. This conclusion was drawn despite information that the estimate was 


biased and concerns expressed by the community, HTO, and RWO that the survey was 


inadequate to make an assessment.   


 


“For populations not known to have been depleted, the recovery factor is set to 1 as was 


done here except for Admiralty Inlet where it was set to 0.5.” (DFO, 2008, pg. 3) 


 


This eventually led to the harvest being assessed as unsustainable and a negative Non-


Detrimental determination for this stock was unilaterally designated by DFO. 


 


“Given that the quota/harvest limit for this management unit is nearly five times greater 


than the recommended TALC, current harvest levels are considered unsustainable.  The 


proportion of other management units harvested in the spring is unknown, as is the extent 


to which other communities are harvesting from this management unit at different times 


of the year.  Although a new survey was conducted in 2010 and its results may lead to a 


revised population abundance estimate, those data are not yet available and cannot be 


taken into consideration in this assessment.” (DFO, 2010, pg. 4) 
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After the 2010 population analysis for Admiralty Inlet was completed, the population 


estimate that was generated numbered 18,049 animals.  The recommended Total Allowable 


Landed Catch (TALC) became 233 animals with a recovery factor set at 1 since the 


population was no longer considered depleted.  This is a difference of 205 animals from the 


2008 recommended TALC of 28 animals.  This represents an increase of about 700%.  As a 


result, DFO Management determined that the population was not only sustainable but a 


retrospective analysis indicated that it has been sustainable for the past five years.   


 


“Narwhals are abundant, harvests are within the recently updated recommended TALC 


for this summering aggregation, and the outcomes of the retrospective analysis indicate 


sustainable harvests.  This is different than the advice produced in 2010 as new 


abundance estimates are available and the allocation model was not yet developed.”  


(DFO, 2012, pg. 8)  


 


The application of PBR and selection of certain recovery factor values may be justified but 


explicit justifications ideally should be made transparent in order to understand the process. 


 


3. The use of a constant struck loss rate correction to calculate total allowable catch is a 


major assumption. 


 


The management response assumes that the struck loss rate is constant both spatially and 


temporally.  For example, there may be large variation in the struck-loss rates for different 


environments (floe edge, open lead, and open water), different hunters, and different 


environmental conditions (rough ice, sea conditions).  However, there is little to no 


information provided in the calculation or rationale of the loss rate corrections.    


 


4. There are other sources of information available for Parry Channel, Jones Sound and 


Smith Sound for management objectives. 


 


Because there are no scientific population estimates for other putative stocks which include 


Parry Channel, Jones Sound and Smith Sound, DFO has not generated a total allowable catch 


level for these stocks.  This poses a serious problem for the community of Grise Fiord which 


has historically harvested and currently harvest narwhal for subsistence.  However, there are 


other sources of information available for these stocks that include Inuit harvest, Inuit 


knowledge, and incidental observations.  The harvest of this management unit has never been 


previously considered a threat to the Baffin Bay or North Hudson Bay populations.  


However, its relationship to the Baffin Bay population as well as narwhals in Greenland is 


considered unknown by DFO Science and Management. 


 


“Harvests from these areas are considered opportunistic, no population estimates exist, and 


TALC has not been estimated.  The relationship of the Parry Channel narwhals to other 


summering aggregations is unknown.  Narwhals are also present in Jones Sound and are 
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genetically different than those in the Somerset Island summering aggregation; these whales 


are harvested by the community of Grise Fjord.  In addition, narwhals are also present in 


Smith Sound and are harvested by Greenland hunters. Little is known about the relationship 


of the narwhals in Jones Sound and Smith Sound to the Baffin Bay population, as well as to 


narwhals in Greenland.” (DFO, 2012, pg. 9) 


 


5. The Inuit harvest of narwhal is not exclusive to summering stocks. The mixed stock 


structure model has multiple assumptions and sources of uncertainty. 


 


Currently, Inuit harvest takes place in multiple seasons. Narwhals display a distinct annual 


migratory cycle.  During the fall and spring migration, Inuit may harvest from different 


stocks.  DFO is unable to assign exactly the amount of spring and fall migration harvest to a 


specific stock.   


“It is not possible to directly assess the number of narwhals from different Baffin Bay MU 


that are killed during spring/fall migration” (DFO briefing note to NWMB, 2012, pg. 1) 


The allocation model is the best attempt to address these uncertainties.  However, there are 


some major assumptions with the DFO stock allocation model. For example, there is 


uncertainty associated with the proportion of each stock that is available to each community 


during the spring and fall migration. Although, the exact proportion of animals belonging to 


any particular stock for the migratory harvest is unknown, the stock allocation model 


assumes that access to these animals is proportional to the size of each stock relative to the 


total number of animals in the mixture of stocks. Some sensitivity of the modeling analyses 


to this assumption was evaluated using risk modeling and considered not to have a significant 


impact on the demographic units. 


6. The survey areas did not include all areas of known summer occupation. 


The most recent survey effort for East Baffin Island did not include waters adjacent to 


Cumberland peninsula which is a known area of narwhal occupation.  A substantial part of 


the known range of the Somerset stock was not surveyed. Hence DFO is relying upon an 


estimate from 1996 for their TALC recommendation.  Furthermore, not all fjords and inlets 


of East Baffin Island were explored by reconnaissance or other methods.  The current 


population and summering stock estimates are likely underestimates because the entire 


summering range was not surveyed in the last major survey effort. This could have a 


significant effect on the total allowable catch levels for certain stocks.  


“In conclusion, the narwhal population in the Canadian High Arctic is distributed 


broadly in summer, and numbers are larger than was previously thought.  While the 


largest numbers of these narwhals were again found in the western part of their summer 


range, particularly in Prince Regent Inlet and Eclipse Sound, this study has shown that 
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substantial numbers of narwhals also occupy the fjords of east Baffin Island and the gulf 


of Boothia.  The results, although imprecise, do show that there is a large population out 


there, one that can probably sustain a large hunt. However, because of the imprecision of 


the estimates and questions of stock structure, management should be exercised with 


caution” (Richard et al., 2010). 


7. The distribution of narwhal has expanded in the Nunavut Settlement Area.  The 


temporal and geographic variation with respect to summer site fidelity remains 


uncertain. 


 


Inuit have observed narwhal expansion into Boothia Peninsula.  It is possible that narwhals 


had previously summered in other areas.  Narwhal display behavioural plasticity in their 


migratory behaviour based on Inuit knowledge and recent satellite telemetry information.  


Narwhal have only recently become more abundant near the community of Kugaaruk. More 


animals have also been observed near the community of Grise Fiord.  Recently, several 


satellite tagged animals have moved between Eclipse Sound and Admiralty Inlet both within 


and between years.  The nature of animal fidelity to summering areas remains uncertain.   
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APPENDIX 1 – Population estimates and Harvest calculations 


 


A. Two wintering populations 


 Baffin Bay population estimate =  93,693  narwhal 


 5 year harvest mean (4 aggregations) =  396  narwhal / yr 


 Recommended TALC =   1,123  narwhal/ yr 


Rec. TALC percentage of estimate =   1.2%    


 


 Northern Hudson Bay population estimate= 12, 083 narwhal 


 5 year harvest mean =    101  narwhal / yr  


Recommend TALC =     157  narwhal / yr 


Rec. TALC percentage of estimate =   1.3%    


  


B. 4 Summering stocks and NHB population 


Somerset Island estimate =    45,358  narwhal 


 5 year harvest mean =    71   narwhal / yr 


 Recommended TALC =   532  narwhal / yr 


 Rec. TALC percentage of estimate =   1.2%    


  


 Admiralty Inlet estimate =    18, 049 narwhal 


 5 year harvest mean =    129  narwhal / yr 


 Recommended TALC =   233  narwhal / yr 


 Rec. TALC percentage of estimate =   1.3%    
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 Eclipse Sound estimate =    20,211  narwhal 


 5 year harvest mean =    66  narwhal / yr 


 Recommended TALC =    236  narwhal / yr 


 Rec. TALC percentage of estimate =   1.2%    


  


East Baffin estimate =    10,075  narwhal 


 5 year harvest mean =    130  narwhal / yr 


 Recommended TALC =    122  narwhal / yr 


 Rec. TALC percentage of estimate =   1.2%    


  


 N Hudson Bay estimate =    12,485  narwhal 


5 year harvest mean =    101  narwhal / yr 


Recommended TALC =    157  narwhal / yr 


 


Rec. TALC percentage of estimate =   1.3 
 


 


























SUBMISSION TO THE 
NUNAVUT WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BOARD 
 


FOR 
 


Information: X      Decision:  
 


Issue:  Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit narwhal interviews   
 


Background: At the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board’s (NWMB or Board) last 
meeting in Cambridge Bay in June 2016, Fisheries and Oceans Canada presented their 
findings on a survey that was done for narwhal in the Baffin Bay population.  Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada has requested an NWMB decision on increasing the quota in three 
management units (Somerset Island, Admiralty Inlet, and East Baffin Island) and a 
decrease in one management unit (Eclipse Sound). 
 


In July 2016, the NWMB’s Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Coordinator worked closely with the 
four Hunters and Trappers Organizations on East Baffin Island – Arctic Bay, Pond Inlet, 
Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq – to collect Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit on narwhal. The NWMB 
also coordinated with the Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Board and created a service agreement to 
handle the financial side of this important collection of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit on narwhal.  
In August, the NWMB’s Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Coordinator traveled to Qikiqtarjuaq to 
conduct interviews with 10 people, whose ages ranged from 30 to 70 years old.  The 
Clyde River and Pond Inlet Hunters and Trappers Organizations hired a local interviewer 
to conduct their own interviews.  Arctic Bay unfortunately couldn’t take part at that time 
due to unforeseen circumstances. 
 


The questions were the same used in Qikiqtarjuaq, Clyde River and Pond Inlet.  The 
questions were mainly dealing with the environment, for example the changes in the ice, 
the migration of the narwhal, changes in the characteristics of the narwhal, where the 
young are born, wintering areas, changes in the population, changes in the last ten years, 
changes in the composition of the stocks, and differences in the appearances.  All the 
questions received responses. 
 


The majority of interviewees said that the narwhal were not decreasing and attributed this 
to observations of calves at all times of the year.  In Qikiqtarjuaq interviewees frequently 
mentioned that the narwhal go up to Home Bay.  Interviewees also noted that the young 
are born in an area of Home Bay.  This area of Home Bay is where they hunt narwhal 
during the spring and summer.  Interviewees believe that the narwhal spend their time in 
this area from spring to fall.  It was often mentioned that bowhead whales were also 
increasing every year, in a similar manner as narwhal. 
 


Interviewees also noted changes in ice conditions, specifically that the ice is getting 
thinner near the communities. It was suggested the thinner ice observed could be a factor 
in changes to narwhal distribution, specifically narwhals remaining near the communities 
for longer periods of time before they migrate to their wintering areas. 
 


Interviewees also stated that narwhal spend the winter in open water between Baffin 
Island and Greenland, in three specific areas. 







 


Prepared By:  Sheila Oolayou, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Coordinator 
Date:  November 10, 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  







September 17, 2016 


Pond Inlet:  Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


 


Let’s start with who you are and where you are from. 


I am Siatie Tagaaq, I’m from Pond Inlet.  I’ve been living in Pond Inlet since 


1960 when we moved here from our camp. 


Here near Pond Inlet, have you noticed the difference of forming of the ice 


and landfast ice now compared to before? 


Siatie:  Yes, back then it used to be really cold according to what I remember 


the ice used to be thicker during the winter but now it is a lot thinner and the 


ice is forming later. 


The landfast ice used to be thicker? 


Siatie:  Yes it used to be a lot thicker, and it was not soft that is how it used 


to be. 


Have you noticed any changes is the migration of the narwhal? 


I have noticed now, for example our narwhal now arrive later here in Pond 


Inlet we used to have lots of narwhal when they were migrating south and 


north but now I’ve noticed that they are not passing through as much. 


The migration when they first arrive near Pond Inlet has that changed? 


Siatie:  Yes, the change is obvious as I mentioned they used to pass through 


Pond Inlet they don’t do that as much now when they are on their way to 


their feeding grounds and calving areas. 


The people from Pond Inlet when they go narwhal hunting, has that changed 


too? 


Siatie:  Our hunting habits have changed for example we have to to way up 


there to hunt narwhal because they don’t pass through here anymore. 


Where do the narwhal go to have their calves? 


Siatie:  According to what I know since I found out they go up to the estuary 


of Qurluqtuq in Eclipse Sound they go up there to have their calves since I’ve 


known they still go up there. 







Of course people still go up there to hunt near the calving areas? 


Siatie:  Of course that is always happening also just recently they observed the 


hunters hunting while the narwhal were giving birth up there during the summer 


as that is the area where the calves are born. 


Do you know where the narwhal go? 


Siatie:  That seems to be obvious they go to the areas where there is open 


water between Greenland and here and they also go off Cumberland Sound 


where there is open water. 


What about the number of narwhal, are there changes every year? 


Siatie:  There used to be lots of narwhal when we lived in our camp over at 


Nulluat, they passed through for several hours, it is still like that when they 


are together but now it is obvious that they are dispersing.  Some have gone 


towards Clyde River in the inlet also some have gone up to what we call 


Iqaluit, Aulattivik, Qurluqtuq when they are together but there are still a lot of 


narwhal. 


Looking at the last ten years that has really changed? 


Siatie:  From back then yes, it has really changed. 


Those that come near Pond Inlet today are they all together or do they come 


at different times? 


Siatie:  They seem to be in different groups back then the adult males used to 


arrive first on their way to the summering area but now they don’t pass 


through as often now we see more yearlings. 


What about during the fall when they start migrating south are they all 


together or in separate groups? 


Siatie:  Right now for example perhaps starting last year or the year before we 


got narwhal that we usually don’t get maybe they came from the Grise Fiord 


or Lancaster Sound area the narwhal we get now. 


You mentioned the Lancaster Sound narwhal are their characteristics different 


from the narwhal from Pond Inlet? 


Siatie:  Yes, they are different, the ones from there maybe because they were 


not used to being hunted they are not shy when we go after them, but here 







because they are used to being hunted if there are no killer whales around 


they are hard to get. 


Do you have anything else to add that I did not ask or say? 


Siatie:  I don’t have much to say but I want to say that it is obvious today 


that the narwhal tend to get entrapped in ice here that has happened twice 


now in Pond Inlet.  It seems that the narwhal stay up there longer for some 


reason, perhaps staying away from the ships or killer whales.  They take longer 


to migrate, even now it is fall they are still up there, that is obvious. 


You mentioned that there are ice entrapments, we hear that they are doing 


seismic blasting off Greenland.  Does that seem to be the reason why the 


narwhal stay here longer? 


Siatie:  Yes, I believe that when they are doing seismic blasting the marine 


mammals will go as far away from it as possible.  I believe that is part of the 


reason. 


Thank you for allowing me to ask you about narwhal. 


Siatie:  Thank you also. 


 


September 17, 2016 


Pond Inlet:  Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


To start with can you say where you are from? 


Aisa Kunnak of Pond Inlet. 


Here in Pond Inlet, from what you know, do you think the ice has changed? 


Aisa:  No, I haven’t noticed anything about the ice. 


What about when the ice is forming and the thickness, have you noticed it? 


Aisa:  I enjoy it when the ice is forming. 


Does it seem to form later now? 


Aisa:  From what I remember I don’t think so, as I am used to living in a camp 


the ice in Pond Inlet is different from our old camp. 


What was it like over there when the ice was forming? 







Aisa:  When we started traveling by snowmoble to cross the bay they were still 


boating in Pond Inlet. 


When you lived in a camp where were you? 


Aisa:  At Nulluat. 


Are the characteristics of narwhal different from one another? 


Aisa:  I don’t know, I don’t think so, I don’t see any difference. 


The movements of the narwhal are the same from what you’ve seen? 


Aisa:  There seem to be less narwhal this year compared to last year that is 


all I’ve noticed. 


Has that seem to have changed in Pond Inlet when you are hunting narwhal? 


Aisa:  It seems to be like that as the narwhal are few around Pond Inlet. 


From when you lived in a camp compared to today has the migration of 


narwhal during spring and fall changed? 


Aisa;  Yes, during the spring it seems to be like that as there were not many 


at the floe edge this pass spring. 


What about during the fall are there changes in the narwhal here? 


Aisa:  During this fall? 


Yes, during the fall. 


Aisa:  Yes, they usually pass through they didn’t pass through all summer.  


They came through when the ice was gone but there were none all summer. 


Do you know where the narwhal go to have their calves? 


Aisa:  In Eclipse Sound and where the graves are those are the only ones I 


know. 


People also hunt there? 


Aisa:  Yes, they usually go there to hunt narwhal. 


Do you know where the narwhal go to spend the winter? 


Aisa:  No, I really don’t know that. 


The numbers of narwhal when they start arriving every year has that changed? 







Aisa:  Yes, to me it seems to have changed.  When I was a boy there used to 


be lots but now there are not as many even though there are still a lot of 


them. 


Looking at the last ten years from 2006 to now the change is obvious? 


Aisa:  It seems to be like that when the ships start passing through that seems 


to have changed. 


Does the ships seem to have an effect when there are more that are passing 


through? 


Aisa:  Yes, they seem to have an effect because the ships are going through 


their traditional path, maybe they hear them through the water, I don’t know.  


That seems to be the reason why there are few narhwal. 


You mentioned this a bit, can you elaborate on the migration during spring 


and fall.  Are there lots or do the narwhal come in groups when they come 


through? 


Aisa:  They seem to come in smaller groups when they pass through from 


what I know. 


What about during the fall do they come at the same or in groups? 


Aisa:  Yes, they seem to come in groups, they stay around feeding in small 


groups during the fall. 


What about the appearances, are the narwhal all the same or are there 


different ones? 


Aisa:  I now think there are differences in narwhal.  The black ones are larger 


that did not come here often before but now they come around.  They are a 


lot bigger and are all black. 


And the ones near Pond Inlet are they different narwhal that are smaller in 


size? 


Aisa:  Yes, our narwhal are smaller compared to the narwhal in Qaanaaq which 


are larger. 


Do you have anything else to say that I did not ask about narwhal? 


Aisa:  No, I don’t have anything else to say. 


Thank you for letting me ask you questions. 







Aisa:  Yes. 


 


September 16, 2016 


Pond Inlet:  Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


Can you say who you are and where you live? 


Lee Inuaraq of Pond Inlet. 


Thank you, have you noticed, here near Pond Inlet, if the thickness of the 


landfast ice changed? 


Lee:  I have noticed that the multi-year ice are not around anymore.  About 


two years ago when there were multi-year ice it took longer for the ice to 


break up.  Now this past spring we did not have multi-year ice the ice break 


up was sooner. 


What about when the ice is forming is that noticeable? 


Lee:  It is different every year, sometimes it forms earlier other times it takes 


longer to form when it is windy and maybe the current is strong so it takes 


longer. 


What about the movements of narwhal and the characteristics has that 


changed near Pond Inlet? 


Lee:  I think so because they are wildlife that are aware, those we hunt some 


people go after the ones with tusks others go after the ones with good 


muktaaq.  Those that are hunted for their tusks are adult males, because they 


know they don’t come near and I’ve seen when they try to get away from killer 


whales…they go near the shore during the summer, before they would go near 


the ships when killer whales were around they don’t do that anymore. 


That also has an effect when there are more ships? 


Lee:  Yes, very much, in the past maybe in the 1990s or early 2000s when we 


were up in Qammaq when there was a ship they would go near the shore but 


now when there is a ship they don’t come near the shore as much even when 


they are trying to get away they don’t come near the shore. 


Are the narwhal hunts in Pond Inlet different today? 







Lee:  Yes, they are difficult to get but hearing stories from the older people 


they were easy to hunt one person said that when the motors became 


available and were used to hunt narwhal the narwhal would get stuck in 


shallow water. 


It is different now? 


Lee:  Yes, it is different now because the narwhal have learned they are hard 


to get even when we try to herd them towards shallow water they are hard to 


get. 


Has the migration of narwhal changed during spring and fall? 


Lee:  Not very much, they go through their traditional path, now that fall is 


approaching they will pass through here as they do every year during the fall. 


Do you know where the narwhal have their calves? 


Lee:  I really don’t know, they have their calves anytime during spring and 


maybe during the summer that is what I think because we see new borns 


during the spring and summer and at the floe edge as well as where we go 


hunting narwhal.  Because we don’t see them during the winter I am not sure 


if they have calves then. 


Are there hunts in those areas? 


Lee:  Yes, of course, when they are trying to get muktaaq as well as caching 


the meat to have during the winter they do go to the calving areas to hunt. 


Do you also know where the narwhal go to spend the winter? 


Lee:  I really don’t know where they go maybe where there is open water, 


maybe in Baffin Bay, I think the ice doesn’t form down there.  Down where we 


go hunting on the floe edge we don’t see them during the winter, but they are 


there during the spring. 


What about when they arrive every year, do you know if the numbers have 


changed? 


Lee:  Somewhat they are different, sometime ago I noticed in 2009, there were 


maybe around 1020 narwhal that were fewer than usual.  Where we go hunting 


narwhal now there seem to be more narwhal during the summer, some hunting 


in other areas say there are lots of narwhal as well as others who are 







elsewhere say there are lots of narwhal but when we went up Eclipse Sound 


there seemed to be less narwhal even though there are some. 


During the spring when they come near Pond Inlet do they come all at the 


same time or in smaller groups that arrive at different times? 


Lee:  During the spring? 


Yes. 


Lee:  I don’t think they are all together the ones I’ve noticed some just pass 


through here.  Just before the ice breakup there are lots at the floe edge that 


are trying to go to the inlets.  They arrive in large numbers during the spring 


when we start seeing them some just pass through just before the ice breakup. 


What about during the fall? 


Lee:  There are lots of them during the fall that pass through there are also 


others we don’t see as they leave the area right away, some do stay around. 


What about the characteristics of narwhal?  Their behaviour? 


Lee:  How different? 


Their migration or size of the narwhal, those. 


Lee:  Yes, I think they are different, some go over there some around Arctic 


Bay there are also some in Kitikmeot.  I noticed last year maybe the narwhal 


were from there that came through I am saying what I think.  I think they were 


narwhal from there that came through during the fall in October or the end of 


September.  The narwhal arrived and they pass through near the shore in Pond 


Inlet they were easy to get maybe because they were not used to being 


hunted.  Here our narwhal because we hunt them they have gotten smart and 


are hard to get. 


Do you have anything else to say that I did not ask or mentioned about 


narwhal? 


Lee:  I don’t think so. 


Thank you for letting me question you. 


 


September 16, 2016 







Pond Inlet:  Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


First of all can you say who you are and where you are from? 


Caleb Sangoya from Pond Inlet. 


Here in Pond Inlet have you noticed the thickness of the ice, the formation of 


the ice and if that has changed? 


Caleb:  It changes, it’s always different every year but back in the 1990s, 1987 


normal conditions are occurring what I noticed when the puddles formed on 


top of the ice, it occurred the second time…some areas especially around the 


points where the currents are stronger and are dangerous some areas were 


thick that happened.  After that what I have noticed is the puddles don’t form 


the second time anymore.  The breakup of the ice and forming of the ice 


sooner is different every year now.  The ice is forming later maybe the ice will 


form earlier sometime in the future.  Over there on the other side the ice 


forms earlier up to now the ice over there…when it gets cold the ice forms 


earlier here in our bay, if it doesn’t get cold early the ice forms later that is 


happening now, it will be different if it gets cold earlier. 


That is different every year? 


Caleb:  It doesn’t happen all the time.  No one can say that the ice will form 


at this time.  When the multi-year ice from up north arrive early the ice will 


form earlier. 


What about the differences in narwhal their characteristics are they all the 


same or are there differences? 


Caleb:  They are different every year the ones that come here.  The ones I 


see up there since I’ve going there for 16 years they are different every year.  


Sometimes they arrive earlier other times they arrive later following the 


navigable water when they are on their way there.  Sometimes when the ice in 


Pond Inlet hasn’t shifted, the marine water up there is alreay ice free.  Even 


when the ice is gone they take longer to arrive when over there behind us if 


the ice is still there.  If the ice doesn’t start moving soon they take longer to 


get here if it starts moving sooner they arrive earlier. 


Can you say the name of the place when you say up there? 


Caleb:  Saviit, which is called Milne Inlet up there towards Trembley Sound the 


ice breaks up early.  The ice go up there where they will melt.  The marine 







mammals follows them to Trembley Sound and Milne Inlet.  They move up that 


way after the ice break up when they do that narwhal and other marine 


mammals follow them.  Watching them go up there with your own eyes when 


they come from the south.  When it is windy up there, there are more marine 


mammals when it is calmer there are less marine mammals. 


Does the narwhal that come to Pond Inlet different now? 


Caleb:  In the last 15 years where we are I can only say what I’ve seen.  When 


the ice break up early over there they go through there the immediate area in 


Pond Inlet has less narwhal when the ice breaks up earlier on Baffin Bay some 


narwhal do enter here as they are just following the ice pans. 


Where do the narwhal go to have their calves? 


Caleb:  They go to different places to have calves.  Up there where there are 


falls the estuary is where they molt as well as have their calves.  That doesn’t 


happen every year.  This year there are not many that are getting calves.  


Two years ago we observed one that was getting a calf right in front of us, 


we were seeing more.  A year later there were less and another year later 


there were more.  That usually happens every four years when they have 


calves…they go up there to have their calves as we can see the new borns. 


Because you have noticed in the last 15 years that it takes every four years 


when they have their calves is that obvious? 


Caleb:  I seem to know that.  Now there are more adult males up there 


perhaps next year or the year after there will be more females that are giving 


birth.  They are usually adult females, we try not to get the ones that are 


accompanied by their young ones.  They will be more sought after in the next 


year that is what I know. 


Of course people hunt near the calving areas? 


Caleb:  They do go where the calving areas are.  In the calving areas where 


they are hunting seeing the ones with calves are not favoured because we 


don’t want the calf to be motherless.  The females also have yearlings with 


them, the yearlings are the ones we go after, there are also those that are a 


year older are also with them.  Narwhal are with their young ones that are 


different ages, if they have a small one, there is also an older one with them 


as well as another one that is older.  They usually are together before their 


mother is taken, there is usually not fully mature one as well as a new born 







when they are of breeding age.  Those that are mature, but still not old we 


call them ‘the black ones’, they usually have less fat, maybe they are not with 


their mother anymore.  They are usually separate from others and there are 


adult males and they are also separate from others, just like us. 


The hunters are usually try to take care of the ones with new borns? 


Caleb:  Of course, my kids go up there all the time, my son has seen them 


now so he tries not to hunt them, before when he wasn’t used to seeing them 


he used to go after any narwhal he saw, so sometimes caught. 


Do you also know where the narwhal go to spend the winter? 


Caleb:  They don’t go to the inlets to spend the winter is what I can say.  


They go out to where there is always open water that is what we hear, near 


Greenland where there is always open water.  Maybe they don’t do that all the 


time.  When they come near our community they behave differently maybe 


they do that too down there.  When the current in the open area is still they 


go further to spend the winter. 


Can you elaborate the differences when they arrive? 


Caleb:  Yes, they are different over there when the ice is breaking up and the 


inlets are getting free of ice they spend the time there.  For example those 


areas to the south of us have many inlets so there are some narwhal down 


there.  The ones that come here are not the same ones and when they first 


arrive they stay around but we cannot say that they are from here.  Some 


narwhal stay around during the summer some have been observed going 


towards Arctic Bay from here.  Inuit know that there are environmental 


reasons, after a week say it was seen here on Sunday the next Sunday same 


one is seen over there.  We cannot say that it stayed here but they do spend 


some time here for sure. 


Their migration during spring and fall do they come through all at once or in 


separate groups according to what you know? 


Caleb:  Yes, when we are hunting at the floe edge we, as hunters, 


communicate with one another what kind of narwhal we see; adult males, not 


fully grown mature ones, females…we always say what kind the first ones are 


adult males that come into the channel then the not fully grown mature ones 


come next following others and.  Also during the summer when they are 


feeding up there the adult males are not always first; the females, without 







calves, usually are first the ones that are passing through, those that are not 


passing through are adult males where we usually go after…it seems that way 


looking back what I have seen with my own eyes seems to be like that. 


For example the characteristics seem to be different? 


Caleb:  Yes, for example male caribou, if there are males around there will be 


other caribou around they are the same way.  If the adult males are around 


there will be young mature narwhal as well as the black ones nearby.  The 


adult males seem to be the bosses because they are the protectors as we, 


Inuit, are like that too, they are also like that. 


Do you have anything else to say that I did not ask or mentioned? 


Caleb:  From what I’ve noticed in the narwhal when they go up there during 


the last 15 years.  They stay up there but they do come out once in a while 


some also come from Arctic Bay area.  Now that the fall is here we are 


expecting the ones from Arctic Bay area, Somerset area that might come into 


the channel.  When they arrive they leave together they will be passing through 


till the end of October when the ice is forming they don’t come back if there 


is open water they will keep coming back.  I will say what I’ve heard, when the 


snow is on the ground the narwhal see that, those are the conditions when 


they start migrating.  The caribou move when it starts snowing to other areas, 


narwhal are the same, if there is snow on the ground because they can see 


what is on the land and when the visible tops of the land are changing when 


there is snow their movements are differend. 


They are smart too? 


Caleb:  Yes, they are smart, they go where other narwhals are, for example if 


a caribou tries to get away from something it will not go where there are no 


other caribou they will go where the caribou are.  Narwhal also, if it tries to 


get away they will go towards where there are adult males.  That is where 


they have security, they know that, that is what I’ve noticed happening all the 


time.  If a narwhal is shot it will not go where there is nothing it will go where 


other narwhal are as they protect one another. 


They protect one another? 


Caleb:  Yes, we are like that too if we were in an accident and get hurt we 


are not going where there is nobody around, we go towards where other Inuit 


are.  No one can say that the narwhal that come up here are declining as 







they are not the same ones that were here this summer next year they will go 


elsewhere.  We will have different narwhal so their movements are different.  


As I mentioned after four years they get calves here, others are also calving in 


other areas in the inlets.  They are not usually bothered when they are in the 


areas where there is sufficient food source.  Up there where the falls are there 


are lots of char during the summer.  Inuit call that area where they molt but 


here it used to be known as where the narwhal feed over there on the other 


side is where people got tent poles as well as where they get supplies to make 


qamutiks, thank you. 


Thank you also. 


 


  







September 19, 2016 


Pond Inlet:  Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


Can you say who you are? 


I am Maztaisie Qaunaq. 


Here in Pond Inlet have you noticed the ice the thickness and thinnest? 


Maataisie:  In the last two years I’ve noticed that the ice is breaking up sooner 


caused by the wind that has been happening for two years. 


The landfast ice is smaller now near Pond Inlet? 


Maataisie:  The landfast ice is not smaller, the wind is melting the ice because 


it gets dangerous during the spring. 


What about the narwhal have you noticed if they have changed or the 


characteristics are they the same? 


Maatasie:  From what I’ve noticed up in the estuary when there are noises it 


seems that the narwhal are now going towards Arctic Bay more often now. 


That really has changed? 


Maataisie:  Yes, it has changed and over there what we call ‘Anaulirialik’ they 


stay around there, there used to be lots of narwhal.  I’ve heard from a tourist 


from the ship that there are lots of narwhal there near Anaulirialik. 


Are there differences in the characteristics of narwhal near Pond Inlet? 


Maataisie:  Yes, there are differences from way back. 


Are there changes in the migration during the spring and fall? 


Maataisie:  Yes, it is noticeable, there used to be lots of narwhal but it is not 


like that anymore.  When they arrive during the spring we seem to get the 


same narwhal that were here before. 


That has recently been noticeable on the changes? 


Maatasie:  Yes, it is noticeable recently maybe caused by the ships. 


Where do the narwhal go to have calves? 


Maataisie:  I know in Nunasiaq, Milne Inlet, in the estuary where the falls are 


and I’ve seen one new borns in open water. 







During the spring when you can hunt from the floe edge they also give birth 


down there? 


Maataisie:  Yes, there are some with umblical cords and I’ve seen during the 


spring when the fluke was visible as they are born that way. 


Down at the floe edge? 


Maataisie:  Yes, down at the floe edge. 


Of course that is where you hunt in the areas you mentioned? 


Maataisie:  Yes, of course. 


Do you also know where the narwhal go to spend the winter? 


Maataisie:  Yes, down there, it was in the 1990s or 80s down near Qaanaaq 


that I saw as well as between Qikiqtarjuaq and nearer to Pangnirtung. 


In the last ten years has the number of narwhal changed? 


Maataisie:  But, they seem to be stable but…we don’t get them during the 


summer now here in Pond Inlet. 


That seems to be changing every year? 


Maataisie:  Yes, it is really changing. 


Do they seem to be declining or increasing? 


Maataisie:  They don’t seem to be declining but the movements of narwhal 


have changed. 


When the narwhal are migrating during the spring do they arrive all at once or 


in separate groups? 


Maataisie:  But down there in Baffin Bay they are far between the ones that 


are on the other side are usually more, I don’t know where they go through 


the ones from Baffin Bay maybe they go through there which is quite far 


where it is sandy there are usually lots of narwhal there. 


During the fall when they are migrating do they go all at once or in separate 


groups when they are going out? 


Maataisie:  They are in separate groups some from Arctic Bay area, they go 


through Baffin Bay that I’ve seen in the open water fewer come through here 


even though they are in large numbers. 







Are the characteristics of narwhal different from one another? 


Maataisie:  Yes they are different down at Lancaster Sound the narwhal are a 


bit larger here they are smaller that is what I’ve seen. 


Do they taste differently? 


Maataisie:  I don’t know as I’ve never caught a narwhal down there I don’t 


know how they taste but they are larger in size. 


Maybe from what they eat? 


Maataisie:  Perhaps maybe they do come here too as they are larger in size, 


we usually don’t get them here. 


Do you have anything else to add that I did not ask or mentioned about 


narwhal? 


Maataisie:  I really don’t have anything else but it has really changed today 


from when I came here in 1972 there were a lot of narwhal when we used to 


go to Nunasiaq to hunt narwhal but now it is different when we go there there 


is none. 


What do you suspect is the cause for this change? 


Maataisie:  When I went up to the inlet to hunt caribou when it was windy in 


Pond Inlet I was asked to work by those that were staying at the inlet to 


retrieve a sonar that was at the bottom of the bay there were no narwhal 


around. 


Do you remember what year it was? 


Maataisie:  Maybe it was four years ago now? 


That had an effect? 


Maataisie:  Yes, it really had an effect even seals there were no marine 


mammals up there as the sonar was kind of large our boat was wide it just fit 


in the boat. 


Maybe the char were also affected? 


Maataisie:  I really did not notice the char but there were no narwhal when 


that sonar was at the bottom. 


Thank you for the interview. 







Maataisie:  Yes thank you for making me realize this. 
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SUBMISSION TO THE 
NUNAVUT WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BOARD 
 


FOR 
 


Information: X      Decision:  
 


Issue:  Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit narwhal interviews   
 


Background: At the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board’s (NWMB or Board) last 
meeting in Cambridge Bay in June 2016, Fisheries and Oceans Canada presented their 
findings on a survey that was done for narwhal in the Baffin Bay population.  Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada has requested an NWMB decision on increasing the quota in three 
management units (Somerset Island, Admiralty Inlet, and East Baffin Island) and a 
decrease in one management unit (Eclipse Sound). 
 


In July 2016, the NWMB’s Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Coordinator worked closely with the 
four Hunters and Trappers Organizations on East Baffin Island – Arctic Bay, Pond Inlet, 
Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq – to collect Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit on narwhal. The NWMB 
also coordinated with the Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Board and created a service agreement to 
handle the financial side of this important collection of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit on narwhal.  
In August, the NWMB’s Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Coordinator traveled to Qikiqtarjuaq to 
conduct interviews with 10 people, whose ages ranged from 30 to 70 years old.  The 
Clyde River and Pond Inlet Hunters and Trappers Organizations hired a local interviewer 
to conduct their own interviews.  Arctic Bay unfortunately couldn’t take part at that time 
due to unforeseen circumstances. 
 


The questions were the same used in Qikiqtarjuaq, Clyde River and Pond Inlet.  The 
questions were mainly dealing with the environment, for example the changes in the ice, 
the migration of the narwhal, changes in the characteristics of the narwhal, where the 
young are born, wintering areas, changes in the population, changes in the last ten years, 
changes in the composition of the stocks, and differences in the appearances.  All the 
questions received responses. 
 


The majority of interviewees said that the narwhal were not decreasing and attributed this 
to observations of calves at all times of the year.  In Qikiqtarjuaq interviewees frequently 
mentioned that the narwhal go up to Home Bay.  Interviewees also noted that the young 
are born in an area of Home Bay.  This area of Home Bay is where they hunt narwhal 
during the spring and summer.  Interviewees believe that the narwhal spend their time in 
this area from spring to fall.  It was often mentioned that bowhead whales were also 
increasing every year, in a similar manner as narwhal. 
 


Interviewees also noted changes in ice conditions, specifically that the ice is getting 
thinner near the communities. It was suggested the thinner ice observed could be a factor 
in changes to narwhal distribution, specifically narwhals remaining near the communities 
for longer periods of time before they migrate to their wintering areas. 
 


Interviewees also stated that narwhal spend the winter in open water between Baffin 
Island and Greenland, in three specific areas. 
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Clyde River Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


I can say my name?  Jacopie Iqalukjuaq 


Questionnaire number 9. 


Anna:  What changes have you noticed in the environment?  For example the 


thickness of the ice, does it form earlier or later? 


Jacopie:  The ice is forming later whereas it used to form earlier sometimes 


the ice used to form in October, now it is taking longer that is the change. 


Anna:  Has the migration of narwhal or charateristics changed? 


Jacopie:  Yes, I don’t go there often now but when I used to go up there 


when the narwhal were not bothered they stayed there comfortably when they 


were not being chased.  When we would go up to Kingaaqujuk when the water 


was calm in the morning when the tide was going out they would go into the 


inlet they seemed to be playing with their tusks being happy they would make 


whistling noises when they were going in that is how they used to be and it 


was nice. 


Anna:  What about, when they are migrating during spring or fall has that 


changed? 


Jacopie:  Yes, I was not here but I heard that they were like before.  They 


were hunting narwhal here whereas they did not hunt as many at the floe 


edge that is what I hear. 


Anna:  Do you know where the calving areas are? 


Jacopie:  Yes, I have heard that the narwhal have calves at any time but up 


there when they are on their own they go up to the inlet after the ice has 


gone, they have their calves up there too not just here.  They go into the 


inlets yes, even though I’ve heard that they get calves at any time.  I used to 


think that during the summer they go up to the inlets to have their calves, 


yes, I have seen the calves up there. 


Anna:  Are there narwhal hunts where they have their calves? 


Jacopie:  Yes, that is happening nowadays, that is always happening now, it 


never used to be like that.  Now that is where people go hunting now where 


we hunt narwhal more often more that before.  That is the hunting area where 


cabins have been built where people stay that has changed from before. 
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Anna:  Do you know where they go during the winter? 


Jacopie:  I really don’t know where they spend the winter but off Qikiqtarjuaq, 


in the open water between Baffin Island and Greenland I’ve heard that is where 


they spend the winter. 


Anna:  Are there changes in the numbers every year? 


Jacopie:  When we were hunting narwhal there used to be lots, it was like, the 


shore is there when they get away they tend to go along the shore that is 


where we used to hunt narwhal.  Right now when we follow them, they would 


be here, then they go down that way that is how we go after narwhal now with 


lots of boats that are fast that is the difference. 


Anna:  Are there any changes in the characteristics of narwhal in the last ten 


years? 


Jacopie:  The change seems to be when they are near land trying to get away 


they don’t stay in the area where we can see the bottom but now they go to 


deeper water and stay there that is what they do now.  That never happened 


before they would stay in shallower water when we were hunting them. 


Anna:  What about when they are migrating during spring or fall do you know 


if that has changed? 


Jacopie:  During the fall the ones that pass through here when they are 


moving south they used to pass through here, yes, they still do pass through 


but they don’t come near the land some go through down there when they are 


migrating they don’t stop here we live in an area where the narwhal just pass 


through.  Sometimes they come close sometimes they migrate further away on 


the open water. 


Anna:  What are differences in narwhal? 


Jacopie:  There are different narwhal we don’t get any beluga here but there 


are stockier narwhal some longer narwhal they are different and there are 


those with good muktaaq which are not fully grown they tend to come through 


during fall with other narwhal. 


Anna:  Do you have anything which I did not ask that you feel should be 


known about narwhal? 
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Jacopie:  Hunting narwhal has changed…I like it when people get narwhal when 


they get the meat they do this, when a lot of narwhal are caught from 


everywhere here as well as other areas when they arrive in the community they 


bring the meat for the community.  They announce for people to get some 


without selling it they share the meat from the narwhal, that never used to be 


like that when we did not have radios they would take some home by sharing.  


Now when they come back to the community they make them available for 


anyone and ask those to come and get some. 


Anna:  That is all the questions I have, thank you. 


 


August 26, questionnaire number 8 


Anna:  What changes have you noticed in the environment?  For example the 


thickness of the ice, does it form earlier or later? 


What I have seen the glaciers are melting for example up in our inlet at the 


inlet of Aarrujaq there is one hanging, there used to be one that was hanging 


but now it the water just flows, we call it the one where some of it falls it 


doesn’t fall anymore the water just flows now and the ice seems to be forming 


later it is always different but is seems to be forming later than before. 


Anna:  Has the migration of narwhal or charateristics changed? 


I haven’t noticed some years we don’t get many narwhal that go into our inlet 


sometimes there are lots so I haven’t really noticed if there is any change. 


Anna:  Do you know where the calving areas are? 


Where we go hunting there are seals, in Home Bay and here in our inlet 


Aarujaq further up in the inlet we notice that is where they have calves that is 


obvious. 


Anna:  Do you hunt narwhal there? 


Yes, we do go after them when the ones with newborns are with adult males. 


Anna:  Do you know where they go during the winter? 


When the ice is forming here while the ice is thin we see narwhal, they are 


seen when the ice forms they go down to open water during the late fall 


between Greenland and Baffin Island I think that is where they stay. 
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Anna:  Are there changes in the numbers every year? 


I really don’t know this as I mentioned they are different every year here we 


don’t get very many narwhal even when we are hunting from the floe edge 


during the spring there are not that many narwhal and some years there are 


more narwhal. 


Anna:  Are there any changes in the characteristics of narwhal in the last ten 


years? 


It doesn’t seem to be very much sometimes the ones that pass through during 


the fall they come into this inlet in our community some came later during the 


fall there are some here and the others are there they seem to be fewer to 


me in the last ten years. 


Anna:  What about, when they are migrating during spring or fall has that 


changed? 


I haven’t noticed this if there are any changes this seem to be similar to what 


I mentioned in 8, during the fall when they are migrating through our 


community we tend to go after adult males, in the past they seemed to be 


more. 


Anna:  What differences are there in narwhal? 


The very young ones, is this a question about their appearance?  The very 


young ones are grey, when they are growing they start turning darker we call 


them muktaaqiut when they are young their muktaaq is all black it is difficult 


to see their front they start to get blotches when they are getting older and 


there are some adult males as well as females we call them the ones that 


have turned white as most of it has turned white only their back has black 


dots.  I think that was the question and I apologize for I am going back to the 


first question the ice around here in front of our community down near 


Umiujaq is where we go hunting is where we usually see dead narwhal down 


pass Umiujaq is where we go hunting seals.  I think in the last three or five 


years that area has been rough ice that has really changed and where we go 


hunting at the floe edge during the spring the ice is worse that is what I 


wanted to say. 


Anna:  Do you have anything which I did not ask about narwhal that you feel 


should be known? 
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Yes but not now I think these are sufficient. 


Anna:  That is all thank you. 


 


Questionnaire number 7 


August 25 


Anna:  What changes have you noticed in the environment?  For example the 


thickness of the ice, does it form earlier or later? 


The ice is forming later and rougher. 


Anna:  Has the migration of narwhal or charateristics changed? 


I don’t think so. 


Anna:  Do there seem to changes durning spring or fall when the narwhal are 


passing through? 


There used to be fewer but now they have gone to back in the last two years. 


Anna:  Do you know where the calving areas are? 


Yes, at Kimmiatuqtujuq and the esturary of Aarujaq. 


Anna:  Do you hunt narwhal where the calving areas are? 


Yes, but we don’t go after the ones accompanied by their calves. 


Anna:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


No. 


Anna:  Are there changes in the numbers every year? 


What did you say? 


Anna:  Do you know if there are changes or have you noticed the numbers 


every year? 


For example, narwhal? 


Anna:  The number of narwhal. 


Yes there seem to be more. 
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Anna:  What about in the last ten years has there seem to change in the 


characteristics of narwhal? 


No 


Anna:  What about when they are migrating during spring or fall has that 


changed? 


No, as well. 


Anna:  What are the differences in narwhal? 


The muktaaqiit (young ones) are all black, the ones with blotches, male and 


female when they are getting older we call them muktaaqiq. 


Anna:  Do you have anything else to add that I did not ask aboout narwhal 


that we should know about? 


They seem to be all there. 


 


Questionnaire number 6 


August 25 


Anna:  You can say who you are if you want. 


Irqu:  I am Irqu Angutirjuaq living in Clyde River…I was born in Qilanaaqtuuq. 


Anna:  What changes have you noticed in the environment?  For example the 


thickness of the ice, does it form earlier or later? 


Irqu:  Right now the ice is forming later, it is also thinner the landfast ice 


seem to be smaller since the past, when the ice formed earlier and thicker the 


ice used to be gone later. 


Anna:  Has the migration of narwhal or charateristics changed?  


Irqu:  There doesn’t seem to be any change, some years there will be less and 


in other years there are more that is always the case.  Last years there were 


less narwhal, right now this summer there are more. 


Anna:  What about, when they are migrating during spring or fall has that 


changed? 
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Irqu:  Here the floe edge take a long time to form, when it forms sooner they 


seem to pass through earlier but this past spring the floe edge did not form 


so there didn’t seem to be that many that pass through we had to go to 


Home Bay which is far to hunt at the floe edge.  When the floe edge formed 


earlier not many times the narwhal used to pass through there earlier but after 


they have gone through the ice finally goes it seems that they did not pass 


through. 


Anna:  Do you know where the calving areas are? 


Irqu:  Nowadays they already have young ones when they come and here in 


July is when the narwhal come here, I think maybe they were born in June 


when they are small they arrive here so we really don’t know where the calving 


areas are.  Up near Pond Inlet when we went caribou hunting there was an 


inlet that was not that large with a narrow entrance there were a lot of 


narwhal that had young ones with them.  We think they go into the inlets after 


the ice has gone to have their young one. 


Anna:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


Irqu:  Yes of course, they go over to Greenland side, they say that there are 


always narwhal there that has also been the story I have also asked do you 


get narwhal here during the winter…but, they say no in January if there is a 


floe edge as long as there is open water they sometimes get narwhal. 


Anna:  Are there changes in the numbers every year? 


Irqu:   


Anna:  Are there any changes in the characteristics of narwhal in the last ten 


years? 


Irqu:  The only thing from what I can remember is that they used to go near 


land to get away, now that they have been hunted using motorized boats when 


we go after them it is harder.  The narwhal seemed to have gotten smarter. 


Anna:  Are there changes during migration in the spring or fall? 


Irqu:  I can only say two things, during spring they migrate up north then 


during late September in early fall the marine mammals narwhal, bowhead 


whales and we now see the ones we often don’t see such as minke whales.  


We don’t often get minke whales here in parts of Baffin Island.  Now when we 


were down near where we go seal hunting on a ship we observed ones that 
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almost looked like small minke whales that we never saw in large numbers.  It 


has been said that would happen where we would start seeing the ones we 


never saw before of the marine mammals or strange fish that would be caught.  


We have heard this before when the temperature of the water starts to get 


warmer and the ice is not around, when there is ice the water is very cold and 


it seems that there are fewer char.  Last year when the ice was around there 


seemed to be fewer char, but now the ice is not around so we can catch 


more char.  The marine mammals here and everywhere they move somewhere 


else,  some years they are not around as much in other years there are more.  


We don’t think they are declining they have that character, not just narwhal.  


There used to be a lot of seals here that were easy to get they follow those 


that are moving even when you are rowing they come up very close.  But 


since we start using motorized transportation like snowmobiles and boats and 


there are more Inuit that are hunting them they are harder to get.  I think 


they move over this way for example down to Home Bay and between here 


and Pond Inlet.  Even the one I mentioned where there used to be a lot of 


seals but now there are hardly any seals. 


Anna:  What are different characteristics of narwhal? 


Irqu:  We get black ones and the ones with blotches narwhal here.  Sometimes 


the beluga go through here but not every year.  Since I can remember they 


passed through maybe twice, first time there were few second time there were 


a lot that stayed here in the inlet of Clyde River. 


Anna:  Do you have anything else to add that I did not ask about narwhal? 


Irqu:  The only thing we can say is that because of the noise the motors make 


and they are fast it seems to be harder to get them.  Before when we did not 


use motors to hunt them they were easier to get.  The ones that seem to 


have good muktaaq even when they don’t seem to be full grown are hard to 


get, that is what we keep hearing, maybe because they recognize the noise 


made by motors.  Before this area is damaged by those that want to do 


seismic testing in the water, those will have an affect if they were to go ahead 


where the narwhal stay, we think that they would move closer. 


Anna:  If that is all we are done thank you. 


Irqu:  Thank you for taping me. 
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Questionnaire number 1 


Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit about narwhal 


 


Anna:  What changes have you noticed in the environment?  For example the 


thickness of the ice, does it form earlier or later? 


I haven’t really noticed but it is different every year sometimes if forms earlier 


other times it forms later that is all I can say. 


Anna:  Has the migration of narwhal of charateristics changed? 


Here near Clyde River that hasn’t really changed, sometimes there are a lot of 


narwhal sometimes there are not, but now compared to last year there are 


narwhal aroung. 


Anna:  Are there changes when the narwhal are migrating during spring or fall? 


I don’t think so they are different every year, sometimes there are ice 


entrapments near Pond Inlet that seems to be happening every year. 


Anna:  Do you know where the narwhal calving areas are? 


There doesn’t seem to be any near Clyde River.  But up in Pond Inlet and 


Arctic Bay area is known where the calving areas are but I don’t know any 


near here. 


Anna:  Have you heard if there are hunts near calving areas? 


I haven’t heard this as there are no calving areas of narwhal here so I don’t 


know. 


Anna:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


I think they stay around here in open water even during the winter. 


Anna:  Do there changes in the numbers every year? 


Yes, it is always different every year sometimes there are lots of narwhal 


sometimes there are hardly any. 


Anna:  When there are changes in the last ten years of their characteristics… 


how have the characteristics changed? 


I don’t think so, it is always the same, I don’t think there are any changes. 
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Anna:  When they are migrating have there been any changes, in the numbers 


during spring or fall? 


From what I’ve noticed there seem to be more during the fall when the 


narwhal come through that is the only change I’ve noticed during the fall. 


Anna:  What differences of you noticed? 


I know the differences; there are the ones with tusks, females, young ones, the 


ones with good muktaaq those are the ones I know. 


Anna:  That’s it, thank you. 


 


Questionnaire number 2 


Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit about narwhal 


Anna:  What changes have you noticed in the environment?  For example the 


thickness of the ice, does it form earlier or later? 


Every year is different that is what I’ve noticed.  It is never the same every 


year sometimes the ice forms earlier, sometimes it forms later that is what I’ve 


noticed, but in front of our community the ice is getting rougher that is what 


I’ve noticed. 


Anna:  Has the migration of narwhal or charateristics changed? 


Yes, here in Sam Ford Fiord, the inlet up there…where they go to have their 


calves we are noticing now, I have noticed, not just me, our elder also said 


that when I was up there with him.  We are noticing where the calving areas 


are every year. 


Anna:  Are there changes during spring or fall migration? 


When they are migrating we see adult males and the ones older from up 


there, maybe from Kangaarjuk, Nattirsujuk, where our narwhal come from and 


from the area of Anauliriaq when they are migrating during the fall the older 


ones with bigger tusks pass through in October, …we’ve known this for a long 


time. 


Anna:  Where are the calving areas? 
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Here in our inlet, in the inlet of Clyde River, we call it Kingmiataqtujuq is where 


they have calves it is north of us, in Sam Ford Fiord we call is Urqurtinni is 


where they go to have calves that we a noticing now. 


Anna:  Do people hunt narwhal in the calving areas? 


Here in our inlet we hunt narwhal all the time, but up there to the north of us 


in Kangirtuvak we don’t hunt narwhal as we don’t go up there often in 


Nattirsujuk is probably where they have calves as well as Kangaarjuit.  Because 


we don’t go up there often we don’t hunt up there. 


Anna:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


Off Iqaluit we have noticed now as there is always open water, in English it is 


called polynya down there off Iqaluit every year. 


Anna:  Are there changes in the numbers every year? 


It is different every year like the weather, it seems to be like the weather, 


sometimes there are more at other times there are fewer.  But this year we 


have more narwhal, I think it was last year there were more narwhal it is 


always different. 


Anna:  Are there any changes in the characteristics of narwhal in the last ten 


years? 


Not really, it was only up there where they did not have calves in Sam Ford 


Fiord, I have noticed up there in the last several years that I have been 


hunting narwhal that is the only area I’ve noticed.  Like last year it is different, 


sometimes they arrive earlier sometimes they arrive later. 


Anna:  Are there changes in the stocks when they are migrating during spring 


or fa..? 


I just know that those with young ones are smaller tend to be together even 


though we know the older ones are fewer even when they come at the same 


time the ones with the young ones are larger in numbers that is what I know. 


Anna:  What do you know about the differences? 


In narwhal? 


Anna:  Yes. 
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There are those that are called grey in appearance are narwhal, as well as 


narwhal that are called the ones with blotches and there are black narwhal 


that don’t become lighter those are the ones I know. 


Anna:  Do you have anything else to add that I did not ask about narwhal? 


Yes, The ones I mentioned about the three differences; the black ones they 


say will have shorter tusks we know them but when they are under water the 


other narwhal don’t seem to be with them, but sometimes when they are with 


them they are very hard to get. 


Anna:  Is that all? 


Yes. 


Anna:  Thank you. 


 


Questionnaire number 3. 


Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit about narwhal 


Anna:  What changes have you noticed in the environment?  For example the 


thickness of the ice, does it form earlier or later? 


The ice seems to be forming later in the fall, as we can go boating longer, the 


ice used to form towards the end of October but now during the first week or 


second week is when the ice forms now. 


Anna:  That is good? 


Yes. 


Anna:  Has the migration of narwhal or charateristics changed? 


There seems to be more narwhal here, I remember when there were not as 


many narwhal, when they did not stay around only when they were migrating 


the narwhal be seen. 


Anna:  Are there changes during the spring or fall migration? 


I don’t think so, they are always passing through when the ice is gone and 


when small particles of ice is forming when it gets cold they always pass 


through. 


Anna:  Do you know where the narwhal calving areas are? 
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Here in the inlets up north of us and south of us in the estuaries of the inlets 


is where they go to have their calves. 


Anna:  Do you go after them in the calving areas? 


We hunt narwhal anywhere at the floe edge, in the inlets and here where they 


have their calves I cannot say.  They are accompanied by the young ones at 


different times, we see them during the summer when they are passing through 


they are accompanied by the young ones even during the fall there are young 


ones as well. 


Anna:  I see. 


I saw one with a young calf during the fall, summer.  During the fall when 


there are patches of ice on the water the past Jacopie caught a young calf 


that seem to have been born recently it was brownish grey. 


Anna:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


They stay in the open water when the ice is forming when they pass through.  


Down at the open water when it is cold when the ice sometimes break up we 


see some narwhal during the winter in the open water between here and 


Greenland and when we go to Home Bay during the winter I have seen them 


more than once. 


Anna:  Are there changes in the numbers every year? 


There seem to be more narwhal every year or maybe we have better guns or 


they are increasing. 


Anna:  Are there any changes in the characteristics of narwhal in the last ten 


years? 


Some are very hard to herd is what I have noticed when we try to herd them 


near land some don’t even go near the land when they are trying to get away.  


When I first started following when we follow them we just go past where they 


dove without reaching them when they were being herded towards the land 


they were easy to herd.  But now they don’t seem to do that we now hunt 


narwhal that are hard to herd. 


Anna:  Are there changes during the spring or fall? 


What, during the migration?  Or when they go back and forth? 


Anna:  Yes. 
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I don’t think so, sometimes there are more but there are times when they are 


not together there seem to be less even when they are there all the time.  


When they are together there usually are lots that seem to be their 


characteristics.  When we go after them when they are not together there are 


few of them they tend to surface with their head in the water, when there are 


few who are hunting they are very hard to notice when there are few of them.  


When there are more they spend more time on the surface they are more 


visible that seems to be the only difference when they come at the same time. 


Anna:  What are the differences that you’ve seen? 


Our whales are mostly narwhal we don’t get beluga often evey though we see 


them sometimes.  It has been for some time that I have noticed when there 


are lots of narwhal there was a huge narwhal, it was not a bowhead whale, the 


appearance was all black that was with them, it had a large body when they 


were surfacing with the head down I have seen it more than once.  I saw one 


right after the ice break up I also saw one last year but when we are not used 


to seeing them they are black with large bodies that accompany narwhal we 


often think maybe because they are old they have turned black if one was 


every caught maybe the tusk is huge. 


Anna:  Do you have anything else to say that I did not ask about narwhal? 


We seem to be getting more narwhal here, before it seemed that the narwhal 


were near Pond Inlet and Arctic Bay, we seem to be part of that now.  Even in 


Qikiqtarjuaq during the late fall when they have passed through here we hear 


that they are hunting narwhal down there.  They seem to be staying down 


there longer when the ice is forming, we hear them through CB Radios, we 


heard that they were hunting narwhal not too long ago, we were envious. 


Anna:  That is all unless you have anything else to all. 


I don’t have anything else to add, I think we could say who we are, my name 


is Esau from Clyde River. 


Anna:  Thank you. 


 


Questionnaire number 4 


Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit about narwhal 
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Anna:  What changes have you noticed in the environment for example the 


thickness of the ice, does it form earlier or later? 


Ice, how,…sometimes it is different, some years the ice forms early sometimes 


it forms later when it is windy it takes longer to form.  When it is not windy 


the ice forms earlier that is what I’ve noticed. 


Anna:  Has the migration of narwhal changed? 


Not really I haven’t noticed but it is always different every year.  In some years 


there are more narwhal where we go hunting some years there are fewer 


narwhal…Up there at Nattiqtujuk and Sam Ford Fiord when there are not many 


narwhal I think they have moved here in our inlet at Aarrujaq Inlet. 


Anna:  What about, when they are migrating during spring or fall has that 


changed? 


There doesn’t seem to be any change, when the ice is forming sooner they 


seem to pass through earlier before the ice forms, they migrate through when 


the ice has formed in the coast. 


Anna:  Do you know where the narwhal calving areas are? 


I observed during the spring when we were hunting at the floe edge maybe 


towards the end of June but I have never observed it during the summer when 


the ice is gone.  But I observed a calf being born when some part of it was 


covered in ice down at the floe edge. 


Anna:  Do you hunt at the calving areas? 


I have never noticed since they have their calves anywhere, but here when the 


ice is still around down at the floe edge they do that.  I’ve seen a narwhal 


giving birth when were hunting from the floe edge during the spring not during 


the summer. 


Anna:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


I think they go where there is open water.  They go to the open water, I don’t 


think they go south they go to the open water during the winter that is what 


I’ve heard. 


Anna:  Are there changes in the numbers every year? 
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They are different every year, this year the areas up there in Nattiqsujuq and 


Sam Ford Fiord they said that the narwhal were fewer there are more narwhal 


here than last year. 


Anna:  In the last ten years, re there any changes in the characteristics of 


narwhal? 


I have never noticed that as every year is different so I don’t really understand 


that. 


Anna:  What about when they are migrating during spring or fall has that 


changed? 


I really don’t know about that whether it has changed, I tend to say that it is 


different every year. 


Anna:  What kind of differences have you noticed on the narwhal? 


How? 


Anna:  For example, the differences in appearance or migration what you 


observe. 


There does not seem to be any differences from what I’ve observed the 


narwhal seem to be the same, as we don’t get beluga here there are only 


narwhal that doesn’t seem to have changed. 


Anna:  Do you have anything else to add that I didn’t ask about narwhal? 


Not really, I don’t seem to remember if there are any changes here, down at 


the inlet they say there are lots of narwhal, which is different from last year, 


there were fewer narwhal last year but this summer there are lots. 


Anna:  That is all the questions I have, thank you. 


 


Questionnaire number 5 


Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit about narwhal 


Anna:  What changes have you noticed in the environment?  For example the 


thickness of the ice, does it form earlier or later? 
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The ice is forming later here and the ice break up is sooner.  The thickness of 


the ice is different as it is thinner, it used to be a lot thicker before.  The ice 


is thinner now by about half the thickness before. 


Anna:  Has the migration of narwhal or charateristics changed? 


The migration doesn’t seem to have changed and their characteristics don’t 


seem to have changed. 


Anna:  Do there seem to be changes on the migration during the fall when 


they are passing through, are there changes during spring or fall migration 


that you know? 


They migrate north at about the same time during spring…they come through 


the same time and during the fall they come through during the same time at 


times they don’t pass through here. 


Anna:  Do you know where the calving areas are? 


The estuary of Kingmiaqtaqtujuq is where the calving area is, that is where the 


calves are born, where the narwhal have their calves. 


Anna:  Do you know if they hunt narwhal at the calving areas? 


They do hunt narwhal, we told them not to hunt narwhal there but they still 


hunt narwhal.  We never did that before when we were hunting narwhal we 


never went after them up there. 


Anna:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


No, I’ve never caught a narwhal during the winter so I don’t know. 


Anna:  What about are there changes in numbers every year? 


I remember there were lots when I was a boy, that seem to be the same. 


Anna:  Are there any changes in the characteristics of narwhal in the last ten 


years? 


Yes, there are changes, the fat used to be good before but now…they have 


less fat there has to be a reason for that. 


Anna:  Is that so? 


Yes, they never used to be like that. 


Anna:  Are there any changes during the migration during spring or fall? 
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I don’t think so but it was not too long ago that we started hunting narwhal. 


Anna:  Is that right? 


Yes, we were already adults when they started…we started hunting narhwal at 


that time we seem to have started it. 


Anna:  What differences do you know? 


Yes, there are differences in narwhal, the ones with tusks that arrive here seem 


to be the same ones.  We can tell by the scars they seem to be the same 


ones and there are bigger ones that we don’t see often, they are becoming 


more common that is what I’ve noticed. 


Anna:  Do you have anything else to add that I did not ask regarding narwhal 


from what you know? 


I don’t think so. 


Anna:  That is the end of the questions, thank you. 
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SUBMISSION TO THE 
NUNAVUT WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BOARD 
 


FOR 
 


Information: X      Decision:  
 


Issue:  Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit narwhal interviews   
 


Background: At the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board’s (NWMB or Board) last 
meeting in Cambridge Bay in June 2016, Fisheries and Oceans Canada presented their 
findings on a survey that was done for narwhal in the Baffin Bay population.  Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada has requested an NWMB decision on increasing the quota in three 
management units (Somerset Island, Admiralty Inlet, and East Baffin Island) and a 
decrease in one management unit (Eclipse Sound). 
 


In July 2016, the NWMB’s Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Coordinator worked closely with the 
four Hunters and Trappers Organizations on East Baffin Island – Arctic Bay, Pond Inlet, 
Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq – to collect Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit on narwhal. The NWMB 
also coordinated with the Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Board and created a service agreement to 
handle the financial side of this important collection of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit on narwhal.  
In August, the NWMB’s Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Coordinator traveled to Qikiqtarjuaq to 
conduct interviews with 10 people, whose ages ranged from 30 to 70 years old.  The 
Clyde River and Pond Inlet Hunters and Trappers Organizations hired a local interviewer 
to conduct their own interviews.  Arctic Bay unfortunately couldn’t take part at that time 
due to unforeseen circumstances. 
 


The questions were the same used in Qikiqtarjuaq, Clyde River and Pond Inlet.  The 
questions were mainly dealing with the environment, for example the changes in the ice, 
the migration of the narwhal, changes in the characteristics of the narwhal, where the 
young are born, wintering areas, changes in the population, changes in the last ten years, 
changes in the composition of the stocks, and differences in the appearances.  All the 
questions received responses. 
 


The majority of interviewees said that the narwhal were not decreasing and attributed this 
to observations of calves at all times of the year.  In Qikiqtarjuaq interviewees frequently 
mentioned that the narwhal go up to Home Bay.  Interviewees also noted that the young 
are born in an area of Home Bay.  This area of Home Bay is where they hunt narwhal 
during the spring and summer.  Interviewees believe that the narwhal spend their time in 
this area from spring to fall.  It was often mentioned that bowhead whales were also 
increasing every year, in a similar manner as narwhal. 
 


Interviewees also noted changes in ice conditions, specifically that the ice is getting 
thinner near the communities. It was suggested the thinner ice observed could be a factor 
in changes to narwhal distribution, specifically narwhals remaining near the communities 
for longer periods of time before they migrate to their wintering areas. 
 


Interviewees also stated that narwhal spend the winter in open water between Baffin 
Island and Greenland, in three specific areas. 
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Qikiqtarjuaq, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal Questionnaire 


 


Harry Alookie of Qikiqtarjuaq, Chairperson of Nattivak Hunters and Trappers 


Organization 


Sheila:  Where were you born? 


Harry:  I was not born here.  I was born in Padlavik in 1962 during the fall.  I 


think I was about 4 years old in 1967 when we were relocated to Qikiqtarjuaq 


during this time of the year. 


Sheila:  You’ve lived here every since? 


Harry:  Yes, I’ve lived here every since. 


Sheila:  There are narwhal that migrate through here during spring and fall? 


Harry:  Yes. 


Sheila:  These, we are trying to gather Inuit knowledge from Inuit that we can 


use as there are researches done on different wildlife species.  Even though 


there are written reports, there is not enough written reports from Inuit so that 


is why I am here.  I had draft up a few questions for consideration, if you can 


answer them? 


Harry:  Yes, of course I can answer them.  Especially when I could remember 


after we moved here we observed narwhal and beluga when I was growing up. 


Sheila:  You can read these questions, or I can read them to you. 


Harry:  Perhaps if you ask me I can respond as to what I know. 


Sheila:  You mentioned that you were bord in Padlavik and you were relocated 


here shortly after, when you were a boy, according to your knowledge as well 


as your understanding, what kind of changes have you noticed to the 


environment, for example, the thickness of the ice, or does the ice form 


earlier, or later now. 


Harry:  Since way back, when I was a boy I have notice the weather has 


changed especially the ice, in the past, the ice was good according the the 


months it was predictable when the ice would break up.  We had more ice 


then. 


Sheila:  Yes. 
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Harry:  The floe edge is farther.  In some years the thickness of the ice is 


different, even when we have a good winter the ice is melting sooner.  In the 


past during the spring before the ice melted there would be puddles forming 


on top of the ice, before that happened during the months of April, May the 


snow would harden during the night.  The hunters would go out during the 


night to hunt in the distance.  Nowadays the spring is different, this past year 


in 2016 we, as hunters, were expecting the snow to harden during the night 


but it is different now.  The snow doesn’t harden anymore, when it should, it 


hardens for just a short time, and the puddles would form on top of the ice 


twice, but today they now form just once, the ice now goes before the puddles 


seep through.  In the past after we came here in the 1970’s, the snow would 


harden and the puddles would form, after that when the puddles were gone 


and then after that the puddles would form the second time and after they 


have seeped through the ice would be gone in a few weeks.  But today when 


the puddles should form again the ice is gone.  That’s what I’ve seen in 


Qikiqtarjuaq. 


Sheila:  Has this affected the narwhal? 


Harry:  It doesn’t seemed to have any affect.  The narwhal don’t come through 


here after the ice is gone or before the ice is all gone anymore.  When our 


channel is breaking up the narwhal use to come through here as well as the 


beluga during the spring.  During the spring perhaps in the last ten years the 


narwhal hasn’t gone through the channel, they now go through the north when 


they are migrating during March, April.  We go narwhal hunting on Home Bay 


during the spring on the floe edge as well as during the summer.  We also go 


to Home Bay to hunt narwhal as there is always narwhal there that migrate 


through as the water is murky there are usually young narwhal every summer.  


And during the late summer, there are a lot of narwhal in Home Bay the 


hunters are aware of, has the knowledge of from Qikiqtarjuaq.  There is always 


narwhal with their young ones.  During this time of the summer there are 


usually two different stocks of narwhal that are near Qikiqtarjuaq that are 


migrating through Home Bay, Clyde River, that are moving towards Pond Inlet.  


After the ice has gone people will go up to Home Bay to hunt narwhal until 


the month of September, yes the narwhal are there that we are aware of in 


Home Bay. 


Sheila:  Narwhal? 
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Harry: Yes, narwhal as well as beluga with their young.  There are also other 


narwhal that are near Padlavik that are always there but not as many perhaps, 


during that past years there are usually ten that remain there near Padlavik.  


During the summer, spring they migrate northward, the ones that are in front 


of us on Davis Strait we know that they migrate northward during the spring 


and during the fall in September, October they migrate southward before the 


ice forms, when the weather is getting colder during the fall they migrate 


through here, in September, October.  The ice forms when the narwhal are 


near Qikiqtarjuaq we know as hunters when they are migrating through to their 


wintering waters between Greenland and Baffin Island.  They spend the winter 


there that we are unable to access so we don’t go after them, as it is open 


water, the ice is rough between here and the floe edge, between the polynya 


and us.  There are usually two stocks that we know of here is Qikiqtarjuaq.  


The narwhal to the south of us are fewer but to the north in Home Bay there 


are usually a lot more. 


Sheila:  What about those that are to the south of the community, is there an 


area where the narwhal have their young ones? 


Harry:  The ones that are there, to the south of us, I am not aware of if the 


young ones are born.  If they are with the young narwhal, normally the ones 


that are observed usually don’t have young ones with them the one near 


Padlavik.  There are different stocks of narwhal; narwhal, the darker ones, the 


thinner ones, stockier ones are different that migrate through, near 


Qikiqtarjuaq.  The fin whale can be seen at the floe edge and during the fall 


when the narwhal are migrating south the different stocks of whales come 


through here, some are darker, narwhal, lighter ones in appearance, thinner 


ones, stockier ones, we observe differents whales.  Nowadays when the 


scientists say that there are different stocks I never believed them, however, 


there were different stocks of narwhal population, that’s what I’ve observed. 


Sheila:  The stockier ones and thinners ones are they narwhal or beluga? 


Harry:  Yes, they are narwhal.  Some that have a better diet during the fall 


are fat ones that come through here.  Some we think are skinnier, thinner 


ones that have, how do we say it, bruised inside that was caused by 


something, perhaps they were being rammed or maybe killers whales were 


bothering them so they are skinnier those are the ones I call thinner, maybe 


they were being chased by killer whales or being pursued so they tend to be 


skinnier. 
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Sheila:  Are they different? 


Harry:  Yes, there are different narwhal, some are nice and fat during the fall 


when they are migrating south some are skinnier. 


Sheila:  Has the migration of narwhal behaviour changed since you’ve know 


them? 


Harry:  Yes, they’ve changed since I’ve known them especially since I often go 


to the floe edge during the spring hunting narwhal, in the past at the floe 


edge, they heard footsteps easily, nowadays in the past three years I have 


noticed that in the past they did not seem to hear snowmobiles.  I have 


noticed today that when we are at the floe edge they seem to recognize the 


sound of snowmobiles and tend to go further away once they hear them. 


Sheila:  I see.  I think I asked already and you replied, of the change, has the 


pattern of migration during spring and fall changed? 


Harry:  They are going through further away, during the early spring when the 


hunters go to the floe edge when they are migrating from Padlavik area 


following the onset of spring going north that is when we hunt from the floe 


edge.  During early spring they migrate northward, we know that narwhal are 


seen from the floe edge but maybe there is not enough open water so they 


tend to go through further away during the spring.  They go through near 


here, migrating northward. 


Sheila:  Through the other side of Qikiqtarjuaq? 


Harry:  Yes, through the other side, they go through that side during early 


spring migrating northward according to what I know. 


Sheila:  Yes…you mentioned that they go up to Home Bay, when they are 


migrating northward from the south do they tend to stay at Home Bay? 


Harry:  Yes, they tend to stay there.  We go up to the floe edge at Home 


Bay, sometimes when we hunt from them, they move to the strait for a couple 


of days, similiarly, during the summer when we are hunting narwhal at Home 


Bay in the place we call Aarujaaqtuut, when we hunt from them they move to 


the strait on second or third day, after they spend some time at the strait, 


they come back near the land the ones we saw. 


Sheila:  The darker ones or narwhal? 
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Harry:  They tend to be mixed, narwhal as well as the darker ones that are 


huge as well as narwhal with their young, they tend to be mixed. 


Sheila:  Do they have their young with them when they migrate north? 


Harry:  The place that I call Aarujaaqtuut is murky that is where the young are 


born.  The whales only bear their young in muddy murky waters.  Aarujaaqtuut 


is like that.  The narwhal that go up there tend to have their young ones with 


them, some of them have their young ones with them, which we do not go 


after when they are accompanied by their young, the ones we see is 


Aarujaaqtuut. 


Sheila:  During the spring? 


Harry:  During this time of the year, during late spring, when the ice is 


breaking up they migrate up north perhaps so their young ones can be born 


there. 


Sheila:  Do you think they migrate up near Pond Inlet? 


Harry:  Yes, the ones that come near here they do go that far.  The ones in 


Home Bay, the ones we see in Aarujaaqtuut they have their young ones, they 


bear their young ones there as we hunters see them every summer. 


Sheila:  What you said, I am going to skip this next question as I had asked in 


Aarujaaqtuut, you mentioned that is where they bear their young ones.  Do 


you still hunt narwhal even though that is where they bear their young ones? 


Harry:  Yes, as the narwhal move around, they don’t tend to be in one place.  


Yes, us hunters we hunt the narwhal as well as the yearlings.  We go after the 


ones that has the meat that is tastier.  Our elders want the young ones so we 


sometimes hunt them but we try not to hunt the ones accompanied by their 


young ones when there are others around. 


Sheila:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


Harry:  Yes there are two areas in the channel near Baffin Island, over there, 


there are three areas where they winter that we are aware of.  According to 


the research done by DFO there is one here near our community in the open 


water between Greenland and Baffin Island, down there they spend the winter 


as well as over near Greenland, up there, right across from us nearer to 


Greenland, is where they spend the winter.  Also up there near Grise Fiord 
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towards Greenland is where some also spend the winter.  That is what we have 


learned near our community. 


Sheila:  Has there been any change in the abundance every year? 


Harry:  Yes as I mentioned earlier the ones near Padlavik are not increasing 


rapidly but they are seen sometimes.  The ones that are near Padlavik 


fluctuate sometimes there are more sometimes there are fewer in the last five 


years.  There are fewer down there perhaps in the future there might be 


more… but the numbers do differ, the ones that stay down there from what we 


know are not increasing as fast as the ones that are north of here.  During 


the fall we see different numbers of narwhal, the residents of Qikiqtarjuaq see 


different numbers.  Sometimes when the killer whales are around in the open 


water there are a lot more narwhal that come near here, when they are 


migrating south. 


Sheila:  During the fall? 


Harry:  During the fall near our community they tend to be late when there 


are killer whales when they are migrating.  Here is Qikiqtarjuaq there has been 


an occasion when the hunters and killer whales are hunting narwhal.  The 


hunters are hunting for sustenance as well as the killers whales are also 


hunting for sustenance. 


Sheila:  Do they come through this channel? 


Harry:  Yes, they do come through here and through the other side towards 


Mattaatujjana, during the fall in September, October when they are migrating 


south they do come to our channel and near our community and down at 


what we call Mattaatujjana, there are always some during the fall before the 


ice forms. 


Sheila:  Has there been any change in their behaviour in the last ten years? 


Harry:  It seems that way, the ones that come through here during the fall 


seem to have increased.  I have seen a lot more during the fall and some 


have scars that have healed that is what I have noticed and the black ones 


that are large are seen more often now and there are narwhals with two tusks 


that are seen more but they are harder to hunt. 


Sheila:  Has they been any change on the pods when they are migrating 


during spring or fall? 
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Harry:  Sometimes I notice that narwhal when they are migrating south before 


the ice forms, the narwhal stay here to feed before the ice forms and there 


are more narwhal that are seen during the fall that stay in one area.  It is 


obvious that before the ice forms they tend to stay in one area the ones I 


mentioned because when the winter comes they spend the winter in open 


water between Baffin Island and Greenland and up in the high arctic, they meet 


and stay in one area before the ice forms to feed. 


Sheila:  You mentioned that they are different what are they?  What do you 


think is the difference? 


Harry:  I think the difference is, as with us Inuit…. 


Sheila:  The ones you mentioned, the dark coloured one, narwhal, thin ones, 


stocky one. 


Harry:  Yes, perhaps the ones that are darker, they tend to spend their time in 


open water, when the water is rough, they tend to come near land and the 


stockier one arrive later, as they are slower even though they are large, they 


get fat, when they go north maybe they were skinny when their diet is 


abundant when they come through here they are fat maybe their diet was 


different. 


Sheila:  Do you want to add anything else?  The questions are finished. 


Harry:  Those are the only ones that I know of, my knowledge that I have 


mentioned.  There does not seem to be much change in the narwhal as we 


know that we can consume them.  Some, that have been rammed or they have 


abscess in the fatty tissue are the ones we don’t eat.  When they have been 


rammed it seems they are bruised and they don’t look edible so we don’t eat 


them.  That does not happen often but when there are killer whales that 


happens. 


Sheila:  The abscess in the fatty tissue has there been samples sent away to 


be analysed that you know of? 


Harry:  I have not noticed if samples were sent away.  Perhaps if we are 


notified the hunters can get samples to be analysed. 


Sheila:  They have never been checked? 


Harry:  Yes, some, we know are entrapped by ice, some narwhal have scars as 


if they been scratched those are the ones we don’t want to consume.  We try 
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not to eat those that the polar bears and killers whales have tried to kill when 


they entrapped by ice.  We sometimes see them.  Sometime someone will kill a 


narwhal that is unhealthy that have been injured by other species, some have 


parts of their flukes bitten off by a killer whale, some have their flippers 


looking like a hand when a killer whale have bitten them, it has to be the 


result of having been bitten by a killer whale that they seem to wear a glove. 


Sheila:  Ow I don’t have anymore questions. 


Harry:  We try to do our best.  If you ask these types I know the knowledge 


of the hunters you will learn more, for me I have told you what I know. 


Sheila:  Thank you very much. 


Harry:  Yes, your welcome. 


Samuel Nuqinngaq 


Qikiqtarjuaq, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal Questionnaire 


Sheila:  Samuel Nuqinngaq of Qikiqtarjuaq.  Were you born here when? 


Samuel:  July 1, 1971 


Sheila:  I have been asking about narwhal, the knowledge of the Inuit, I am 


trying to write a report…that can assist Inuit from the Inuit that I can give to 


the board.  DFO presented during the June meeting, that can be used when 


the time comes to make a decision using Inuit knowledge as well as scientific 


knowledge has to be weighed that is why I am here.  You can answer what 


you can and if you cannot answer don’t worry about it. 


Samuel:  Yes. 


Sheila:  We came up with these questions with the help of Marine Biologist.  


What do you think is being looked for, what do you think the scientists are 


looking for, the ones you think should be known since you’ve been in the 


arctic what have you noticed, was my questions to the person.  We developed 


a set of questions and using what we’ve heard from the hunters, what we 


often hear. You can deal with what you can.  First, what changes have you 


seen in the environment?  For example, ice, earlier ice break up, earlier ice 


forming, in that line? 


Samuel:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Have you noticed? 
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Samuel:  Yes, the ice break up is earlier and the forming of ice is later but 


each year is different that is all.  Sometimes during late fall when the ice is 


forming if it does not snow the ice is good, while the ice is forming if it snows 


the ice is worse that is what I know. 


Sheila:  What about the thickness, is it also different? 


Samuel:  Yes, it is also different, seal breathing holes are also different. 


Sheila:  What? The aglus? 


Samuel:  Yes, the aglus, are different, some are very thin some are not. 


Sheila:  You hunt narwhal here, during spring and fall? 


Samuel:  Yes, also during the summer, I also go up to Home Bay with others 


as that is where the narwhal stay.  There is always narwhal there.  This past 


May I also went to the floe edge twice and there were a lot of narwhal and 


the narwhal also bear their young anytime that I also know. 


Sheila:  Anytime? 


Samuel:  Yes, they are different from the beluga. 


Sheila:  What? 


Samuel:  Narwhal…when there is still floe edge they bear their young. 


Sheila:  Narwhal? 


Samuel:  Yes, they are different, I really don’t know about beluga.  I’ve never 


hunted beluga, only narwhal when they are migrating north at the floe edge.  


There are also some down there for sure, I usually never go down there I only 


go up there.  I’ve gone to the floe edge during the last few years I went again.  


When I follow others to the floe edge I always see narwhal as I did in May.  


During May, June, I went to the floe edge twice. 


Sheila:  Did you learn from your father? 


Samuel:  When I use to follow I learned from him and also from other hunters 


the ones I hunt narwhal with.  When we hunt them at the floe edge they 


disappear for two days, after two days pass they reappear. 


Sheila:  They go further away? 
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Samuel:  They go to open water or they go somewhere else as they notice 


right away.  They are hard to hunt during calm days as they notice right away. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Samuel:  They get away once they hear something, because they also hear like 


us.  When the water is rough they tend not to notice as easily. 


Sheila:  When, how old were you when you started hunting narwhal? 


Samuel:  By myself, when I could give my name maybe I was sixteen.  I never 


enjoyed it when I started following because they can dive for a very long time.  


Now I enjoy hunting narwhal the most from hunting other species. 


Sheila:  Since you started hunting narwhal, does the migration and behaviour 


of narwhal changed? 


Samuel:  They seem to get smarter, perhaps because they are being hunted.  


Sometimes they surface with their heads down and they don’t breath right 


away through their nose when they surface, the narwhal are smart and getting 


harder to go after. 


Sheila:  When they are migrating from open water or somewhere towards 


Home Bay or coming from there are there a difference?  When they are 


coming from the north they had been hunted? 


Samuel:  When they are coming from up there, our community is on the way 


when they are migrating during the fall, there are usually a lot of narwhal and 


up there in Home Bay where we go after the ice break up there are usually a 


lot of narwhal but they tend to return even after they had been hunted from.  


They go to other inlets up there as there are many, even though they seem to 


go to open water they always return there because they know that area.  They 


are increasing that I know of. 


Sheila:  Are there differences?  For example I heard there are black ones, that 


are different from narwhal that are larger. 


Samuel:  The black ones are larger.  They tend to be larger but when I went 


to the floe edge with others there were a lot more black ones there were less 


narwhal and they were full grown the ones we saw up there. 


Sheila:  They are harder to go after? 
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Samuel:  Yes, they are large, there were a lot of them that had wounds, I 


don’t know where they were wounded. 


Sheila:  Did you get any of them? 


Samuel:  No we did not get any as it was hard.  There were a lot of whales 


up there at the floe edge. 


Sheila:  Do you know since you have been hunting narwhal if the migration 


routes have changed during the spring and fall? 


Samuel:  It doesn’t seem to have changed too much, but last October when 


they usually arrive they came later that is what we noticed.  I went up there 


during the summer twice the ones that are usually up there were around.  I 


don’t know why when the fall arrived last year they were very late coming 


here. 


Sheila:  Maybe there were killer whales? 


Samuel:  It is unclear, that might have been the case.  When the killer whales 


are around we know what happens. 


Sheila:  What do they do? 


Samuel:  They won’t leave the inlet when the killer whales were present, even 


when we go after them they tend to return towards the land. 


Sheila:  Where they have their young, as you mentioned that they have their 


young anytime, do you know where they have their young? 


Samuel:  No, in the inlet, they go the inlet to bear their young we know.  


When we go after them sometimes they bear their young near where we a 


hunting narwhal.  Sometimes they bear their young even while we are hunting, 


right after being born the young one will struggle for a while but they learn 


fast. 


Sheila:  Do you go after those? 


Samuel:  No we are not suppose to hunt the ones with their young as we have 


rules through the HTO so we don’t go after them. 


Sheila:  That hasn’t changed much even when that happens, while you were 


hunting narwhal there was a birth do they return there?  When they are 


coming from the south or north? 
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Samuel:  Yes, the new borns are protected that I have noticed, other narwhal 


that are mature will not leave them when they are there, they always return.  


Unintentionally, when a female with a young one is killed, other narwhal will 


adopt the young one. 


Sheila:  Yes, so. 


Samuel:  I don’t know how, the new borns stay under water for a long time.  I 


don’t know how perhaps others will breath into them, when they are in the 


backs of their mother, for example when they are under water say for 30 to 


45 minutes the young ones also stay under water that long. 


Sheila:  The ones that were just born? 


Samuel:  Yes, the young ones are protected by the narwhal, they are never left 


behind. 


Sheila:  When you notice that they are giving birth over here, you can go 


elsewhere to hunt narwhal? 


Samuel:  Yes, when there are others we hunt narwhal.  There are usually a lot, 


when we were down there not too long ago even though I did not see any 


there were 6 narwhal.  There are usually not that few other than the ones that 


were left behind and when we go after them they tend to go to the open 


water. But the ones that were hunted went towards land because there were 


others near the land.  The narwhal usually go towards open water but when 


there are killer whales they tend to return. 


Sheila:  Do you herd them? 


Samuel:  Yes, we herd them towards land.  If we cannot herd them we hunt 


them in open water. 


Sheila:  Isn’t it rough? 


Samuel:  It is rough but we try to keep them under water so they have to 


come up for air, when we do not try to keep them under water they don’t get 


out of breath.  When we shoot at them to keep them under water, or we 


shoot towards the open water they tend to go towards land when they hear 


the shots but they are hard to get when they are moving towards open water.  


We cannot keep them in one area even when we try with lots of boats it is 


hard when they are moving towards open water. 
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Sheila:  Do they have a leader? 


Samuel:  Yes, that does happen, we say that their guards are here, three, four, 


if we do not got after them there are usually a lot that appear after them.  


We don’t go after them right away when they are few.  Not long after they 


appear there are usually a lot more that appear and when we don’t see 


narwhal for a length of time in Home Bay we usually go on the land and 


spend the time on the boat.  If we see one after there were none there will be 


other in large numbers the narwhal a smart. 


Sheila:  That seems to be the case.  Do you know where narwhal go during 


winter? 


Samuel:  I really don’t know but I’ve heard that they go where no one is 


allowed to harvest turbot that is where they go but I am not sure where it is. 


Sheila:  Here in open water? 


Samuel:  Yes, Maybe down there near Ittajaralik.  Down there that is called 


Narwhal zone… 


Sheila:  Down there? 


Samuel:  Yes, near Ittajaralik I’ve heard that’s where they go from DFO but I 


don’t know it personally. 


Sheila:  You’ve heard it from DFO? 


Samuel:  Yes, before the ice forms there are narwhal here all the time even 


some have passed through that are migrating from the north appear.  Perhaps 


from Grise Fiord, Arctic Bay area that are migrating and after we hear that 


people of Clyde River were hunting narwhal two, three days later, they appear 


near here during the fall. 


Sheila:  You expect them? 


Samuel:  Yes, they usually appear, at other times they don’t appear perhaps 


when they go through the open water.  This area we call Mattaatujjanaq there 


are usually narwhal present that are migrating from the north. 


Sheila:  Through this channel? 


Samuel:  They also come through the channel sometimes they go through near 


the base of the land. 
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Sheila:  The one you said is called Mattaatujjanaq is that the inlet down there? 


Samuel:  Yes, there are three that are close to each other Mattaatujjanaq, 


Illaulittuuq and Pannirtuuruluk they usually have narwhal during the fall when 


the narwhal are around after they return from the open water.  Sometimes 


when we don’t find them there near here, when they are there the follow the 


high tide.  When the tide is low they usually don’t go there only during high 


tide. 


Sheila:  Even when the tide is small? 


Samuel:  Yes, the tides are small, they are getting larger. 


Sheila:  The tides are small. 


Samuel:  Our tides are larger now. 


Sheila:  I was waiting for the low tide.  I don’t think it’s low tide maybe is high 


tide, that’s what I was saying. 


Samuel:  Our tides are getting larger.  I’ve stayed up for two days without 


sleeping when we are hunting narwhal, the narwhal never give up. 


Sheila:  Yes? 


Samuel:  Yes, up in Home Bay, when there are lots of them the narwhal tire 


us out. 


Sheila:  Is that right. 


Samuel:  The narwhal are smart. 


Sheila:  They stay in the same area, when the floe edge is open? 


Samuel:  Yes, at the floe edge there are usually more even though they also 


say there are some down there but I don’t really know as I don’t usually go 


thre…because there are usually some in the water. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes to the numbers every year? 


Samuel:  They seem to be increasing. 


Sheila:  Is that so? 


Samuel:  They are increasing, maybe because the narwhal bear their young 


anytime. 
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Sheila:  We hear that there are difference between the first ones and the ones 


that follow?  What kind are the first ones?  What kind are the ones that 


follow? 


Samuel:  Yes, They are different.  It is obvious the narwhal that were born last 


year.  They tend to be darker…I don’t know why. 


Sheila:  The first ones are hunted, they seem to prefer the ones that follow. 


Samuel:  The first ones are usually with shorter tusks. 


Sheila:  Is that so? 


Samuel:  The ones that follow are usually mature ones, even though there are 


some mature ones in the first ones but not as many. 


Sheila:  Are they darker in appearance? 


Samuel:  Yes. 


Sheila:  The ones that follow? 


Samuel:  Yes, they are more mature, they seem to have a leader that seem to 


guard them.  Afterwards a lot of narwhal appear.  Even when the water is calm 


there doesn’t seem to be any when we look for them with binoculars but once 


the boats are moving the narwhal appear when it seemed there were none, the 


narwhal are smart. 


Sheila:  Through their nose, just like seals, I’m envisioning seals, you said they 


come up for air? 


Samuel:  Yes. 


Sheila:  They just breath through their nose? 


Samuel:  Yes, they are breathing, they don’t even make a noise when they are 


breathing with their head in the water when they surface.  They did not seem 


to do that normally but their heads are in the water when they surface. 


Sheila:  Their head in the water? 


Samuel:  Yes, when they surface they stop right away, that is what is called 


with their head in the water without moving, they seem to be breathing quietly, 


like they are not breathing. 


Sheila:  You cannot hear the blowing? 
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Samuel:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Why do they do that? 


Samuel:  Maybe they know they are being hunted.  They breath normally when 


they don’t know, when we go after them they surface…after we have gone after 


them.  They seem to get smarter every year. 


Sheila:  Are they recognizable? 


Samuel:  Yes, they are recognizable, some that we went after the year before 


are there, it is obvious through their wounds. 


Sheila:  You mentioned that you know when the killer whales are around, have 


you hunted along with the killer whales? 


Samuel:  No I’ve never hunted with them, I barely made it 4 or 5 years ago up 


there when they were going after narwhal there were killer whales. 


Sheila:  Were the killer whales also going after narwhal? 


Samuel:  Yes, killer whales.  I’ve personally hasn’t observed them, though killer 


whales seem to be increasing every year here. 


Sheila:  Do they occur in large numbers? 


Samuel:  Yes, they are increasing. 


Sheila:  When did you start noticing them? 


Samuel:  Just recently I started noticing them near here, but I have nevery 


seen them up there.  Other hunters have seen the killer whales but here I have 


seen them once but the killer whales seem to be coming every year. 


Sheila:  Is that so? 


Samuel:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Has there been any changes to the behaviour of narwhal in the last 


ten years?  For example their migration route or is it the same where they go 


through or the ones that we hear come first along with the followers does that 


stay the same?  Or how? 


Samuel:  It is unclear I’ve notice that they are increasing and the darker ones 


are increasing here that I’ve noticed there are a lot of narwhal…when we go 


after them at the floe edge according the breaking up of the ice they tend to 
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go near the land.  They don’t usually occur here perhaps that was not the 


case before I don’t know.  I know that in Home Bay, if I haven’t gone there I 


would not know but I have gone there and I like narwhal hunting maybe that is 


the reason why I know. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes in the pods when they are migrating during 


spring and fall?  This is similar. 


Samuel:  They don’t seem to go at the same time sometimes there are lots 


that appear and once they have passed through from the north perhaps from 


Pond Inlet area or Clyde River area there appears a lot more that doesn’t 


happen at the same time.  For example once the first ones appear we hunt 


from them as they don’t pass through right away maybe three days, four days 


or five days they stay in the inlet they willl go to the open water and return 


they finally pass through here.  The ones we hunt from will go to the open 


water and return they do that there because they know where the young were 


born.  When we go after those ones they don’t disappear they tend to return 


as there are inlets there past Nulluit called Home Bay.  There are several 


inlets there so they go to those inlets when we go after them here in the inlet 


perhaps the next day or if they did not change the next day we go after them 


in the next inlet as there are some there.  We find them again in the next 


inlet.  There would be a lot of them that pass through that we go after 


several days when we cannot find them we know that they have moved to the 


open water and have passed through.  After which others will come, it is 


obvious that they don’t come at the same time.  The ones in a pod stay 


together the ones that come later are also a different pod that stay together 


that seems to happen. 


Sheila:  The ones you said come later are they more mature? 


Samuel:  They tend to be more mature, the first ones that were born last year 


tend to have less mature ones the ones that come through here that we often 


see.  Sometimes they do include mature ones but those that come later seem 


to be better than the first ones, maybe they also have guards, I don’t really 


know.  The second ones have tusks and when there is one with two tusks, the 


one with two tusks tend to be in the middle. 


Sheila:  Is that so? 


Samuel:  When there are a lot of narwhal in a pod they tend to be protected, 


they are usually in the middle. 
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Sheila:  Are they hard to get? 


Samuel:  They are harder, I think they are being protected. 


Sheila:  Is that so? 


Samuel:  It seems that way.  I’ve taken part when one was caught and it 


seems that’s what happens, the ones with two tusks seemed to be protected. 


Sheila:  Have you ever checked the stomach contents when you caught a 


narwhal? 


Samuel:  No I’ve never checked. 


Sheila:  Is that so?  What do they eat? 


Samuel:  I’ve heard that they eat turbot. 


Sheila:  Is that so? 


Samuel:  But I’ve never checked what is in their stomach.   


Sheila:  What I have heard.  What the different characteristics?  From my point 


of view they seem to be the same, darker narwhal they seem to be the same 


but there were differences, smaller ones, bigger ones, longer ones, different 


ones. 


Samuel:  The darker ones usually are larger narwhal sometimes there are the 


ones that are almost all white that we see, they have some markings but most 


of it is white and for some reason the darker ones are usually larger narwhal. 


It is obvious at times when we go after them sometimes we lose the ones that 


sink because they are so skinny.  We know that they were being chased by 


killer whales.  Some are skinny while others are fat. 


Sheila:  When you are hunting narwhal do you harpoon them first or shoot 


them? 


Samuel:  We use both, we harpoon them and then shoot them.  I don’t know 


how many times that I’ve taken one without shooting it just harpooning it. 


Sheila:  I’ve noticed, as well as heard from an elder warning, that if you 


harpoon it first you are not going to lose it, harpoon it first, it will be easier 


to shoot it.  His reasoning was that if you try shooting it first then harpoon it, 


when you harpoon it you are not the one who got it, the person who shot it 


is the one who gets it. 
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Samuel:  We hear that here too but those who are starting to hunt narwhal 


are different from us who have hunted longer.  Nowadays the younger ones 


tend to shoot to the point where they are shooting towards boats during the 


fall here.  Perhaps they are having fun hunting narwhal but it sometimes get 


dangerous even when we tell them not to do that maybe because they want to 


get the narwhal they do that.  And some claim the ones they don’t get the 


one who shot it first or harpoon it, even though the person who harpoon it 


gets it but we know who wound it if someone else gets it it is not fun. 


Sheila:  No wonder.  I would not know who wound it first.  I’ve gone when they 


are hunting beluga but never when they are going after the darker/narwhal, I 


don’t know them. 


Samuel:  For me I don’t know anything about beluga because I’ve never been 


part of a group hunting them.  There was one occasion when the ice was 


breaking up that I know of but I have no idea how long they stay under water 


compared to narwhal. 


Sheila:  I’ve heard that the narwhal surface more often than the beluga which 


stay under water longer.  If you have anything else to add please do.  I am 


done with what I am following. 


Samuel:  If someone says that they are decreasing I would not believe them as 


there are lots of narwhal here.  Maybe because they do not come at the same 


time there are lots. 


Sheila:  Can you give an estimate from first one to the last up to that end 


during the fall when they are migrating south or migrating north.  How many 


would you think are there? 


Samuel:  There are lots.  When they are migrating north we do not see them.  


Because the ice here is not good, and rough so we don’t look for them.  We 


hear in early spring that there are narwhal up there already from the ones 


that are north of us.  If there is floe edge near here we know we would see 


more but we don’t look for them when we are hunting seals at the floe edge 


but sometimes we see them though.  And before the ice is forming during the 


fall we always see narwhal before they pass through they stay around here 


because the ice does not form early here in the open water.  I think there 


have been ice entrapments near here but I don’t know. 


Sheila:  Have you gone with researchers?  The ones doing a survey… 
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Samuel:  No I’ve never been part of the researchers but when I was a 


chairman of the HTO I’ve gone to meetings where DFO say that narwhal don’t 


give birth anytime but they do.  The narwhal give birth anytime maybe that is 


the reason why they are increasing because they give birth anytime. 


Sheila:  According to what you know they give birth anytime? 


Samuel:  Yes, they give birth anytime the others will say the same thing my 


fellow hunters who hunt narwhal.. They all know, those who hunt narwhal 


regularly, us narwhal hunters notice this, I would not know if I did not hunt 


narwhal.  I hear from those who know more than I do yes, this is always 


happening. 


Sheila:  I have no more questions, thank you for coming. 


Samuel:  Thank you. 


Stevie Audlakiak 


Qikiqtarjuaq, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


Sheila:  Say your name, where you were born and when? 


Stevie:  My name is Stevie Audlakiak, I was born in Pangnirtung on September 


8, 1952 at 6:20. 


Sheila:  September 8? 


Stevie:  Yes, in 1952 at the nursing station. 


Sheila:  Yes.  I am doing a questionnaire, I mentioned to you that I will be 


taping and you did not mind so we will start.  These questions that you see 


are the same ones that will be asked in other communities.  I you have 


anything else to add you will be able to if there was nothing here that should 


be included we are also asking other communities to add anything.  First, what 


changes have you noticed in the environment?  For example, thickness of the 


ice, is the ice forming sooner or later?  Since you’ve lived here. 


Stevie:  Yes, Nowadays the ice is forming a lot later but the ice break up is 


earlier.  I think it was about four years ago we went boating when Toomasie 


Nuqinngaq was still alive.  We were the last ones to go boating on December 


2.  The ice is also breaking up earlier the ice usually breaks up at the end of 


June or early July here is Qikiqtarjuaq.  But this time the break up was later 


because the winter was different.  Our winter was mostly clear with no snow 
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but cold so the ice was thick so that is the reason why the ice break up is 


later this year.  It is really different from last few years perhaps five or four 


years were different.  This past winter we hardly had any snow so the ice got 


thick and that is the reason why the break up is later, since way back when. 


Sheila:  Do you think that has affected the narwhal when the ice forming is 


later and break up is later? 


Stevie:  I don’t think so, I don’t think it has affected them because when the 


ice is breaking up the narwhal don’t come through Qikiqtarjuaq.  Once in a 


long while that the beluga pass through perhaps trying to get away from the 


killer whales that are chasing them that they come through here.  Also with 


the narwhal when the ice break up is later and ice forming is later doesn’t to 


have an affect. 


Sheila:  Has the migration patterns of narwhal changed from what you know? 


Stevie:  At that time when I was growing up in Qikiqtarjuaq we did not have 


narwhal however, using today as an example perhaps from the time I was 


sixteen years old the narwhal started coming here.  Those migrating from the 


north not from the south, that’s when they started migrating through here but I 


don’t know why they did not pass through here before.  Now they pass 


through here, I don’t know why they pass through here now but they always 


pass through here now during the fall and their migrating patterns don’t seem 


to have changed. 


Sheila:  Has the numbers stayed the same or are they increasing/decreasing? 


Stevie:  Each year the migration patterns are different of the narwhal 


sometimes there are lots and they stay around feeding for some time before 


the ice forms sometimes.  Other times maybe when there is not enough to eat 


here, some leave earlier that’s what they do or they go further south near 


Padlavik when they don’t stay around maybe because there is not enough to 


eat.  We as Inuit know because we go out looking for food sources all species 


are like that.  That is what the elders think that they stay for a short time 


when there is not enough to eat, whereas when there is enough to eat they 


stay around longer before the ice forms. 


Sheila:  Here in the channel? 


Stevie:  Not just here, in our channel, that area near here perhaps you have 


heard it what we call Mattaatujjanaq as well as Illaulittuuq, Pannirtuuruluk they 
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always have narwhal every year and here our channel as well as in front of us 


always have some.  Also Qivittuuq probably also have some but nowadays for 


some reason we don’t usually go up there to hunt anymore but we use to go 


there to hunt narwhal because they would go up to Qivittuuq. 


Sheila:  During the fall? During late summer? 


Stevie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Has they been any change in the migration during spring or fall? As 


this is the migration route. 


Stevie:  They don’t really come through here during the spring they go through 


further way when they are migrating north towards where they spend the 


summer in Home Bay.  From Home Bay they go further north near Pond Inlet, 


Clyde River.  When they are migrating north they tend to go through open 


water but if they are trying to get away from the killer whales that are chasing 


them they sometime come through here when they are migrating north.  During 


the fall there doesn’t seem to be any change when they are migrating south, 


they always pass through.  We become real machos during the fall. 


Sheila:  The whales also go somewhere to have their young ones, I know more 


about the beluga, do you know where the narwhal go to have their young ones 


or when that happens? 


Stevie:  I really don’t know but I have seen new borns up in what we call 


Aarujaaqtuut at Home Bay that were born during the spring and we also see 


the new borns during the fall that are small, how, if the narwhal are not like 


Inuit I really don’t know.  I will only say what I know we see new borns during 


the spring and summer as well as during the fall.  Or perhaps from spring to 


fall they bear their young ones or maybe they are like Inuit I really don’t know 


how they bear their young but what I know from spring to fall we see very 


small narwhal that were born recently. 


Sheila:  Do you usually see the ones with new borns up in Home Bay or here 


when they are passing through. 


Stevie:  Here when they are passing through that happens we see new borns.  


Up there they have the young ones that were born recently and during the fall 


that also happens here where we see recently born narwhal. 


Sheila:  Do you go after them? 
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Sheila:  We usually don’t go after them because we are told not to go after 


them by DFO and we are also told not to go after the mother.  But when they 


surface they are accidently killed sometimes. 


Sheila:  The mothers? 


Stevie:  Yes, when the mother is shot the new born stays around.  So that the 


new born will not parish they are both killed. 


Sheila:  According the Inuit knowledge is that also the case?  That you are not 


suppose to go after the young one and the mother are there rules like that? 


Stevie:  No I’ve never heard if we have to do that, if it is edible we have to go 


after it as both are edible.  However even when we did nothing wrong they tell 


us that we broke the law if we did that.  Some narwhal surface they don’t let 


theil tusks break the surface only part of them surface so we accidently shoot 


them and they die right away then we find out that they had their young with 


them. 


Sheila:  The ones with the tusks are they usually female or male? 


Stevie:  The ones with the tusks are usually male but some females also have 


tusks that are thinner and they are very nice.  I have noticed someone getting 


a female with a tusk, I think I have caught a female with a tusk twice.  Their 


tusks are nice and thin, the males have tusks as well as some females also 


have tusks. 


Sheila:  Perhaps older females? 


Stevie:  I don’t know, I really don’t the reason or maybe when they were 


growing the tusk breaks though even when they are female inside, as even the 


females have a small one inside their heads and males have a tusk and on 


the other side of the head they have a small one.  Perhaps when the females 


are growing their tusks break through. 


Sheila:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


Stevie:  I really don’t know but down there, they stay in that area in open 


water I have heard that off Cape Dyer there is always open water there are 


narwhal down there that is what I’ve heard but I, personally, don’t know. 


Sheila:  Have you heard it from the elders or from hunters? 
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Stevie:  We had a wildlife officer who monitored computers as they had 


installed satellite radios on the narwhal maybe that’s how he knew.  The 


wildlife officer said that the narwhal were off Cape Dyer. 


Sheila:  Cape Dyer? 


Stevie:  Cape Dyer. 


Sheila:  So, off Cape Dyer? 


Stevie:  Yes, down there in off shore as that area does not freeze over. 


Sheila:  Yes, I see.  Have you noticed if the numbers are changing every year? 


Have they changed? 


Stevie:  There doesn’t seem to much change here.  The ones that pass 


through don’t seem to change, sometimes there are fewer as well as a lot 


more at times when the narwhal are around.  When we go berry picking, 


afterwards when we close our eyes we see a lot of berries in our mind that is 


the case after hunting narwhal when there are lots when we close our eyes we 


can see, in our minds, those that are diving. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Stevie:  Sometimes there are a lot of them. 


Sheila:  Has there been any change in the behaviour of the narwhal in the last 


ten years? 


Stevie:  There does not seem to be any change.  I have never noticed any 


changes like that but sometimes narwhal will come later and some are earlier.  


I don’t know why that is that some come earlier and some later at other times 


they come all at once. 


Sheila:  Are there any difference in them? 


Stevie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  For example the ones that come first and later, how are the first ones 


different from the second ones if that is the case? 


Stevie:  There doesn’t seem to be any difference but we’ve noticed the 


difference in narwha here is Qikiqtarjuaq, the adult males have become white.  


We try to go after the adult males that have become white also there are 


some adult male narwhal that are even larger that haven’t turned white that 
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have long tusks, they are black in color and sometimes they are brownish grey 


where the skin and flippers are different.  The flippers are turned upwards, 


these narwhal even when they have turned white their flippers tend to be 


straight.  The adult males that are black are huge with flippers that are turned 


upwards that don’t come here often.  We notice them when they arrive 


because they are huge maybe they spend more time in the open water I don’t 


know maybe if the killer whales are around that is when they come.  But we 


don’t see them evey year or maybe we just missed them when we are hunting 


narwhal.  They are caught sometimes the ones that are black and huge with 


long tusks. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes in the group when they are migrating in their 


behaviour? 


Stevie:  No, I have never noticed any change.  Sometimes there are a lot of 


them in a group some groups have young ones that are not full grown.  The 


adult males are normally together but they are usually with adult females.  


There doesn’t seem to be any change or maybe that is their behavious, I don’t 


know. 


Sheila:  You mentioned the difference in adult males where some are darker, 


do you know others?  How different are they?  The terms that are used to 


describe them or, the flippers that are turned upward, what you can describe… 


Stevie:  No, I have never heard what they are called, the narwhal that are 


black and huge their flippers are turned upward.  When we see narwhal we just 


call them narwhal but the beluga, we call them white whales that sometimes 


pass through here. 


Sheila:  You mentioned that the smaller ones are usually adult female as well 


as adult males.  I also heard those what were they called, I wrote them down, 


the darker ones, ones with blotches, thin ones, stockier ones, someone 


described them that way, have you every hear that? 


Stevie:  We call some, ‘with good mattaaq’ the ones that have not turned white 


that are grey or the black ones and we call the some of them ‘with blotches’ 


that have blotches all over and we call some ‘that have turned white’ those 


that are adult males those are the three different types. 


Sheila:  Adult males, they are usually the ones that have turned white? 
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Stevie:  Yes, the ones that have turned white and usually adult males the adult 


females are usually the ones that have turned white maybe because they are 


older even adult females without tusks. 


Sheila:  That is all the questions I have, if you want to add anything you can. 


Stevie:  When they are not bothered they can do anything and can dive for a 


very long time.  When we were persuing them up there what we call 


Aargujaaqtuut they were diving up to half an hour.  Maybe someone knows if 


they can dive longer staying at the same spot.  Sometimes they can stay in 


the same spot staying under water, perhaps they are just lying at the bottom 


or just staying just below the surface.  Sometimes they get away fast and 


others don’t get away as fast that is the baviour of the narwhal but they won’t 


be decreasing because I have observed many.  I go on a ship every summer 


up by Devon Island.  We were travelling from Arctic Bay to Pond Inlet.  From 


near Arctic Bay to Pond Inlet there were lots of narwhal, they seem to be 


trying to get away from us and we were travelling south near Clyde River and 


there were lots of them.  They seem to be trying to get away.  Some non-Inuit 


wanted to take pictures of them even when were not bothering them they 


seemed to be trying to get away.  The next year, I also went on the same 


ship we travelled up near Alert, up there they didn’t seem to be scared of the 


ship.  When they were going towards the front of the ship our captain had to 


turn the ship, they were not scared.  Maybe they had never seen a ship or 


they were never hunted from.  Those narwhal were not scared of the ship at 


all.  I observed the ones that were scared and those that were not scared of 


a ship.  Those narwhal that were not hunted were not scared and some that 


had been hunted were getting away fast. 


Sheila:  To Alert way up there, the narwhal also go up there? 


Stevie:  We did not reach Alert on the ship, we went as close as 90 miles then 


we turned around, there are lots up there too. 


Sheila:  They are not decreasing. 


Stevie:  They probably won’t be decreasing as there are lots. 


Sheila:  I have no more questions, thank you for coming. 


Stevie:  Same here. 
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Sheila:  Thank you for taping you, as you did not mind me taping, can you 


sign here? 


Uriah Nuqinngaq 


Qikiqtarjuaq, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


Sheila:  Can you say who you are, where you were born and when? 


Uriah:  Uriah Nuqinngaq, I was born in Iqaluit, July 27, 1980. 


Sheila:  Uriah Nuqinngaq.  July 27, 1980, were you raised here? 


Uriah:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Who are your parents? 


Uriah:  Meeka Nuqinngaq is my mother and Thomasie was my father. 


Sheila:  I will be asking you about narwhal starting with this.  First, what 


changes have you seen in the environment?  For example ice thickness, does 


the ice go earlier or does it take later for the ice to form have you noticed 


anything? 


Uriah:  The ice now forms later, whereas it use to form earlier, when I was a 


boy.  We use to hunt seals on the ice in October but nowadays we are 


boating in October, we now go hunting seals on the ice in November. 


Sheila:  I see.  What do you think is the cause of this? 


Uriah:  Maybe because of climate change.  Maybe global warming is the cause. 


Sheila:  Do you think the migration behaviour of narwhal has changed due to 


this? 


Uriah:  I don’t think so.  They are different in some years they are late or 


early this is not obvious. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes during the spring or fall of the narwhal that 


pass through? 


Uriah:  There does not seem to be any change.  They come around the same 


time during the fall but they also come around during the summer maybe 


because there are killer whales around, this doesn’t seemed to have changed. 


Sheila:  Do you know where the narwhal have their calves, I know that beluga 


have a particular area to have calves, do you know that too? 
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Uriah:  I only know some of them, I don’t know where others are.  Up in Home 


Bay I have know and down near Padlavik, I know where they are down there. 


Sheila:  Do you know?  Have you observed the calves being born? 


Uriah:  I’ve observed once.  We though it was dead as the flipper was out of 


the water so to it, when we got near it went under water maybe it was giving 


birth. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Uriah:  It seems like that what I have observed down there. 


Sheila:  Down there? 


Uriah:  Yes. 


Sheila:  During the summer? 


Uriah:  Yes, during the summer after the ice had gone. 


Sheila:  When they are going through that have you heard or observed if they 


are hunting narwhal at the calving sights.  The caribou have their calves up on 


high elevations, they go to the same area, is that also the case with narwhal? 


Uriah:  Yes, I think they are they tend to go to the same area. 


Sheila:  While they are having their calves do people hunt narwhal? 


Uriah:  Yes, we did hunt down there even when they were having their calves.  


We only go after the ones with tusks, the ones with calves don’t have tusks we 


know that. 


Sheila:  What difference do they have?  Have you noticed the difference 


between the ones with tusks and the ones with calves? 


Uriah:  The tusks seem to be the same except the only difference is that some 


adult females that have tusks their tusks are thinner. 


Sheila:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


Uriah:  They go down there in front of us, between Baffin Island and Greenland 


during the winter.  Fishing is not allowed down there because that is were the 


narwhal spend their winter.  There is usually a border I don’t know exactly 


where the ships can fish for turbot. 


Sheila:  You’ve heard that? 
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Uriah:  I’ve heard that. 


Sheila:  I heard that they go off Cape Dyer I am not sure exactly where that 


they spend the winter, have you heard that? 


Uriah:  Yes, I’ve heard it.  Maybe they also spend the summer down there the 


ones that are from here.  We normally go up there to hunt narwhal during the 


summer, I know more about that area myself than down there as my paternal 


grandfather was from that area. 


Sheila:  Who? 


Uriah:  Uriah Nuqinngaq. 


Sheila:  Have there been any change in numbers every year? 


Uriah:  I don’t think so, I think they are increasing as they don’t seem to be 


decreasing.  Any species of wildlife, when hunted tend to increase. 


Sheila:  Yes, does that seem to be the case too? 


Uriah:  I’ve heard that too. 


Sheila:  They are increasing? 


Uriah:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Has there been any change in the behaviour of narwhal in the last ten 


years?  According to your knowledge. 


Uriah:  I don’t think so. 


Sheila:  Other than why you think thay have increased? 


Uriah:  Yes, they arrive at different times.  I don’t know how many time where I 


have observed pods in large numbers, some sound like they are snoring some 


sound like they are whistling. 


Sheila:  When they are still? 


Uriah:  When they surface, even when the water is calm they make it look like 


there is a breeze because of large numbers, when they dive the water 


becomes calm again. 


Sheila:  I see…Are there any changed in the pods when they are migrating 


during the spring or fall?  For example we here that these are the first one 


and those are the second ones. 
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Uriah:  Yes, that’s what happens here, the first ones are smaller in size, the 


second ones are full grown males with long tusks, they tend to come later 


during the fall. 


Sheila:  The first ones do they also have full grown males with them? 


Uriah:  Yes, they also include full grown males but not in large numbers. 


Sheila:  I see, I wonder why that is?  Does that seem to be the case? 


Uriah:  I really don’t know, maybe they come from different locations, I think 


that is the reason.  Up in what we call Nulluit, there are some that we pass 


when we are going further, those that come fron Nulluit come through first.  


The ones that are coming from Arctic Bay area are obvious when they arrive 


here, they tend to travel near land maybe all the way from there they travel 


near land that one that come through our channel.  Maybe they travel near 


land all the way from there we know them.  When we go after them they tend 


to tire out easily and they don’t dive far are very easy to hunt them. 


Sheila:  I see, are they also full grown males? 


Uriah:  Yes, some are full grown adult males.  Last fall there was one with two 


tusks that seem to have come from there, they were easy to hunt even when 


they were full grown males. 


Sheila:  Are the mattaaq different? 


Uriah:  The one with two tusks? 


Sheila:  The ones, that came from there, from Arctic Bay area, are the 


mattaaq different than the one from Home Bay… 


Uriah:  They seem to taste the same. 


Sheila:  Are the thickness the same? 


Uriah:  Maybe some of them are thicker.  Some of the adult males skin is 


thicker whereas the smaller one’s skin tend to be thinner that is the difference.  


I don’t seem that have noticed anything. 


Sheila:  Some are easier to get, as you mentioned the ones that come from 


Arctic Bay area because they have to travel far when they are coming you 


mentioned that they tire easily. 


Uriah:  Yes, they are coming from far away. 
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Sheila:  Do they have less fat? 


Uriah:  Some seem to be thinner? 


Sheila:  I have heard, since when I am interviewing I also write down the 


differences, the black ones, with blotches, longer narwhal, stockier narwhal, the 


ones that have become white, full grown males. 


Uriah:  There are, the stockier black one, poorer males, full grown males are 


the ones I know. 


Sheila:  How are poorer males different from full grown males? 


Uriah:  They are smaller in size, their tusks are 4, 5, 6 feet(?) in length, we 


call the ones with 7 foot tusks and over full grown males. 


Sheila:  Oh, I see.  Full grown are males? 


Uriah:  Yes, they are sometimes with females I’ve observed that, it had a long 


tusk but thinner compared to males. 


Sheila:  Have you noticed, this is similar to my last question, what are the 


different charagteristics?  The full grown males, poorer males, you mentioned 


them, and the ones that have turned white, do you know the differnces? 


Uriah:  Yes, they seem to be different, we call the older females without tusks 


they are tastier and the males that are younger their skins a thinner, the full 


grown males skins are thick. 


Sheila:  What about their flukes?  Or their flippers, have you seen the 


difference? 


Uriah:  Yes, the full grown males have larger flippers and flukes. 


Sheila:  If you want to add anything else you can, as all my questions are 


done. 


Uriah:  I can’t seem to add anything else. 


Sheila:  They are not decreasing? 


Uriah:  Yes, from what I know, when I was a young person I started hunting 


narwhal so I have seen lots, if someone says they are decreasing I would not 


believe them.  As there are lots. 


Sheila:  Can you estimate as to how many there would be in one year? 
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Uriah:  I have seen lots in a pod so I cannot estimate them. 


Sheila:  For example, from that point to this point, in the building, this looks 


like about the size of a football field there are lots in this area? 


Uriah:  This is too small. 


Sheila:  Is that right? 


Uriah:  This is way too small. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Uriah:  I have seen a lot up in Home Bay from the land, the leader was white 


and huge, they were getting smaller in size, it seem that this was a toy 


narwhal, the huge ones that are black are behind with one white in the front, 


it looked it was their tusk.  The ones behind were getting smaller in size and 


they looked like one narwhal that is how I saw them and there were lots of 


them. 


Sheila:  The one that has turned white was the leader? 


Uriah:  It was huge, it looked like a piece of ice when it surfaced all white. 


Sheila:  I see, did it also have a tusk? 


Uriah:  It was far away so we did not observe it. 


Sheila:  It was leading the rest? 


Uriah:  Yes, they were following it. 


Sheila:  Do you often see it?  Have you seen it since then? 


Uriah:  I have seen it often after that and others have also seen it since then. 


Sheila:  If it was caught do you think they would decrease? 


Uriah:  Yes, perhaps that would happen. 


Sheila:  Maybe that would change their migration route through here? 


Uriah:  Maybe.  Some narwhal are huge, sometimes we think it was a bowhead 


but it was actually a narwhal. 


Sheila:  I see that huge? 
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Uriah:  Some are black.  I don’t think anyone every caught one but they are 


hard to go after as they can dive for a long time, once we waited for two 


hours for one to surface. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Uriah:  It finally surfaced, we did not get it. 


Sheila:  It did not die? 


Uriah:  I did not shoot one, we did not get any of them as they are hard to 


get. 


Sheila:  Were there a lot of them? 


Uriah:  There were some, I think there were 6 of them, they were diving for a 


long time we could not get close to them, they were smart. 


Sheila:  Very smart? 


Uriah:  Yes, we stopped the motors waiting for them to surface, once we 


started them they would dive right away. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Uriah:  Unbelievable. 


Sheila:  They really got smart. 


Uriah:  Yes. 


Sheila:  I have no more questions, if you cannot add anything else I would like 


you to sign here and I’ll call the HTO that you were here as they will make a 


cheque out to you.  Thank you very much. 


Lucassie Aliqaturtuq 


Qikiqtarjuaq, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


Sheila:  If you can say who you are, where you were born and when? 


Lucassie:  I am Lucassie Aliqaturtuq, I was born in Padlavik as we lived down 


there but we were moved to Qikiqtarjuaq so I live here now.  I was born down 


their and lived there for 15, 16 years and now live in Qikiqtarjuaq, I am a 


visitor, just kidding I live here. 


Sheila:  What year were you born? 
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Lucassie:  1951 January 15, eldest of the residents of Qikiqtarjuaq, just kidding 


I am not the oldest. 


Sheila:  You are one of the older ones? 


Lucassie:  From my siblings? Yes. 


Sheila:  The questions you are reading according to your knowledge you can 


answer them.  The ones you cannot answer you don’t have to or if you want 


to add anything else you can do so. 


Lucassie:  I am also one of the hunters here, one of the hunters. 


Sheila:  The first one, what difference have you noticed in the environment? 


Lucassie:  There are always narwhal between here and Padlavik during the 


summer the ones that are coming from down there not from up there, the first 


ones come from down there.  There were also some that came from Padlavik 


last week so the first ones come up from down there during the summer after 


the ice breakup.  There were always narwhal near Padlavik every year that use 


to happen and it still does today.  There are others as well we also go up 


there to hunt narwhal during the summer, but there seem to be less whereas 


there were lots before before there were noises there were more narwhal from 


that area.  Nowadays there seem to be fewer maybe because of the noise 


produced by ships and other means of travel on the water are the reasons.  


Since I was a boy there were always narwhal down near Padlavik on the water, 


since then there seem to be fewer and there are always narwhal and there are 


always killer whales now every summer.  The narwhal would try to get away 


from the killer whales, not just narwhal, other species like seals.  The narwhal 


seem to be fewer in pods now every year according to my knowledge.  There 


used to be lots before there were noise polution and there does not seem to 


be too much change in narwhal to my knowledge.  They migrate the same way 


from that area.  We started having narwhal that came from down there even 


when my parents were still alive we use to hunt narwhal that came from down 


there before they started migrating from the north.  There are other species 


that migrate from down there like walrus. 


Sheila:  What about the ice?  Has the ice changed? 


Lucassie:  Same thing the ice has changed since then.  The spring use to be 


longer when we use to travel by dog team before we started using 


snowmobiles.  It used to be colder so the ice used to be thick, every since I 
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was a young man it started to get thinner whereas it used to be thicker 


before that.  It used to be colder when I was a boy but now it is changing as 


it is melting it is getting thinner since I have known it, as I have always been 


here.  It used to be thicker since we moved here, it is also noticeable down 


there.  The ice used to be better that time when I was a young man it 


puddles would form twice during the spring in April, May, up to June when the 


ice would break up.  Down at Padlavik the ice would break up sooner than 


here even when it is very far it was different.  Some of the ice would have 


snow on top and some of it would have less snow it is thinner now since then. 


Sheila:  The the migration of narwhal or behaviour have changed as well?  Do 


you think they have changed because of ice conditions? 


Lucassie:  Yes, since then, they used to go through the floe edge when the ice 


was thicker the ones that were migrating north, during that time of the year, 


but now when the ice is breaking up sooner they would go through the floe 


edge as there is more floe edge down there than here in Qikiqtarjuaq.  They 


would go through the floe edge before the ice break up but since the ice is 


breaking up sooner they go through the channels. 


Sheila:  Have you ever noticed the ice entrapments? 


Lucassie:  No I’ve never noticed any that are entrapped by ice.  I hear that 


some are entrapped by ice near here but we never are on time to observe 


them as the ice is rough.  We know which ones were entrapped by ice, I think 


there usually ice entrapments but the land it is rare, since I was a boy I don’t 


know of any that are entrapped by ice, because I usually didn’t go when I was 


a boy, but I use to hear entrapments far from land even when there are a lot 


of inlets. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes when they are migrating during spring or fall? 


Lucassie:  When they are migrating from the north, as there is open water 


longer when the ice is forming there are usually a lot of them that are coming 


from there before the ice forms and they go through there near the floe edge 


that went through thin ice before the ice gets thick they come through here 


during fall.  Since I was a boy, I saw where they had surfaced through thin ice 


while they are migrating south, even when the ice was forming.  When parts of 


it was getting thicker they were not entrapped by ice near here, maybe further 


towards the open water.  We usually did not see them, there is hardly any 
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that get entrapped here during the fall even though we know they went 


through thin ice. 


Sheila:  Where do the calves born? 


Lucassie:  Yes, the narwhal have their calves here in the inlets.  We also used 


to have belugas down there and not all were narwhal.  They have their calves 


up there in the estuaries where the calves would start molting in the areas 


where the rivers are larger and the estuaries are shallower muddier those are 


the areas where they have their calves.  I have also seen them having calves 


in Mattaatujanaaq.  These where there is more mud that’s where the narwhal 


have their calves.  I also have seen at Mattaatujaniq where they are giving 


birth aftere the narwhal hunting season has closed I also observed one giving 


birth down at Mattaatujanaq, it seemed it was dead it was on its side 


apparently it was in the process of giving birth, it was just at the edge and did 


not seem to be scared.  I have been fortunate to be part of a group in 


Mattaatujanaq that the inlets in murky waters is where the young ones are 


molting the outer skin, that is still the case.  We just don’t see them here in 


murky waters is where the narwhal are molting. 


Sheila:  What does it mean when you say they are molting? 


Lucassie:  Those, where the outer skin the original skin are molting in muddy 


areas, when they are in murky waters they are molting while they are growing.  


Maybe they do that elsewhere in the water.  In muddy, where it is more murky 


where I was told, they tend to turn around when they are molting, when the 


outer skin is shed. 


Sheila:  Narwhal? 


Lucassie:  Yes, narwhal start shedding in the inlets that are murky. 


Sheila:  During the summer? 


Lucassie:  Yes, even during the summer, during late summer, before the fall, 


people said that the narwhal were shedding in the muddy waters. 


Sheila:  While that is happening, the females are also giving birth? 


Lucassie:  There are also some that are giving birth, that is what used to 


happen when they were shedding and others that are giving birth.  That used 


to happen at the same time.  The narwhal arrive at the same time into the 
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inlets that I have noticed.  I have noticed more than once during early summer 


up to August. 


Sheila:  Do you know where the narwhal go during winter? 


Lucassie:  During the winter I don’t really see them but it has happened more 


that once where they stay in front of us those that were tagged they spend 


the winter in open water.  They don’t always go there, the narwhal, there is 


always narwhal here during the winter in front of us.  We just don’t hunt them 


even when I know where the narwhal are here in front of us during the winter.  


They stay around during the winter when there is a floe edge.  But they go 


further during winter, there was more than one occasion where the ones that 


were tagged stayed around along with others.  There are always some in the 


floe edge down there the floe edge is there but it is far but sometimes we do 


go down to that area on the floe edge to hunt.  When we lived in Padlavik it 


was closer we use to see narwhal even during the winter.  But now since we’ve 


lived here I have not seen any as I don’t go there often. 


Sheila:  What are tags? 


Lucassie:  Those that have timers they are red and blue in the back, they have 


radio frequency, blue and red and green they are hard to see.  They are like 


that pen that is red they have that same color that is how obvious they are.  


We don’t go after those even when we are allowed we try not to shoot them 


when we are hunting narwhal the ones that are tagged. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes to the numbers every year? 


Lucassie:  I have noticed this as I use to see, when I was a boy, a lot of them 


here, everywhere, when we did not hunt them as much.  Our parents use to 


take just what they needed even though they were around.  Back then they 


would only get what was needed for sustenance, they did not waste anything, 


even when they had dog teams.  At that time they did not waste the meat as 


long as they were not hungry, they did not want anyone to kill them if they 


were not going to eat them.  That was the tradition of our parents, if they 


were not going to use them for food they did not go after them even when 


they were around, we were taught just to kill what we were going to eat.  That 


is not really the case now but they try not to overload the canoes. 


Sheila:  Has there been any change in the behaviour of narwhal in the last ten 


years? 
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Lucassie:  In some areas there are changes in some areas they haven’t 


changed.  The ones with the tusks used to be more abundant those that are 


full grown males, now they seem to be fewer since then.  They are hunted we 


know.  The ones without tusks are more abundant now even though the ones 


with the tusks are also many.  They all don’t go near the land, the ones with 


the tusks, they go through our front or over there through the channel, the 


ones that are coming from the south.  The ones that are migrating from the 


south are obvious when they are migrating north while we are going after the 


narwhal.  They are fewer in numbers now but those that are smaller are more 


abundant now. 


Sheila:  How do you tell when they are migrating north? 


Lucassie:  We hunt narwhal here, the day after the hunt we go to the inlets.  


Also, we see them when they are migrating north and when they are migrating 


south that’s what they do.  After they migrate north there are more up there 


that had migrated from the south.  When we go the inlets to look for them, 


when we are hunting narwhal we go to all the inlets as there are more 


hunters.  That’s how we know after they migrate from the south and there are 


non around here. 


Sheila:  Are they changes in the pods when they are migrating during spring or 


fall?  The pods that are migrating north or coming here? 


Lucassie:  Maybe, yes when they are migrating south there seem to be a lot 


more.  Sometimes when they are migrating south some are the same ones that 


were hunted while they were up there.  When they are migrating north they 


had never been hunted even though they are mature the ones migrating north 


are more.  Also during the fall when they return from the north the ones that 


are travelling through there during the fall there are lots of narwhal. 


Sheila:  They seem to have increased up there? 


Lucassie:  Yes, there are more for sure.  We know that they have increased 


when they come from up there. 


Sheila:  The ones that come from up there do they behave the same? 


Lucassie:  Yes, they behave the same, some say that they recognize the 


narwhal from the scars that were seen up there by those who hunt narwhal 


regularly.  They say that they saw them last year, the ones they saw again. 


They say that they recognize the ones that were up there last year, only some 
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hunters say that they recognize them.  The one they saw last year maybe 


when they went through there that hasn’t changed much. 


Sheila:  But they have increased? 


Lucassie:  They include small ones, that are in addition to the original ones. 


Maybe they are growing I don’t know. 


Sheila:  Narwha have different names, mature males, females? 


Lucassie:  Yes narwhal have different names, mature males and females, the 


ones with calves.  Those mature females seem to be more abundant, not 


mature males, there are lots and those young males come later even though 


they should come before those that are smaller because those that are larger 


come later.  Maybe the young males are faster sometimes they come later 


than the others, they are not fully grown come first that are smaller in size.  It 


seems they other way around those that are larger should come first, that is 


how the narwhal behave.  The smaller ones come first here to our community.  


When we lived down there that didn’t seem to happen but since I’ve lived here 


that’s what I’ve noticed the smaller ones, perhaps the more mature males tend 


to go through deeper waters. It is obvious that the smallers ones come to 


shalllower waters maybe the larger ones come first but they are in deeper 


waters.  We know that the smaller ones come to shallower waters, maybe the 


larger ones are there and the mature females are usually with the ones with 


calves.  The mature females seem to be more abundant then the ones with 


calves, perhaps they are pregnant on their way to give calves. 


Sheila:  What kind are they?  I heard there were black ones, ones with 


blotches, thin one, stockier ones, the adult males that have become white, have 


you heard this before?  Do you know this? 


Lucassie:  Yes, I have seen those narwhal, the males are not larger than 


others.  The adult females tend to be thinner than others, even adult ones, 


some are larger.  The large ones tend to be together and the smaller ones 


are together.  The males are together even though the ones with tusks tend to 


be together and they are not with adult females.  The ones with tusks are 


separated from others even when the adult females are around.  The ones 


with calves tend to be together.  The larger ones are huge, they don’t come in 


large numbers the ones with tusks are stockier narwhal. 


Sheila:  Do the adult females have tusks as well? 
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Lucassie:  Yes, when they are mature, they also have tusks.  When they have 


grown a tusk up here the adult females have a shorter tusk.  Some mature 


females also have longer tusk. 


Sheila:  I really don’t have anymore questions, if you want to add anything 


please feel welcome. 


Lucassie:  Yes, the narwhal in the last 6 or 7 years that come here, are not 


the same ones and down there the narwhal would come after the killer whales 


have gone when the narwhal were not around.  Down there the killer whales 


would go after the narwhal near Padlavik.  There use to be more killer whales 


down there then here.  The killer whales would go after not just the narwhal, 


they would go after ringed seals, harp seals.  When the killer whales around 


they would herd narwhal down there in Padlavik when the killer whales were 


around.  Since I was a boy growing up the killer whales would go after narwhal 


where they went to the inlets when I was a boy.  Nowadays I usually don’t see 


any that the killer whales are going after the narwhal as the killer whales are 


less now. 


Sheila:  There would be killer whales at that time? 


Lucassie:  Up until now there used to be more killer whales when we lived 


down there.  My parents and I used to see killer whales all the time.  They are 


not dangerous we were not scared of them as they did not go for the boats.  


We did not try to get away from them when they were around as my father 


knew what to do we did not bother the killer whales.  They never go after 


Inuit. 


Sheila:  Were there lots of them? 


Lucassie:  Yes, there were lots of killer whales, at that time when I was a boy 


the killer whales were not dangerous because they did not go after Inuit.  They 


would come up not too far on our side and we did not bother them. 


Sheila:  Was one every caught? 


Lucassie:  No, we nevery went after them even the and my parents never went 


after minke whales even though they are edible.  I’ve only consumed minke 


whale in Greenland, but never here.  Here I have never seen anyone getting a 


minke whale, as I only had some in Greenland, including harp seals, we use to 


eat harp seals down there but here in Qikiqtarjuaq I stopped eating harp seals.  
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Since we don’t know when the beluga would arrive.  They don’t say when they 


would be arriving we only know when they arrive. 


Sheila:  Are they edible then? 


Lucassie:  Yes, they become edible.  Not too long ago there was one caught 


when they were migrating north.  We do not hear as the beluga don’t come 


here.  I don’t know where they went when they were returning  they did not 


come through here the ones that were migrating north or maybe they went 


through the front when they migrate south.  I really don’t have anything else 


to say. 


Sheila:  I don’t have anymore questions as well. 


Lucassie:  I just want to say thank you for asking me about narwhal.  I am a 


hunter here in Qikiqtarjuaq, I am not employed but I used to work but I am 


just a hunter now. 


Sheila:  Thank you very much for coming and you understood when I 


mentioned what I was doing.  The tapes I am making will be of assistance in 


the future the first part is to write up what we are trying to do after which 


there will be a public hearing, I don’t really know where it will be held so I 


cannot tell you to consider the narwhal.  We will know after September but I 


cannot say where it will be I am saying what I’ve been told.  These will be of 


big help, They are also interviewing hunters in Clyde River, Pond Inlet and 


Arctic Bay.  Thank you very much. 


Jaypoody Aliqatuqtuq 


Qikiqtarjuaq, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


Sheila:  First of all who are you, where were you born, when? 


Jaypoody:  I am Jaypoody Aliqatuqtuq, I grew up in Qikiqtarjuaq but I was born 


in Iqlauit, when it was still Frobisher Bay, my mother went down there to give 


birth but I live here all my life. 


Sheila:  When were you born? 


Jaypoody:  1969. During the summer. 


Sheila:  Summer of 1979, what month? 


Jaypoody:  July. 
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Sheila:  My first question, what changes have you noticed in the environment? 


Jaypoody:  From what I know the ice is forming later in the last few years, 


and there was hardly any snow this past year.  Last year was especially bad 


we did not get any snow for a long time even after the ice had formed.  That 


has been happening during the winter part of it doesn’t get thick even when 


there is no snow.  We see the difference in parts of our ice and during the 


spring parts of it does not get puddles on top and parts of it melt fast, that 


is the difference that I know of. 


Sheila:  I hear that the puddles form on top of the ice twice before the ice 


goes, I heard that more than once.  How many times have you noticed when 


the ice is melting, in the past.  How many times, have you noticed, would the 


puddles form on top before the ice goes?  


Jaypoody:  The first time the puddles form on ice are just on top, the second 


time they are flowing and are deeper.  The second time when the water is 


flowing they become deeper and that is obvious, they are not getting 


shalllower according to the melting ice, where the ice is good.  When the ice 


is thin it is different, the puddles on top are different with the ice is too thin. 


Sheila:  Have you seen narwhal that are entrapped in ice? 


Jaypoody:  I have noticed once where some were almost entrapped in ice and 


where they had surfaced, every year when I go on the ice to hunt seals near 


Qikiqtarjuaq here in front of us or further away.  I see them now as I was told 


that is where the narwhal had surfaced.  They are different so I am able to 


recognize them every year when the ice is forming they are around the ones 


I’ve seen.  


Sheila:  How are they different? 


Jaypoody:  The areas where they had surfaced, the new ice is long raised 


without being broken…it is just raised.  When the narwhal are surfacing they 


are moving they just but on the new ice they just go up without moving.  The 


narwhal do not usually travel through thin ice.  


Sheila:  Have you ever seen them? 


Jaypoody:  No I have never seen them, they do surface through thin ice, they 


can travel through thin ice but when the ice is too thick, I’ve heard, that they 


are just moving even though I’ve never seen it myself, I’ve only heard from the 
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one who witnessed it that they are unable to surface when the new ice is too 


thick. 


Sheila:  Have you heard how thick the ice would be that a narwhal cannot 


break through? 


Jaypoody:  I don’t know how thick it was where it could break through, I think 


the narwhal a different in their movements and patterns but some of the areas 


where they had surfaced are kind of thick that we know.  It will be obvious 


during the winter or they should record it or take photos maybe those can be 


collected where one can see it and not just hear about it. 


Sheila:  Yes you can say what you know about them and what you have heard 


since you are hunters. 


Jaypoody:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Does the narwhal migration and behaviour changed? 


Jaypoody:  Through here, where we are in Qikiqtarjuaq, they just pass through 


when the ice is gone, they don’t stay around in front of us when they are 


migrating north and some of them probably stay around down there past 


Padlavik I think they stay around there, but through here we go up to Home 


Bay to hunt narwhal during the summer after the ice has gone.  But I have 


caught one here once after the ice has gone in Kivittuuq, they go into the 


inlets after the ice has gone I was fortunate to come across them where they 


pass through so I caught one, when they were going into inlets while they are 


migrating. 


Sheila:  Through there? 


Jaypoody:  Yes, coming up from down there, from open water.  However some 


stop in Home Bay, only some of them, some go further north to Clyde River 


some to Pond Inlet, and Arctic Bay.  They are different some are not off Baffin 


Island, they are over near Repulse Bay, they are all different.  In some years 


there are lots during the summer, in late summer there are lots of them.  The 


numbers are always different, we know that they are different.  Right now the 


ones with blotches, darker probably are in Home Bay along with young ones 


they stay there.  I’ve seen lots of young ones that are darker in Home Bay 


more than once where there are lots of small ones that are just growing up as 


that area in Home Bay is where they start growing.  That is where the females 


give birth where they’ve been observed when they are giving birth.  The ones 
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that were just born can be right beside the boat and are not bothered.  That 


has occurred many time in Home Bay, it is obvious that area is where they 


start growing where we go every summer. 


Sheila:  Have you ever checked when you got a narwhal what they have in 


their stomach? 


Jaypoody:  I have seen once, I’ve seen them but some are difficult to see what 


they were but there seemed to be a turbot in the stomach contents and they 


also eat cod as they also go for cod as well as turbot.  I don’t know their 


feeding habits. 


Sheila:  Down in Pangnirtung they go fishing for turbot during the winter from 


the bottom of the water which is deep.  So if they have turbot in their 


stomach maybe they also dive in deep water? 


Jaypoody:  Yes, some turbot are in shallower water during the winter, but 


during the summer they go to deeper water I think that has been noticed.  


They go to deeper water during the summer, during the winter when the ice 


has formed they go to shallower water…As narwhal go to open water I think 


they also eat turbot as they spend the winter in open water. 


Sheila:  Has there been any change in the migration during spring and fall? 


Jaypoody:  To me that hasn’t really changed when they pass through here, 


because they are scared of killer whales that seems to have changed them as 


the killer whales are following them during the fall.  Sometimes they are 


observed when the narwhal are passing through they are also being followed 


by the killer whales.  I’ve noticed more that once when they are chasing the 


narwhal the narwhal don’t seem to notice the boats but they know which is 


more dangerous.  They didn’t seem to worry about the canoes but they were 


more worried about killer whales as they are also killing narwhal as they hunt 


in groups. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Jaypoody:  I have been near them more than once when they are hunting. 


Sheila:  Killer whales? 


Jaypoody:  Yes, they have been right beside me, by the killer whales as well 


when the narwhal are around the killer whales are also there.  The narwhal are 
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being bothered by them so they are not comfortable as the killer whales are 


coming here… 


Sheila:  Do killer whales come more often now? 


Jaypoody:  Yes..that is being mentioned more often now as they come every 


year now.  They just go through here very fast, I’ve seen them where they can 


be as fast as the boats. 


Sheila:  Is that so? 


Jaypoody:  If I use a 90 horsepower on my canoe they can be that fast.  


When I was waiting for seals on land I observed them when they were going 


after something they were very fast, they produced foams when they surface 


all at once going very fast.  We see them when they are together. 


Sheila:  How many?  A lot of them? 


Jaypoody:  Maybe there were 7 or 8 that were together they were going very 


fast when they passed through looking for something. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Jaypoody:  I have observed more than once.  There is one that is huge that 


goes alone with no others, the dorsal is very high, adult male who goes alone.  


I’ve seen it, goes alone without others. 


Sheila:  Have you every talked about killer whales?  There have been studies 


on narwhal what about the killer whales? 


Jaypoody:  I would like them studied.  I learned when I was waiting on land up 


in Home Bay there was nothing and the water was calm where the seals were 


facing down there and started going through the point they started going 


along the shore right beside the land.  There had been seals in the calm water 


and they disappeared perhaps a half hour later the killer whales arrived from 


down there.  They had been noticed when they were far there were no other 


species in the water, everything including seals went right beside the land and 


disappeared. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Jaypoody:  They do that, I observed it, they are noticed when they were far 


away. 


Sheila:  Are there more killer whales or… 
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Jaypoody:  They seem to be increasing.  There are smaller ones now but there 


are some that are huge.  The smaller ones also come here now along with 


others they are bothering the narwhal, perhaps all the marine mammals as big 


as bowhead.  I observed them when they were going after bowheads down at 


the point, they would surface among them and here I was going near them as 


they don’t go after boats.  We know that now maybe they are dangerous I 


don’t know. 


Sheila:  Maybe you don’t get scared.  Where do you think the calving areas 


are?  Do the narwhal have a place where they give birth? 


Jaypoody:  I know where they give birth up in Home Bay, is one of them.  


That happens all the time it has never been researched even when it is known 


but the researchers never go there I don’t know why.  They never try to see 


even when it is the area where they give birth at Home Bay, I’ve known that 


for a long time. 


Sheila:  Do people go there to hunt narwhal? 


Jaypoody:  People also hunt narwhal near there. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Jaypoody:  Yes, up there, there are always some narwhal around, sometimes 


they disappear for a while then return that is always happening.  They will 


leave perhaps for two days then are seen again that is how they behave, that 


is always happening sometimes it can be different.  That is where we go 


hunting all the time. 


Sheila:  It is quite far away? 


Jaypoody:  I think we need 30 gallons of gas just to go there. 


Sheila:  Is that so? 


Jaypoody:  Mayby 30 gallons of gas or 35 gallons for some.  It takes 12 


hours with a canoe if you want to go there right away, but with a faster boat 


the hours are less, but using a canoe is slower.  With an aluminum boat it 


takes shorter time, we have to use a lot of gas, maybe three or four barrels 


are sufficient, you have to bring close to four barrels as we have to go to 


different places looking for the narwhal. 


Sheila:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 
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Jaypoody:  I don’t know where they go but I think they go to open water.  I 


have never seen where they are during the winter I think they go to open 


water down there.  They don’t go to warmer waters but they stay around the 


open water as I don’t think the narwhal can survive in warmer waters. 


Sheila:  Are there changes in the numbers every year?  Since you started 


hunting narwhal, have you noticed any change? 


Jaypoody:  The narwhal when they’ve been hunted for many years they learn, 


all species are probably like that the narwhal are the same.  In the beginning 


when we start going after them they used t be easier to get.  They seem to 


be easier, easier to follow, they tend not the turn around, when we just follow 


them and not get too close that is how we use to get them.  It is different 


now, they now go everywhere perhaps some of the narwhal have learned.  


Some are hard to get some are different, their behaviours are different. 


Sheila:  When they are migrating from up there during fall? 


Jaypoody:  Yes, the ones we hunt during the summer are in Home Bay some 


are hard to get that we cannot get one from.  They are very hard to hunt 


from the ones that stay there.  The ones that come from further north come 


later are also different from the ones we hunt from.  I think the narwha have 


learned from being hunted by boats the ones that are harder to get, some 


when we are on time are not like that. 


Sheila:  We here that there are ones that come first, and some come later. 


Jaypoody:  Yes. 


Sheila:  There are differences? 


Jaypoody:  Yes, the first ones are mostly darker and are different sizes, some 


narwhal are bigger, the smaller ones are more abundant.  In the second ones 


are similar most of them have turned white are together.  There are 


differences in pods of narwhal we know that, others are huge that are black 


are not seen often.  Sometimes they are seen their behaviour are almost like 


bowhead the ones that are huge seem to be fewer in numbers.  We don’t see 


them often are hard to get and often not taken.  There are differences in 


narwhal. 


Sheila:  Which ones do you prefer to go after? 
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Jaypoody:  Those that are darker in color are the ones I prefer, the meat and 


muktaaq are different from those that have turned white.  Their muktaaq are 


different from the white ones those that are darker.  My wife prefers that kind 


of muktaaq so I try to get those kind for her as well as hunting for the ones 


with a tusk because I like them too.  Some can tell the difference, there are 


those that the skin is thinner and some with thick skin. 


Sheila:  The ones with thick skin are larger?  More adult males? 


Jaypoody:  They are older narwhal.  The ones with thin skin were born the 


year before or are still growing with a tusk that is still short and have 


blotches. 


Sheila:  They have different names do you know what they are?  You just said 


that some are darker narwhal. 


Jaypoody:  Yes. 


Sheila:  The ones from the year before? 


Jaypoody:  There are different ones those that are small don’t seem to go 


through the open water while they are small they tend to be near the land.  I 


have observed the ones that were born recently they don’t dive deep they stay 


close to the land and they seem to be alone whereas the other narwhal that 


have dived were around, some can dive for a long time still watching out for 


the young ones.  Sometimes we don’t know if there are any narwhal while they 


are diving. 


Sheila:  You are not allowed to get them? 


Jaypoody:  Yes, we are not allowed to get them because there are rules.  


Some have been taken accidently in the past, there are stories like that where 


they were taken accidently. 


Sheila:  Have there been any changes in the behaviour of the narwhal in the 


last ten years?  According to your knowledge. 


Jaypoody:  Not so much of what I have seen but I have recognized the ones 


that had been wounded are obvious because the wound had turned all white 


where it had been hit by a bullet, that is the difference on the narwhal.  It had 


been wounded and the wound has turned white when it healed.  The muktaaq 


has not returned to its original shade maybe it got infected that is what I’ve 


seen more of.  That did not seem to be happening before that is the 
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difference, from what I have seen the old wounds are visible when they surface 


because when there is a white spot in the black area. 


Sheila:  Old wound? 


Jaypoody:  They are obvious like that. 


Sheila:  The darker ones? 


Jaypoody:  Yes, that is also the case with the white ones the old wound is 


different. 


Sheila:  Are there changes in the pods when they are migrating during the 


spring and fall? 


Jaypoody:  There don’t seem to be any change but during the spring the 


narwhal will come up through the cracks and holes on the ice everywhere.  


The narwhal can surface even when the ice is still there but during the fall it 


is more difficult for them when the killer whales are around they tend to get 


entrapped in ice when they are trying to get away.  I think that is the reason 


why some get entrapped in ice or maybe the ice formed earlier where they are 


as in some area the ice can form fast.  Those are the two reasons during the 


fall migration that we worry about, maybe there have been ice entrapments 


that we are not aware of.  I think that is the reason when the killer whales are 


there during the fall. 


Sheila:  There are more killer whales? 


Jaypoody:  Yes, there are more killer whales. 


Sheila:  I keep hearing that. 


Jaypoody:  I would like to see them being studied where they go. 


Sheila:  Killer whales? 


Jaypoody:  Yes, they have to be known. 


Sheila:  I know in Cumberland Sound where they were looking for killer whales 


to study as the killer whales are increasing there as well. 


Jaypoody:  Yes, they also do come through here.  Up in Home Bay they will 


be there during summer.  We see them every year up there.  There will be 


some as they go there all the time. 
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Sheila:  What are the differences?  You mentioned that some are lighter in 


color, darker ones, brownish ones, adult males and those that are like 


bowhead do they have names? 


Jaypoody:  I don’t know what they are called.  I don’t know what the black 


ones are called that are huge they don’t seem to be in large numbers haven’t 


been seen for some time.  Some do come around and I think their tusks are 


different they are higher and over here, they are to one side. 


Sheila:  How? 


Jaypoody:  The tusks that are higher seem to be shorter they are not that 


long but they are adult males they have shorter tusks. That’s what people think 


some are not from here that are recognized and in males their tusks grow 


longer in females the tusks are thinner.  They are like that as do the walrus 


where the tusks of females tend to be thinner and in males the tusks are 


wider.  They have that characteristic so do some narwhal, with long, thinner 


tusks that I recognize as a female if it was a male the tusk would be thicker 


at the base, that is how we know.  They are known to be like that…the 


narwhal and different I don’t know how to describe them, some are fatter, 


thinner…some more rigid.  Perhaps they are like that too. 


Sheila:  I asked this, because there are four communities and you mentioned 


that there are some near Repulse Bay maybe they came from there it is 


thought that it is one population, for example without boundaries but they say 


there are different populations, Jones Sound, Eclipse Sound, Admiralty Inlet, the 


boundaries are set that way, that is how they are separated, the differences 


have not been mentioned the ones that were surveyed, Inuit know them I also 


heard some have turned white with flippers that are turned upwards. 


Jaypoody:  They turn upward? 


Sheila:  They are turned upward and their flukes are also different. 


Jaypoody:  Yes, the narwhal that go there they go through I think they go as 


far as Cambridge Bay, they do see some in Cambridge Bay sometimes but not 


all the time, they now see some over there. 


Sheila:  They go there more often now but very few. 


Jaypoody:  I think some do go over there more often. 
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Sheila:  The ones that have turned white…One of my boys caught his first 


narwhal, one that was lighter in color they are rare on Frobisher Bay, I don’t 


know about outside of Frobisher Bay.  Because they are rare we don’t know 


how to go after them. 


Jaypoody:  When you are not used to going after them it is hard.  We have 


learned by going after them.  They were not hunted when I was a boy, we did 


not go after them and when they started hunting beluga they were shooting at, 


what they thought was the head when it was just fat. 


Sheila:  Belugas? 


Jaypoody:  We use to try and hit it on the head when we first started going 


after them. 


Sheila:  When Sandy was hunting with someone who came from here there was 


a narwhal.  They were still, that person said it is going to be like this as that 


is their character.  When it starts doing that it will be easier to get it, that’s 


how he was taught.  Following what he learned one of my sons got his first 


narwhal. 


Jaypoody:  We had to learn that too when we started first going after them.  


It is fun but it is difficult when you first hunt them.  Are we almost done? 


Sheila:  I am done, if you want to add anything, it’s up to you.  Thank you 


very much. 


Juuki Nukiruaq 


Qikiqtarjuaq, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


Sheila:  Can you say who you are, where and when you were born? 


Juuki:  I am Juuki Nukiruaq, I am not from Kivituuq, but my parents went there 


to celebrate using a dog team so I was born there. 


Sheila:  Yes, during Christmas? 


Juuki:  Yes, not during Christmas, I was born there in Kivituuq. 


Sheila:  Yes. 


Juuki:  It was not during Christmas, it was during spring. 


Sheila:  Yes, do you know what month? 
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Juuki:  Yes, May 12, 1948 was when I was born.  They kept saying I was born 


during Christmas but when they changed it I had two birthdays in one year. 


Sheila:  I see…The questions I will be asking are to get information…I asked my 


co-worker who deals with marine mammals how, what kind of questions are we 


trying to get answers to as she knows more about researches that I, what are 


they missing, what are they not studying.  Perhaps they will be easy but 


according to Inuit knowledge we knew the ones that could be responded to, if 


you can answer the ones you can please do the ones you cannot answer we 


can skip.  First, what changes have you noticed in the environment?  For 


example, thickness of the ice, does the ice form earlier or does it for later? 


Juuki:  The ice forms a little later and sometimes the ice is gone sooner.  In 


the past this area near our community the ice used to be thick but now it is 


thinner. 


Sheila:  Do you think it has affected narwhal migration or behaviour according 


to the condition of the ice? 


Juuki:  It hasn’t changed much from what I know, there are some during the 


spring here but during the fall when they are migrating south there are more 


narwhal there is more narwhal here but the areas where Dorset people lived 


from way back they are under vegetation now there are bones from narwhal 


and when I was a boy when we lived across there the beluga used to come 


there here more often. 


Sheila:  Beluga? 


Juuki:  Yes and I have heard that in the past the narwhal used to come 


through here but now the beluga don’t come around there anymore they are 


mostly narwhal some don’t have tusks…that’s how it is nowadays. 


Sheila:  Has there been any change during spring or fall migration patterns? 


Juuki:  Right now it seems to be the same when they are migrating from up 


there in front of us.  This area that is close as well as here and down there 


the current flows towards the south the ice move that way.  Maybe that is the 


reason why they stay over here I am not sure where they go through, I think 


they go that way in the spring but down off Cape Dyer that is where the 


narwhal stay during the winter.  It is known through the tagged narwhal that 


they go there but here, we don’t have a floe edge sometimes there is a floe 


edge for a short time so the narwhal don’t stay here during the spring.  There 
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are more narwhal during the fall sometimes they arrive earlier and sometimes 


they arrive later.  Sometimes they arrive during the summer. 


Sheila:  Calving areas, they must have calving areas, do you know where they 


are?  Or there is no such a thing? 


Juuki:  There are always narwhal up in Home Bay, there are also narwhal here, 


maybe up there some do give birth…some are small ones here the ones that 


were born recently…they also give birth not in the same area. 


Sheila:  During spring or summer? 


Juuki:  Maybe mostly during the summer is when they give birth to the small 


ones, some are very small after they are born during the summer, towards fall 


they don’t seem to have been born at the same time some are a bit larger. 


Sheila:  Are they born in the same month?  Is it obvious? 


Juuki:  Yes, maybe they are born at different times but closely? 


Sheila:  Calving areas or the ones that are giving birth up in Home Bay, when 


that is happening do people hunt narwhal? 


Juuki:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Maybe they are not to be hunted? 


Juuki:  Yes, here the ones that are accompanied by small ones are not to be 


hunted but by accident when people are shooting they sometimes get the 


mother. 


Sheila:  Because it probably gets confusing.  Do you know where the narwhal 


go during the winter? 


Juuki:  No I really don’t know where they go but they seem to go down there 


through here, they don’t go up that way. 


Sheila:  Also you mentioned Cape Dyer, from what you’ve heard?  Down there 


off shore I don’t know where. 


Juuki:  Down there off shore or further, because they stay where there is open 


water. 


Sheila:  Are there changes in the numbers every year? 
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Juuki:  The numbers how, there seem to be more in some of them sometimes 


they seem to be fewer when they go through here some don’t turn to go 


through this channel.  That does not happen frequently when they pass 


through down there, they go through behind there they come here to go to 


the inlet through our community sometimes they also come through here. 


Sheila:  They go to the inlet further away maybe when the killer whales are 


around? 


Juuki:  I don’t know maybe they are following the current they also go through 


there…through what we call Mattaatujjanna…from close to here, I don’t know 


where else. 


Sheila:  Has there been any change in the behaviour of the narwhal in the last 


ten years?  From what you’ve seen their behaviour has it changed? 


Juuki:  Some seem to be smarter maybe the ones with tusks as they are 


hunted more.  The communities like Clyde River, however the ones with tusks 


seem to be getting smarter that was not the case in the past.  They are 


hunted more for their tusks that is how they got smart as do other species 


that are hunted more get smarter. 


Sheila:  That is more noticeable when they are coming from up there when 


they arrive here? 


Juuki:  Yes, some have wounds that have healed maybe from guns, they have 


wounds where the muktaaq have turned white and is indented.  I don’t know 


from where perhaps from the north, those narwhal seem to behave differently 


maybe because they tend to get away they seem to dive more. 


Sheila:  Do the adult females have tusks? 


Juuki:  They are everywhere here. 


Sheila:  Do the adult females of tusks?  Do some females have tusks? 


Juuki:  I’ve heard that but I’ve never seen one.  They have small tusks inside 


their heads. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes in the pods when they are migrating during 


spring and fall?  For example the ones that are together that arrive first and 


the ones after, has that changed? 
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Juuki:  I really don’t know, the ones with calves seem to arrive first without 


tusks, the ones with tusks seem to arrive later…or something made them do 


that, they have different characteristics. 


Sheila:  They are different everytime? 


Juuki:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Or those with calves usually arrive first or the ones with tusks come 


later, is that how they are?  Or is it different? 


Juuki:  The ones with tusks are accompanied by new borns, even when they 


are not visible they seem to worry about the ones whose mother had been 


killed sometimes the one with a tusk will appear and seem to get the young 


one. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Juuki:  Maybe the marine mammals know one another, they all know. 


Sheila:  Do you also know the differences in narwhal?  I heard there were 


black ones, ones with blotches, do you know that as well?  You know what you 


are hearing when they are mentioned. 


Juuki:  There are differences the ones that are almost all black are huge some 


have long tusks and those with blotches are the same…they are all narwhal but 


they don’t seem to be related. 


Sheila:  Yes, they usually are not together? 


Juuki:  They are together sometimes they also get white when they are old 


those are called ‘ones that have turned white’. 


Sheila:  Is that so, they have turned white? 


Juuki:  Yes, their tusks are long they are easy to notice.  When there are ones 


that have turned white their muktaaq has turned white. 


Sheila:  Are they more fidgety? 


Juuki:  What? 


Sheila:  They are harder to get? 
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Juuki:  Yes, they are harder to get and sometimes they get easier to get 


maybe because they are trying to be under water too long they need air, even 


when it took that long before they need air. 


Sheila:  I have no more questions if you want to add anything you can do so 


or what I did not ask anything, you can say what you are thinking. 


Juuki:  That is all I have…the bullets in the stores are useless as they cannot 


kill, the stores or co-op should order bullets that have a sharp end…how do 


we say it…the narwhal get lost if they did not die right away maybe we would 


not lose as many by sinking if the stores get those bullets. 


Sheila:  What kind of bullets do you use? 


Juuki:  375, 300, 7.62, those calibers, 243 is the minimum, we are not allowed 


to use the ones with a caliber below that.  I think 243 was the minimum. 


Sheila:  What about 6.5? 


Juuki:  The 6.5 caliber is good to hunt narwhal. 


Sheila:  What are the bullets like?  They are pointy? 


Juuki:  They have a hard bullet. 


Sheila:  The ones that are pointy better? 


Juuki:  Yes, those with an exploding bullet tend to let the narwhal to get lost 


and we end up losing them even if we should have gotten them.  Sometimes 


there are the ones that did not die right away that have drifted ashore 


especially when they are migrating south that have died later and sometimes 


we use nets we never lose them when using nets…with a smaller mesh we are 


told not to get calves…they just hit the net and turn away where their heads 


cannot go through the mesh.  


Sheila:  What kind of nets?  The ones used for narwhal? 


Juuki:  They are kind of thick black one are good.  I used to see the same 


ones in Pangnirtung they have them in HTO, maybe in the fish plant. 


Sheila:  I never looked.  Do you have anything else to say? 


Juuki:  I don’t seem to have anything else to say. 


Sheila:  Yes, I have no more questions thank you very much for coming. 
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Philipoosie Sanguya 


Qikiqtarjuaq, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


Sheila:  Can you say who you are, where and when you were born? 


Philipoosie:  My name is Philipoosie Sanguya I was born in Clyde River, I am 


originally from Clyde River I was born in 1963. 


Sheila:  When, how long have you been here? 


Philipoosie:  I came here in 1989. 


Sheila:  ’63, what month? 


Philipoosie:  April. 


Sheila:  April? 


Philipoosie:  20. 


Sheila:  Since you came here have you been hunting narwhal? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, I have been hunting narwhal since I came here as well as in 


Clyde River. 


Sheila:  If you can answer these questions you can do that if you cannot 


answer them it is okay.  What kind of changes have you noticed in the 


environment since you’ve been here?  For example the thickness of the ice, 


does the ice form faster or does the ice form later? 


Philipoosie:  The ice is forming later also it doesn’t get thick anymore. 


Sheila:  What is the cause of it? 


Philipoosie:  May the current, the current is stronger. 


Sheila:  Is that so, since then? 


Philipoosie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Do you think that has affected the narwhal?  Has the migration or 


characteristics of narwhal changed? 


Philipoosie:  There doesn’t seem to be any change that I’ve seen, the narwhal 


are always moving they don’t stay in the same spot. 


Sheila:  You don’t think the condition of the ice hasn’t affected them? 
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Philipoosie:  Yes, I don’t think the condition of the ice has affected them. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes in their migration during spring or fall? 


Philipoosie:  The only changes are the requirement of tags, since they are 


needed people don’t go to the floe edge anymore because of the tags. 


Sheila:  Tags? 


Philipoosie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Where is the floe edge? 


Philipoosie:  They go up to Home Bay to hunt from the floe edge. 


Sheila:  They are not going as often? 


Philipoosie:  They are not going as often because of the tags. 


Sheila:  Since you moved here have the tags been around? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, the tags are always required since they were changed to the 


summer tags and fall tags for the narwhal they are not hunting as often at 


the floe edge. 


Sheila:  They are hunted more during the fall? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, here they are hunting narwhal during the fall when they are 


still close by. 


Sheila:  The narwhal probably have a calving area, do you know where they 


give birth? 


Philipoosie:  I really don’t know where they have their calves. 


Sheila:  You’ve never witness a birth? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, I’ve never witness it. 


Sheila:  You have never heard when they give birth or where the calving areas 


are? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, I have never heard. 


Sheila:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, they go off shore here into the open water. 


Sheila:  There have never been ice entrapments? 
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Philipoosie:  Yes, I have never seen ice entrapments here but I’ve wondered. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes in the number that you know of every year? 


Philipoosie:  It is different every year sometimes there are lots sometime they 


are fewer that is always happening. 


Sheila:  Have there been any change in the behaviour of the narwhal in the 


last ten years that you know of? 


Philipoosie:  There doesn’t seem to be any change the ones with tusks come 


later during the fall, that is always happening. 


Sheila:  They are not decreasing or increasing? 


Philipoosie:  They are increasing as the ones with tusks are growing as we 


don’t get as many without tusks. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes when they are migrating during spring or fall?  


When they are together, those that come first you mentioned and the ones 


that come after are there changes too? 


Philipoosie:  There is not that much change but when they are hunted they 


tend to dispurse but when they are not hunted they are together. 


Sheila:  How are the first ones and the second ones different? 


Philipoosie:  The first ones don’t have tusks they usually come first the small 


ones with tusks have short tusks.  The second ones are usually adult males 


when they arrive. 


Sheila:  You’d think they would come first as they would know more according 


to what Inuit think.  Those as you said the first ones and the second ones are 


different, do you know how they are different, from the appearances of the 


ones with tusks? 


Philipoosie:  I have not really noticed those that arrive first are usually smaller 


in size and darker the ones that come later we call them adult males are 


lighter in appearance. 


Sheila:  Have you every heard of the ones that are black and huge? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, I’ve seen them at the floe edge, but they usually don’t appear 


here. 


Sheila:  They usually don’t come through here? 
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Philipoosie:  Yes, they usually don’t come through here, they appear on the 


floe edge in Home Bay. 


Sheila:  You mentioned you were originally from Clyde River, when you lived 


there did you hunt narwhal at the floe edge in Home Bay? 


Philipoosie:  Once, no, I used to go narwhal hunting during the spring, there 


used to be narwhal in the inlet all the time. 


Sheila:  Near Clyde River? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, in the inlet. 


Sheila:  Do you think they are the same ones that come through here? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, they are the same ones that migrate from there during fall 


when they are on their way to the open water they come through here near 


the land. 


Sheila:  Can you estimate during the winter when they are in open water where 


they are closest to?  Have you noticed or heard? 


Philipoosie:  Using computers we see them they stay off shore near here.  


Perhaps they don’t stay in the same area but the ones that have been tagged 


stay around here off shore. 


Sheila:  Have you heard of the ones that have been tagged if they were 


tagged here or in which community? 


Philipoosie:  No, there was a plan to do that in Home Bay, the researchers 


don’t really know about Home Bay when they do a study on narwhal.  They 


were planning to do that up there but I have heard nothing since if they did 


that. 


Sheila:  I really don’t have any more questions if you would like to add 


anything you can. 


Philipoosie:  I really don’t want to add anything. 


Sheila:  What? 


Philipoosie:  I don’t think there is any more to add. 


Sheila:  These same questions are being asked when they want to add 


anything they can in the communities up there I really don’t have any 


questions now. 
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Philipoosie:  There is always open water up there in Home Bay.  When we met 


with DFO they could not understand because they don’t know that there are 


always narwhal there in Home Bay, we tried to get summer tags from there 


because they are always there.  There is always a floe edge up there it was 


difficult the migration tags are used up there. 


Sheila:  Is there a polynya up in Home Bay? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, there is a strong current there. 


Sheila:  Because there are lots of marine mammals that prevent the ice to 


form? 


Philipoosie:  There is always a floe edge during the winter, spring, even right 


after ice formed it is further away, when spring arrives the floe edge is closer. 


Sheila:  The floe edge seems to come closer? 


Philipoosie:  Yes, it is getting closer, we used to have to go far to hunt at the 


floe edge we could barely see the land. 


Sheila:  There seems to be two different ones according to what you said, the 


ones for spring and fall when you can hunt narwhal, the ones up there, if you 


get them from up there, when does that happen?  During spring or? 


Philipoosie:  During spring when we are hunting at the floe edge, migratory 


ones are used when summer arrives we use the ones for the summering ones. 


Sheila:  Up there? 


Philipoosie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Those when they are migrating through here they are included? 


Philipoosie:  The ones for the migratory ones are used. 


Sheila:  I see, do you have anything else to say? 


Philipoosie:  No. 


Robbie Qullualik 


Qikiqtarjuaq, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


Sheila:  Can you say who you are, where you were born and when? 


Robbie:  I am Robbie Qullualik I was born in Pangnirtung 1979, November 13. 
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Sheila:  Did you grow up here? 


Robbie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Were you adopted or were you raised in Pangnirtung and moved here? 


Robbie:  I was adopted. 


Sheila:  These questions are not hard, please answer the ones you can. 


Robbie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  First, what changes have you noticed in the environment?  For example 


the thickness of the ice, does the ice form earlier or does it form later? 


Robbie:  From what I’ve seen, the ice is forming later and when there was a 


scientist studying the ice maybe four years ago using them the ice is gone a 


little earlier now by a few days, every year the days are fewer than four when 


the ice is gone later. 


Sheila:  What, you know this? 


Robbie:  Yes, since the scientists came here, before they came we started 


noticing that the ice was gone earlier. 


Sheila:  How old were you, maybe you go hunting all the time, when you 


started hunting narwhal? 


Robbie:  I was 14 when I got my first narwhal. 


Sheila:  Yes, with you father? 


Robbie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  You’ve always gone since then? 


Robbie:  I used his name when I got my first narwhal, before I got my hunting 


licence from the HTO. 


Sheila:  Since you’ve known has the migration and characteristics of narwhal 


changed? 


Robbie:  I have never wondered about that where the government is say that 


they are declining but if they are declining, I don’t think they are going to 


disappear even when we remove some they don’t seem to be declining is what 


I can say. 
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Sheila:  Yes, has there been any change during spring or fall migration 


patterns? 


Robbie:  Perhaps its been two years they are late by more than a week that’s 


what I’ve noticed when they should have arrived they haven’t arrived yet. 


Sheila:  Is that right?  What do you think is the cause? 


Robbie:  Killer whales, when people start seeing killer whales some don’t make 


it here. 


Sheila:  Is that right? 


Robbie:  Where we go hunting narwhal when they should have arrived they 


can’t make it when they should have arrived a week ago, then some report 


that there are killer whales there so they haven’t make this far yet. 


Sheila:  I see.  There are killer whales that come here now? 


Robbie:  There are more now, they are seen more often and they are close, 


the killer whales seem to be coming closer that are seen. 


Sheila:  Have you seen them? 


Robbie:  Yes, when we were hunting narwhal they used to come near when 


they were going after the narwhal. 


Sheila:  I see, they don’t bother the boats? 


Robbie:  When they are going after the prey, that seems to be the case, but I 


don’t know how, they say that they are dangerous maybe when there is just a 


boat and no prey. 


Sheila:  I see, do they seem to be bothered by killer whales more? 


Robbie:  Yes, from what I remember they used to arrive at the end of 


September maybe in the last 20 years between 10, 20 years, they used to 


arrive at the end of September but now they now arrive in early October we 


used to get snow at the end of September but now we don’t get snow only in 


October. 


Sheila:  Even the arrival of snow is obvious? 


Robbie:  Yes, there are others as well that are occuring later the arrival of 


snow, the longer it takes for the ice to leave, formation of the ice, even our 


tides are different every year. 
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Sheila:  I was waiting for the tide to go down, it seems it doesn’t have low 


tide. 


Robbie:  When I started going hunting I remember in the last 20 years the low 


tide used to be one foot but now it goes down further that is what I can say 


when one is not from a community with big tides it seems to go way down. 


Sheila:  Do you know if the narwhal have calving areas? 


Robbie:  I’ve noticed one area were they have calves it was three or four years 


ago that I first noticed where they have calves.  I didn’t know that part of 


where we go hunting for narwhal is also a calving area it is called ‘Itirviluk’.  It 


had small narwhals when we were there they were all small ones, some 


yearlings some two year olds, there were no other narwhal there were no big 


ones and there were lots of small ones. 


Sheila:  Where is that?  Up there? What part of Home Bay? 


Robbie:  In the inlet off Home Bay. 


Sheila:  I see that is what it is called.  Even during calving time do they hunt 


narwhal? 


Robbie:  I have never noticed them being hunted down here.  We go way up 


there to hunt narwhal, we don’t go after the small ones we only go after the 


large ones that we can use here.  When someone is yearning for them we do 


go after there up there. 


Sheila:  Do you know where the narwhal go during winter? 


Robbie:  For more than five years, I have tracked the ones that have been 


tagged to monitor their movements using a computer.  They stay around here, 


the five that were tagged I can see where they are.  There is one that goes 


down to Cumberland Sound and return and three of them stay around here 


near us some go near Arctic Bay during the winter the ones I track. 


Sheila:  They go way up there during the winter? 


Robbie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  I see.  The ones that have been tagged are visible the ones that have 


no tags are not? 


Robbie:  Some are not visible, only those that have been tagged. 
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Sheila:  Are there changes in numbers every year?  Do the numbers seem to 


have changed? 


Robbie:  I don’t think I can respond to that accurately.  When they arrive every 


year sometimes I hear from others when they recognize them, they say that 


these came through here last year through CB Radios and I cannot say 


whether they have changed.  From what I’ve seen when the young ones are 


being born I can say that they seem to be increasing. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes in the characteristics of the narwhal in the last 


ten years? 


Robbie:  Yes, there is a small change, I can say that when I first started 


hunting narwhal the adult males are almost all black in the back but now they 


are still black there are lots of them that have scars that is the change that I 


can say. 


Sheila:  Are the scars results of predators or guns? 


Robbie:  Most of them are from guns and the ones that polar bears went after 


have scratch marks that we see more often now. 


Sheila:  The scars have healed? 


Robbie:  They heal soon as when one has a cut and have been exposing the 


cut to salt water it heals fast, that must be the case as well for narwhal. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes in the stocks when they are migrating during 


spring or fall?  For example these first ones to arrive these ones that come 


after are different, are there more in these ones or fewer. 


Robbie:  When I first started hunting narwhal even when they tend to dive they 


seem to be easier to get.  Now they are very hard to get as they seem to 


move everywhere.  It used to be easy to follow them when they were moving 


just forward but now they tend to turn when they are in an inlet they go from 


one side to the other, that is the change I’ve notice. 


Sheila:  Have you noticed, as I have heard that the first ones to arrive are 


smaller in size and are they females? 


Robbie:  Yes, they are smaller in size some have short tusks that arrive first 


during the fall when they are migrating they tend to arrive first.  The adult 


males come later that arrive here. 
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Sheila:  Through this channel? 


Robbie:  Yes, or somewhere down there that is quite far, when some are 


hunting down there they see them even when they did not come through here. 


Sheila:  You mentioned that when the killer whales were around they arrive 


later, when the killer whales around do they come through here or outside? 


Robbie:  I can say through here, when we are expecting them to come through 


here when someone who is hunting toward Padlavik have seen killer whales 


when the narwhal are near us they tend to stay around.  They don’t want to 


leave the inlet and go to open water that is what I’ve seen and when we try 


to herd them out they come back that is how we know that killer whales are 


near. 


Sheila:  You’ve seen killer whales? 


Robbie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  Do they come in large numbers? 


Robbie:  I’ve seen them once when there were nine of them. 


Sheila:  Were they together? 


Robbie:  They were together. 


Sheila:  That is amazing.  You’ve hunted narwhal along with them? 


Robbie:  Yes. 


Sheila:  What are the differences between narwhal?  For example, black ones, 


the visible characteristics, have you seen others? 


Robbie:  Yes, there are different narwhal, there are different names now, there 


are adult males, black ones, the ones with blotches there are also two that I 


have seen that look like bowhead whales, they are as big as bowhead whales 


they are huge narwhal that are always with other narwhal.  The narwhal even 


the large ones that they are with seem to be small compared to them. 


Sheila:  They are narwhal? 


Robbie:  They are narwhal. 


Sheila:  The species seem to have leaders where the leader is followed have 


you seen this? 
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Robbie:  Through here, I have noticed when they will be passing through during 


the fall when we are expecting them they see one narwhal all by itself and 


when we go to another inlet there is one seen also that seem to be watching.  


I think they are watching for something before the rest come through. 


Sheila:  What is their appearance, have that been mentioned? 


Robbie:  They have blotches, the back has black blotches the one that has 


turned light in color they tend to be like that when they arrive alone, I think 


they are the guards. 


Sheila:  I don’t have anymore questions.  If you want to add anything please 


do. 


Robbie:  Yes, are you going to be asking soon?  Maybe next year? 


Sheila:  I cannot say when, these will be discussed in September meeting they 


will be used in the future but I cannot say when. 


Robbie:  It has been around 25 years since I’ve been hunting narwhal.  I 


cannot say if there are any changes but I’ve wondered if the noise pollution as 


changed them. 


Sheila:  What about during the spring when the ice is around here and just 


outside, do you hunt through there? 


Robbie:  The floe edge is far away during the spring.  There are some 


sometimes it is difficult to get there as the ice is rough.  We go up to Home 


Bay to hunt through the floe edge. 


Sheila:  Way up there, you can also get some? 


Robbie:  Our hunting areas seem to be all far from here, it is fun when you 


are a hunter even when it is far.  I have never noticed anyone going elsewhere 


to hunt through the floe edge near here, we only go up near Home Bay. 


Sheila:  When you are up there do you meet people from Clyde River? 


Robbie:  This past spring when we were up there we met 15 from Clyde River. 


Sheila:  That is incredible.  Did you travel by snowmobiles? 


Robbie:  Yes. 
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Sheila:  I have no more questions, if you don’t want to add anything else I am 


done.  What you’ve noticed the one you mentioned are a bit different from 


what I have heard and they will be of great assistance.  Thank you. 


Jaypetie Nukiruaq 


Qikiqtarjuaq, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit of Narwhal 


Jaypetie:  Different species of wildlife always return to where they were born.  


Because the wildlife don’t have to follow others they have to have a range 


where they go.  Here where people think there are narwhal or where they go 


narwhal hunting every year, we get narwhal from Lancaster Sound according to 


what DFO says.  Us Inuit who life in the arctic from what we know from those 


who have passed on who we went with when they were around we learned 


from them.  They have to be researched so they can say what is true they 


need to ask the Inuit in the communities what they think.  I think that they 


come from Home Bay, the people who lived up there in Home Bay what they 


have said I have them too.  They are not from here they lived in Clyde River 


they tend to go there as they lived near Home Bay, they also said the same 


thing.  They say that the narwhal are there throughout the summer.  Yes, when 


we were gathering what we are learning as I mentioned from the elders who 


have passed on what they said and from those who lived there we are finding 


out and collecting them even though I don’t say them to anyone maybe they 


are true.  The narwhal don’t go to one place to stay there some go up Baffin 


Bay.  If DFO can produce something that is more believeable to Inuit who live 


there, they will be able to say what is more accurate.  Even when they say, as 


they often do, that we get narwhal from Lancaster Sound.  We don’t believe 


them as we have seen everytime where the narwhal are, what place and water 


body.  There would be more accurate information if we get it from NWMB, 


HTOs, we have to be considered first us beneficieries we have to be consulted 


first that is what we want here in Qikiqtarjuaq, we don’t want to see what has 


not been planned properly but because we are here.  When it was still NWT 


people would arrive who had an agenda to deal with that is good because 


planning in the communities as you are doing is good.  They first have to 


come from NWMB before they go to DFO, because they have to be first. 


Sheila:  First I want to say that in June when we had a meeting in Cambridge 


Bay the DFO presented survey results to NWMB that will need a decision but 


when we were there there was nothing which included Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit in 


the report.  That is what my job is as Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Coordinator on 
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the wildlife issues I had to do something whether to gather or delegate it to 


someone if I couldn’t do it myself.  I don’t have much time as they have to be 


done by August 26, as we will have a meeting in September, they three 


communities wanted this by hiring interviewers, I have been asked to come 


here so I am here.  I will be presenting these in a report to the board, they 


will be used to make decisions by the board that is how we planned it.  We 


worked on the questions that would be useful before we got a response from 


the communities.  You can anwer what you are able to if you cannot anwer 


them you don’t need to if you want to add anything you can if what you want 


to say are not included here and I forgot to mention to those I interviewd 


once the report is completed copies will be sent to the HTOs and the tapes 


will not be available to anyone other than the employees before they request it 


from us, they have to ask us first, when we are asked them them, we have get 


permission from those that were interviewed, and if they say yes we can give 


them out. 


Jaypetie:  I have worked for the government over twenty years I have kept 


what I’ve seen since then and my fellow Inuit what they say kept coming up.  


Yes, I don’t know much about narwhal because wildlife cannot say where they 


are going but we have to work harder to document what we have seen and 


come up with better suggestions in our communities and the younger 


generation.  The world will end I don’t know when but for us hunters how can 


we make sure that what we are doing is not affecting the wildlife unfavourably.  


If there was an oil spill they will be affected those kind of things.  But for us 


since we don’t have that here also if the land shifts what would happen….but 


the ones that have to be managed should be dealt with would be preferrable 


because we don’t know what is going to happen.  What I have heard, what I 


have seen, observed and would it be better this way that is what we have to 


do together in our communities as hunters so they will be around.  What I am 


saying is that the wildlife have to have clean habitat as we do while we are 


living on land we also want to live in a clean land.  Our ancesters our 


mothers, grandfathers because it was more difficult they did not live like us 


those are the things that include a lot of things, yes what kind of questions 


are you asking? 


Sheila:  Here are the questions in writing.  The first one, what changes have 


you noticed in the environment?  For example the thickness of the ice, does 


the ice form earlier or does it take longer to form? 
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Jaypetie:  It is not just from me what I have gotten it came from an elder who 


have passed on what he said and from what I was told by an elder he also 


learned from his ancesters up to now.  What he asked me, even when you 


don’t try to observe when living off the open water it is obvious, that is what I 


said.  What I have noticed up to now from what the elder had noticed he 


asked me about it.  The day from that time up to now I have kept.  I try to 


find out even without saying it to anyone else but I went to a meeting with 


our mayor about climate change in March.  I said to the delegates, some of it 


is not from my knowledge as Inuit knowledge is not written it is oral that is 


the only way it can come up.  There is nothing in written form so what I will 


say regarding the change in the land, I will be talking about land first, yes the 


land is changing that is what I heard from the elder which is true.  As I 


mentioned earlier when one lives off the open water trying to see what is 


happening in a year, yes it it changing slowly in where we live since we moved 


here do you see those buildings where they Dew Line build?  We could not 


see them from here the only visible was the top of the dome that is what the 


elder said that is the difference what he noticed…We moved here when we 


could not see those mountains behind there, now they are visible. That is also 


the case up there where they were not visible the tops of them, maybe 


between Greenland and Baffin Island the sea bed is rising.  It is rising here in 


the sea, maybe because the sea bed is rising.  The sea line is rising while up 


there is were the waves are, that is what the elder said.  He asked me if I’ve 


noticed that, I responded by say no.  Yes he said it was changing.  If you are 


on the other side of Baffin Island, it is not noticeable as it is more in the 


interior but when you live off the open water it is noticeable because the sea 


is rising, maybe the low tide is also getting bigger.  That is what I have 


noticed in the environment.  That is what I can say as they low tide is getting 


bigger every year I think that is the reason.  This is half of what I mentioned 


earlier as the low tide is getting bigger as does the high tide.  But I really 


don’t know this has never been studied.  When we went to a meeting I said 


everything when we try to find out we can get what we can use from what we 


said of what we know.  We mentioned what we’ve seen regarding the changes.  


What was said can be used when putting together what can be more 


believeable by those who live down south.  Something can be produced in the 


arctic but because we don’t live in the same place you are only asking the 


communities which is good.  The communities have to be consulted as they 


live here all their lives. Our environment is first but I have noticed that the ice 


is forming later since then.  The ice is forming later because we now go 
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boating when in the past the ice should have formed because the ice used to 


form in September.  Now it is not like that anymore that is what we notice in 


the environment near our community.  I also said regarding climate change 


when we went to the meeting, why is it like that?  As I mentioned we can 


come up with solutions I said that the sun, according the to months and time 


it is getting behind that is what we’ve noticed whereas before when June came 


around as it does every year it used to be in June during the night the ice 


would freeze, the snow is on top of the ice that is not happening anymore, the 


time used to be on time according to the sun at 6:00 a.m. the sun would start 


rising according to the clock, now at 6:00 a.m. the sun is over there now 


between 9 and 10.  This can be believeable how the environmnet has changed 


that is not known as it has never been studied.  That is what I have noticed 


that the ice is forming later since then and I can say by guessing as we just 


estimate while we are living.  But we also need these, the temperature is never 


the same and within months the cloud cover and clear sky are different.  


Sometimes the ice is thinner even though it is forming later maybe because it 


was snowing more there are layers, if the weather is clear longer the ice gets 


thicker that is always happening but the changes in our community is also 


obvious from what we’ve heard from the elders, yes I tend to say that I have 


noticed from that time up to today, the time and the months are behind the 


sun that is what we never heard about the change in the environment being 


said.  Because there is nothing to work with as they’ve never been studied.  I 


also mentioned that when we were in a meeting about climate change, yes, 


that is what I’ve noticed. 


Sheila:  According to these changes has the migration and characteristics of 


narwhal changed? 


Jaypetie:  Not really is all I can say, still, all wildlife cannot say when they 


would be passing through.  But we can say what we’ve noticed and seen the 


narwhal do come through around the same time.  We get narwhal at that time 


in September, they come through around the same time we get narwhal in 


September it has always been like that.  That is the migration of narwhal they 


do not come through all at once, their migration is coming soon or I can say 


that it is getting close at around the same time in September, that is when 


they arrive. 


Sheila:  Has there been any change in their migration during spring or fall? 
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Jaypetie:  During spring we don’t often go to the floe edge sometimes we do 


as there are lots of ice bergs down at the open water the ice doesn’t start 


shifting even though that is not always the case.  This past spring the floe 


edge was close when it usually doesn’t happen, even when it was close we did 


not see many narwhal.  I also believe that narwhal, even though I’ve never 


seen it but those who have passed on what they have said I can only say that 


narwhal only travel through open water.  As I mentioned we are near the 


peninsula up north from us is windier up toward where the narwhal stay is 


closer.  We used to go up there during spring in June, yes, there were always 


narwhal there as I mentioned they travel through open water.  The narwhal go 


through open water along floe edge further up.  They travel through there on 


their way to summering area some way up to Lancaster Sound, that is all I 


can say.  There is something else as we don’t stay up there every day we 


know that the narwhal go up there during springtime. 


Sheila:  During the fall when they come through here has that changed? 


Jaypetie:  Not really, they come through here in September, October when they 


are migrating yes, that hasn’t really changed from what I’ve seen since when 


we first lived here.  Yes, I can also say that they are just following the forming 


of the ice.  If they were over there in the inlet they know when the ice will be 


forming even though they cannot talk.  The species know as long as there is 


nothing that they are scared of around along their path because they live in 


the water they know when the ice is forming or breaking up.  When the ice is 


forming during the fall if they are in the inlets they tend to leave the area as 


long as there is nothing that they are scared of present.  If the predators 


were around they would get entrapped in ice that is what I can say. 


Sheila:  Have you ever seen them entrapped in ice? 


Jaypetie:  I haven’t seen any that were trapped in ice but I have seen an area 


where they might have been entrapped in ice.  I noticed it from an airplane, I 


thought that it would not be like that if it was caused by a seal and when 


summer came around the narwhal that were caught in Home Bay their 


muktaaq was not good. 


Sheila:  I see you saw that area near here? 


Jaypetie:  No, up north of us where I saw it from an airplane more than once. 


After I heard during the summer when they were hunting narwhal near Home 


Bay I thought maybe they were entrapped in ice during early winter or in 
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December, yes I think it was in December or late November.  We went up there 


in early January as we were asked to go, the floe edge had formed quite 


close maybe when there was ice entrapment.  However, I saw them in June 


from an airplane, when summer came around that same year the narwhal that 


were caught the muktaaq was no good. 


Sheila:  Were they all scarred? 


Jaypetie:  Yes, they were rubbing against something maybe where they were 


entrapped because the muktaaq tend to get scratched even when we pull them 


ashore. 


Sheila:  Do you know where they give birth? 


Jaypetie:  What? 


Sheila:  Do you know where the narwhal give birth? 


Jaypetie:  Yes, I’ve observed them, the narwhal, I am not just making this up. 


My ancesters the ones I went along with, elders who have passed on from our 


community and I also know that anyone cannot say accurately even those with 


a lot of knowledge who have gone to university would say what is untruth.  As 


I mentioned the wildlife have different thoughts because they live in the water 


from birth.  The timing has to change as the narwhal give birth anytime not 


just during a specific time. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Jaypetie:  Yes, that is why they are increasing as they give birth anytime.  As I 


mentioned they know where they were born as they sensed the water they 


have to return to the same area as their ancesters have gone there from way 


back.  Yes, narwhal give birth anytime so that is the reason why they are 


increasing.  If narwhal were like Inuit but they shouldn’t be like Inuit as they 


are wildlife species, if they give birth during a certain time they would not be 


increasing that fast. 


Sheila:  Yes. 


Jaypetie:  Even when we observed them once we can say but from what I’ve 


heard they give birth anytime that has been observed. 


Sheila:  When did you observed them? 


Jaypetie:  At the floe edge in June. 
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Sheila:  I see. 


Jaypetie:  From what I have heard they give birth anytime, because the narwhal 


are many, if there were a lot of Inuit they would produce many children, the 


wildlife are like that too but the seals are different.  The difference is that, but 


I cannot say it accurately, from what we’ve observed and can use, the seals 


have to build an area where they will give birth. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Jaypetie:  Also they have to give birth during this month and after that 


happens according to their way the fur of a seal has to change before 


summer.  They will have to spend the time on the ice during June that is the 


difference in all wildlife species.  The polar bear also give birth once during 


the year they are different from marine species.  Yes, I can say that from what 


I have heard but I have observed it in June and I think the narwhal give birth 


anytime as they are increasing. 


Sheila:  Have there been narwhal hunts near the one that is giving birth?  Do 


people hunt narwhal near the calving area? 


Jaypetie:  I really don’t know, that time when we were at the floe edge that 


did not happen because we know when they are about to give birth they tend 


to stay afloat.  However they are visible that don’t come out right away as 


they are marine mammals it depends on the temperature of the water, when 


the water is too cold they don’t come out right away that is what I think.  But 


I don’t want to say that is the truth, as I mentioned the wildlife species cannot 


talk we only know what we’ve seen with our eyes that is how I can estimate 


that they do that.  That is what happened during this month that’s all we can 


say yes, I haven’t observed if they’ve caught narwhal or maybe I haven’t seen 


that happening.  I have never observed from my fellow hunters that hunt 


narwhal that are doing that but I know that they don’t dive when they are 


giving birth. 


Sheila:  They don’t want to dive? 


Jaypetie:  What? 


Sheila:  They don’t want to dive? 
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Jaypetie:  Yes, they don’t want to dive, they will dive briefly and surface right 


away maybe that is their tradition also you females are the same, you don’t 


hurry as that is uncomfortable they are all like that. 


Sheila:  Do you know where the narwhal go during the winter? 


Jaypetie:  I can only say what I have heard I don’t know personally where they 


go as I mentioned during the summer following the ice break up on their way 


to their summering area.  However during the winter they go to the same area 


where they will stay.  Different species of wildlife go to the same area down 


there in our open water maybe because different species of wildlife have to be 


together in the same area during the winter.  Also they know where they can 


eat where their prey are located and some people say that this area is where 


the narwhal are that we are not supposed to do anything on it in the open 


water that is all I can say.  I’ve never been there I can only say that they 


spend the winter in the same area. 


Sheila:  The same way where they spend the summer? 


Jaypetie:  Yes, they same way as they have to migrate maybe there is another 


reason during the winter they stay in the same area as the prey are there 


also we have to move when it is time for us to move.  Also different species 


of wildlife like bowhead whales go somewhere else because wildlife can 


communicate with others even when they are far away, I wonder why?  


Because the earth had magnetic poles that is how they can communicate.  


Also I don’t think that has ever been studies done.  They would have more 


tools to work with if DFO, the government while they are still living if the older 


ones that came before and those that came after are consulted more.  All the 


species of wildlife like bowhead whales when they are close together or far 


away they can communicate in our waters as there is magnetic fields at the 


Arctic Circle that is the reason why our tides are small, I’ve only heard that 


they spend the winter in open water. 


Sheila:  Are there changes in numbers every year? 


Jaypetie:  On the narwhal? 


Sheila:  On the narwhal. 


Jaypetie:  Yes, I can only estimate from what I’ve seen and what I’ve heard 


from other hunters first up there in the high arctic on Devon Island, Arctic Bay, 


Pond Inlet, Clyde River including Resolute Bay and Grise Fiord the water as I 
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have been there in the past as it is different in the arctic and now it is very 


different.  Up in the high arctic when I lived in Resolute Bay in 1970s it was a 


lot colder, in the 1960s, 70s it used to be a lot colder.  If the ice forms early 


the narwhal from there where they spend the winter they can migrate sooner, 


according to the forming of ice so the ones that migrate through here are in 


large numbers.  Sometimes they come at different times as they don’t come 


through at the same time.  As I mentioned all species of wildlife don’t come at 


the same time maybe because of where they came from.  We should not go 


at the same time if we do we might go through confusion or dangerous area.  


Maybe that is the reason it is like that I don’t know.  I have noticed that 


sometimes they come at the same time in large numbers sometimes they seem 


to come at different times.  As I mentioned if the ice forming up there is later 


than usual they come later.  The narwhal don’t move all at once, they go into 


inlets while they are feeding also perhaps during the summer when they start 


migrating to their wintering areas they have to eat too, so they are slow 


because of that.  They will appear before the ice forms or when the ice is 


starting to form that is all I can say.  They don’t migrate at the same time the 


ones that spent the summer up there, we know that.  All species of wildlife are 


like that. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes in the narwhal characteristics in the last ten 


years? 


Jaypetie:  Yes, I cannot respond to that accurately as there could be different 


reasons as there is nothing that we can use, that can be used by hunters, but 


there are those that have been tagged with satellite tags so I really cannot 


say if there are any changes in the narwhal characteristics in so many years. 


Sheila:  According to what you know in the lasst ten years. 


Jaypetie:  Yes, in some areas it doesn’t happen all the time, but they do that 


most of the time the ones withouth tusks are mostly female, sometimes they 


are with those with tusks and they usually come first while the ones with tusks 


come after.  There is also within that where if we have many children we love 


them so we don’t want to leave them alone on the land maybe that is the 


case too with wildlife.  That is the reason why the one we see seem to be 


different every year when the narwhal pass through here.  They wait for the 


ones that are still up there.  I also have noticed in an inlet there are black 


ones maybe they were born last year or the year before or they are from last 


year the ones that are together and stay in the inlets.  They were there all 
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night those that were small black narwhal came from there, the ones with 


tusks one of them with two tusks the other with one came to get them. 


Sheila:  I see. 


Jaypetie:  When they went up there they were returning with them that is the 


difference we’ve seen as the narwhal come down from up there, they have to 


wait for those what I mentioned they know from the noises they make while 


they are under water, maybe they do that I really don’t know. 


Sheila:  You have seen the ones with tusks that came to get them? 


Jaypetie:  Yes, that is what my father and I thought they were there all night 


that we did not go after when we were looking for other narwhal.  They stayed 


there all night they did not go anywhere else when the twp with tusks went 


there that we saw they were there for some time then they went out of the 


inlet together that is what we noticed.  Maybe that is the difference every year 


they wait for the others as narwhal along with other species of wildlife if they 


are with the same narwhal, they stay with the same one from way back.  


Maybe they don’t want to leave them just like Inuit.  All species of wildlife are 


like that even the muskox are like that.  Because if it gets hard they have to 


go elsewhere maybe because the narwhal is old I really don’t know.  If it was 


an Inuk we can notice but if we are going to talk about wildlife we cannot say 


accurately only what we’ve seen. 


Sheila:  Are there any changes in their migration during spring or fall? 


Jaypetie:  There is this that is up there, over here are the same.  Yes, I can 


only say that the ones without tusks, ones with tusks that are short that does 


not happen all the time tend to arrive first and those with long tusks come 


later that is all I can say.  


ᓰᓚ: This changes in the groups. 


Jaypetie:  Yes I understand that but I cannot really respond to it, but it would 


be different if I had taken photos last year and the year before of their flukes 


or their scars we would be able to know.  They are the same ones every year 


is what I would be able to say, but I cannot really respond to it, because I 


would have something believeable if I say those are the ones that I saw last 


year. 


Sheila:  What are their characteristics? 
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Jaypetie:  What? 


Sheila:  You mentioned that the smaller ones usually arrive first the larger one 


come after the differences I also heard that some have become white are 


adult males their flippers are turned upward they also come through here? 


Jaypetie:  Yes, I said that all species of wildlife that have been together from 


the start they can stay together yes, sometimes they come at the same time 


those with tusks that have turned white, we call them that have turned white.  


Same with Inuit, wildlife can be the same.  When we become old our hair turns 


white same with those that have turned white are old narwhal their body is 


getting looser maybe that is why their muktaaq turns white.  When they are 


not as old their flippers and flukes are not the same.  When they are younger 


they are straight and when they get older their flippers and flukes tend to 


curve and they are different.  When they are younger before they get older, as 


they get older the males are different.  There are different narwhal I think 


there are three or two different types of narwhal the ones I’ve seen.  I am 


talking about narwhal, the black ones are black all over are huge even though 


they are narwhal that we usually don’t see.  Sometimes we see them, the ones 


that have turned white have lived a long time.  The darker ones than those 


that have turned white is younger.  Those small dark ones are younger that 


have not been around for many years those are the differences.  I am just 


talking about those that just got their tusks, some females have tusks are few 


their tusks are different from the males.  Maybe there are few of them that 


are like that, they have been caught the female with a tusk. 


Sheila:  How is the tusk different? 


Jaypetie:  It is straighter and thinner that is how it was made.  I don’t think 


they are all like that, narwha have been caught where it is a female with a 


tusk but thinner where the male narwhal their tusks are thicker.  Yes, I can say 


that if the information come through NWMB that came from our communities, 


from the Inuit in the communities we like them more after they have been 


consulted.  This is where the Inuit live, if you are from Iqaluit, I really don’t 


know about Iqaluit also because you are not from here you really don’t know 


the community so if the Inuit were giving information we would have better 


tools that are more straight forward through what the Inuit want, that is what I 


think. 
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Sheila:  We are trying to get there but slowly, where we can recognize the 


same thing, understand the same thing that is what we are trying to do.  What 


makes is slow is that the government as well as DFO they don’t have Inuit 


employees who work on Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit even when they say they are 


serving the Inuit.  But in some areas they miss the information because they 


don’t go through the ones they are serving when they are developing plan but 


they know now when they give proposals to NWMB their submissions if the 


information came from studies according to Inuit, they know that Inuit 


Qaujimamatuqangit has to be included.  It is slow but it is getting better slowly 


and they now respect the hunters, as the results will affect all harvesters all 


across Nunavut. 


Jaypetie:  Of course, as I mentioned I have worked on this for some time, I 


was a member of the HTO and in the government in the senior level, yes,  it 


used to be like that as we had one level of government, NWT, they have to 


develop plans for the communities because they are the government.  Since we 


got Nunavut and NTI the Nunavut government and federal government have 


since found out but they still need to learn maybe, since Nunavut was created, 


the Inuit who live in the arctic got jobs with the government, or federal 


government for us that have a government and the creators of government 


who want them to follow the creators NTI perhaps should be the ones that 


have to make the decisions.  Because we are the government some of it 


though slow is being understood of what you said yes.  That is being 


understood, we are just employees here are the ones that we had to follow 


when we get Nunavut they are listed with proposed bills but for us we now 


have to hear from here first.  They have to consult the communities that way 


they can develop plans sooner if they worked together with those from here.  


There are many communities, they should hear from the HTOs at their 


workplace, that is what I have been thinking that they would get results faster 


that are in the bills.  They should work that way, they still work the old way 


following what the previous government had set I think that is the reason why 


they are slow.  They should try and work faster this way the results would 


come sooner.  Inuit are saying when is our land claims agreement going to be 


used, that is what all the Inuit are saying.  Inuit are saying that they don’t look 


to the government because that is not their tradition I think that is why 


everything is slow. 


Sheila:  Thank you very much Jaypetie.  I was going to ask you when were you 


born, where were you born when I wrote your name down. 
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Jaypetie:  I was born in Pangnirtung. 


Sheila: When? 


Jaypetie:  I am old now, July 7, 1953. 


Sheila:  Thank you very much for taping you. 


 


 


 


  


 




















 
SUBMISSION TO THE 


 
NUNAVUT WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BOARD 


 
FOR 


 
Information:         Decision: X 
 
Issue:  Modification to existing Total Allowable Harvest levels for Baffin Bay Narwhal 


Stocks and Narwhal in Jones and Smith Sounds, Nunavut and Approval of the 
Narwhal Flexible Quota System 


 
     
Background 
 
In August 2013, Fisheries & Oceans Canada (DFO) conducted the first within season aerial 
survey of the six Canadian narwhal summer aggregations in the high Arctic: Somerset Island 
stock, Admiralty Inlet stock, Eclipse Sound stock, East Baffin Island stock in the Baffin Bay 
population; and the Jones and Smith Sounds stocks near Grise Fiord (Figure 1). DFO Science 
used the results of this survey to estimate the abundance of narwhal and calculate Total 
Allowable Landed Catch (TALC) recommendations for each of these stocks (Table 1). In 
general, the 2013 abundance estimate for the Canadian high Arctic narwhal is higher than 
previous estimates with the exception of the Eclipse Sound stock, which saw a decrease of 
almost half from the previous 2004 survey (Tab 1- Abundance estimates of narwhal stocks in the 
Canadian High Arctic in 2013). 


Science advice was also received on the sustainability of the “flexible quota system” that has 
been used on an interim basis since 2013. This flexible quota system allows for the carry-over of 
unused TAH to be used in the subsequent hunting season. 


The science advice indicates that the flexible TAH system and tag transfer policy currently being 
used for narwhal is sustainable, as long as the total hunting mortality over the five-year period 
does not exceed five times the annual Potential Biological Removal (PBR) level (Tab 2- 
Sustainability of a Flexible System of Total Allowable Annual Catches of Narwhals). 


Narwhal are designated as Special Concern by the Committee on the Status of Endangered 
Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC).  They are also listed on Appendix II of the Convention on 
International Trade in Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna (CITES) and a non-detriment 
finding (NDF) from the DFO Scientific Authority is required to obtain a CITES Export/Re-
export permit for international trade of narwhal products from Canada.  There is currently a 
standing positive NDF for all narwhal stocks in Canada. 







Based on the lower 2013 abundance estimate for the Eclipse Sound narwhal stock, the existing 
Total Allowable Harvest (TAH) of 236 would need to be reduced to 134, in line with the new 
TALC advice, for the DFO Scientific Authority to issue a positive NDF finding for this stock 
and therefore maintain the ability to internationally export narwhal products harvested from the 
Eclipse Sound stock. 


Community consultations on the Science advice for narwhal management  


DFO conducted consultations with potentially affected Inuit on management options to 
implement the new science advice and the flexible quota system. The consultation process had 
two components: (1) in-person consultations with the communities of Arctic Bay, Pond Inlet, 
Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq April 18-22, 2016; and (2) written consultations with the 
remaining communities that harvest from the Baffin Bay, Jones and Smith Sounds narwhal 
stocks, as well as the Kitikmeot and Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Boards. 


 
DFO was seeking input on: 


1. Proposed TAH modifications, specifically, to modify the existing TAHs for the Baffin 
Bay and Jones and Smith Sounds narwhal Management Units based on the 2013 
survey results; and 


2. The formal implementation of the “narwhal flexible quota system” and tag transfer 
policy phase II (Tabs 2 and 3). 
 


 
Figure 1. Map of High Arctic narwhal summer aggregations (source: NAMMCO/SC/21-JCNB/SWG/14-05). 
 







Table 1. New Total Allowable Landed Catch (TALC) science recommendations for narwhal stocks based on the 
2013 aerial survey results (CSAS SAR June 2015) in comparison to the current Total Allowable Harvests (TAH).  
Narwhal Stock Management 


Unit 
Current TAH* New TALC (TAH) 


Recommendations 


Somerset Island SI 532 658 
Admiralty Inlet AI 233 389 
Eclipse Sound ES 236 134 
East Baffin Island EBI 122 206 


Unassigned Jones Sound  
50** 


76 


Unassigned Smith Sound 77 


* established by the NWMB in 2013 and approved by the Minister of DFO 
** while there is no TALC, the Minister did approve a Total Allowable Harvest (quota) of 50 for both areas 
combined. 
 
In-Person Consultation Results (included a meeting with the HTO and a public meeting in each 
community) 


Modification of the TAH: 
• The communities of Arctic Bay, Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq appeared to be in general 


support of the proposed TAH modifications for Admiralty Inlet and East Baffin Island 
narwhal stocks.  


• The community of Pond Inlet did not support the recommended TAH modification for 
the Eclipse Sound stock.  


o The HTO suggested that the decrease in the abundance estimate for Eclipse Sound 
was a result of ship traffic, whales moving all over the place (including to 
Western Nunavut communities), and difficulty in counting submerged whales. 


o The community stated that the numbers of narwhal vary from year to year. 
o The HTO explained that there was a lot of movement by narwhal between 


Admiralty Inlet and Eclipse Sound and suggested that if the count had been done 
at a different time of year it is possible that there would have been a decrease in 
Admiralty Inlet and an increase in Eclipse Sound abundance estimates. 


o The HTO wanted to maintain the status quo (i.e. the TAH that was established in 
2013) for a period of five years. 
 


Implementation of the Narwhal Flexible Quota System: 
• The were no concerns raised about implementation of the flex quota system from the 


communities of Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet; 
• There appeared to be support for implementation of the flex quota system from the 


communities of Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq. 


 







Implementation of Tag Transfer Policy Phase II: 
• There were no concerns raised about implementation of tag transfer phase II from the 


communities of Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet; 
• There appeared to be support for implementation of tag transfer policy phase II from the 


communities of Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq subject to support from QWB and DFO. 
 
CITES (the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) 


• Arctic Bay, Clyde River, and Qikiqtarjuaq: There were no concerns raised about these 
points during both the community and HTO meetings. 


• Pond Inlet: The HTO said that Inuit are less concerned about selling narwhal products 
internationally and more interested in harvesting for food. 


 


A full report on the consultation results can be found in TAB 4. 


Written Consultation Results 


DFO invited other affected HTO and community members to participate in the written 
consultation process by providing comments or concerns on the proposed TAH modifications 
and implementation of the flex quota system, by May 31, 2016 (Tab 5). The communities 
participating in the written consultations harvest from narwhal stocks where DFO is 
recommending an increase in the TALC/TAH.  


DFO will provide additional information on the written consultation results at the NWMB’s June 
2016 meeting 


Proposed changes to the current narwhal management regime 
 
Changes to the current narwhal management regime are being proposed for the conservation of 
narwhal stocks and populations and to ensure that Inuit harvesting is restricted only to the extent 
necessary to achieve conservation purposes. This will provide for sustainable harvesting 
activities and the retention of associated economic opportunities. In addition, the formal 
implementation of the flex quota and tag transfer system will provide harvesters, HTOs and 
RWOs increased flexibility in harvest allocations and utilization. 
 


Recommendations: 
DFO is requesting approval from the NWMB on the following: 


• Modify the existing TAHs for the Baffin Bay and Jones and Smith Sounds narwhal 
Management Units based on the 2013 survey results identified in Table 1 (NLCA s 
5.2.33(d)). 


• Formally approve the Narwhal Flexible Quota System and Tag Transfer Policy Phase II 
(NLCA s.5.2.33(k)). 







The goal is to have a final decision approved by the DFO Minister and ready for implementation 
for the 2017 harvest season 


 


TAB 1 – DFO Science Advice- Abundance estimates of narwhal stocks in the Canadian High 
Arctic in 2013. 
TAB 2 – DFO Science Advice- Sustainability of a Flexible System of Total Allowable Annual 
Catches of Narwhals. 
TAB 3 – Narwhal flexible quota system 
TAB 4- Consultation Results – “What We Heard” Document 
TAB 5- Written Consultation Letter 
 


Submitted by: 


Resource Management, Central & Arctic Region 
Fisheries & Oceans Canada 
 


Date: May 13, 2016 







Rules for the NWMB’s Public Hearing to Consider Modifications to 
Total Allowable Harvests for the Eclipse Sound and Admiralty Inlet 


Narwhal Management Units 


 
September 30th 2016 
 
THE PURPOSE of this Nunavut Wildlife Management Board (NWMB or Board) public 
hearing is to publicly consider modifications to total allowable harvests for the Eclipse 
Sound and Admiralty Inlet narwhal management units. 
 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada has filed a Proposal for NWMB Decision (Proposal), 
requesting modifications to total allowable harvests for six narwhal management units. 
Please note that this public hearing will only address the proposed modifications to total 
allowable harvests for the Admiralty Inlet and Eclipse Sound narwhal management units. 
The NWMB will consider proposed modifications to total allowable harvests for the 
Somerset Island, East Baffin Island, Jones Sound and Smith Sound narwhal 
management units through a separate written public hearing process. The Proposal, 
along with other documents comprising the best available information to date, is available 
for review or download from the NWMB’s website (www.nwmb.com). 
 
HEARING RULES: 
 


1. The hearing shall be open to the public, with notice provided to the public at least 
sixty (60) days prior to the commencement of the hearing. Part of the hearing may 
be conducted in camera, where the NWMB considers that confidential or sensitive 
matters may be disclosed or discussed. 


2. Any interested person or body may file with the NWMB a written submission and 
supporting documentation1 in response to Fisheries and Oceans Canada’s 
Proposal, or otherwise regarding Eclipse Sound and Admiralty Inlet narwhal – duly 
translated into Inuktitut or English as the case may be – by no later than 5:00 p.m. 
(Iqaluit time) on November 4th 2016. 


3. Unless persuasive written and translated reasons are provided to the NWMB for 
late filing, the NWMB will not consider materials for this hearing that are not filed 
on time. 


4. The requirement for translation of submissions and supporting documentation filed 
with the NWMB does not apply to individual members of the public.  


5. For all others who file supporting documentation with the NWMB, the requirement 
for translation does not apply to such documents over ten (10) pages in length, as 


                                                            
1 “Supporting documentation” refers to one or more studies, articles, opinions or other documents separate from a 
person’s or organization’s written submissions, filed as additional evidence and/or argument in support of that 
person’s or organization’s submission. 







long as each supporting document that is not translated is accompanied by a 
concise, translated summary (English and Inuktitut) at least two (2) pages in 
length. 


6. The NWMB shall ensure that all materials filed with it or produced by it are made 
publicly available, subject to relevant confidentiality or privacy concerns. 


7. The NWMB shall provide simultaneous English and Inuktitut translation at the 
hearing, to the extent reasonably possible. 


8. A quorum of NWMB members shall be present at the hearing. 
9. Any representative or agent of the Government of Canada or Government of 


Nunavut, any Hunters and Trappers Organization or Regional Wildlife 
Organization and any Inuk shall be accorded the status of party at the hearing. 


10. Unless invited by the NWMB to be a party, any other person or body wishing to be 
named as a party by the NWMB shall make an appropriate request in writing to the 
NWMB. 


11. All parties and other participants at the hearing are required to treat one another 
and the NWMB with respect. 


12. The NWMB shall provide a reasonable opportunity for oral presentations from each 
of the parties at the hearing by their choice of official, expert or counsel. 


13. Any member of the NWMB, the NWMB’s Directory of Wildlife or the NWMB’s Legal 
Counsel may ask relevant questions of any other party at the hearing. 


14. Any party may ask relevant questions of any other party at the hearing. 
15. The NWMB shall provide members of the public in attendance at the hearing a 


reasonable opportunity to make statements and to ask questions of the parties and 
the NWMB. 


16. Every person at the hearing wishing to speak or ask a question shall raise his or 
her hand, and shall only speak once the NWMB Chairperson has recognized him 
or her. 


17. The NWMB Chairperson reserves the right to place reasonable time limits on 
presentations, statements and questions. 


18. The NWMB shall make an audio recording of the hearing available upon request. 
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NOTICE OF NUNAVUT WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BOARD PUBLIC HEARING 
 


Notice is provided on September 30th 2016 that the Nunavut Wildlife Management 
Board (NWMB or Board) will hold an in-person public hearing to consider Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada’s Proposal for NWMB Decision (Proposal) requesting modifications 
to total allowable harvests for the Eclipse Sound and Admiralty Inlet narwhal 
management units. The Proposal and additional documents relevant to the hearing are 
available for download from the NWMB’s website (www.nwmb.com), or by contacting the 
NWMB at the coordinates set out at the end of this notice. 
 


The filing of submissions to be considered at the hearing: 
The hearing is scheduled to take place in Pond Inlet, Nunavut at the Atakkaalik Hall from 
November 28th – 29th, 2016 from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm on each day. In addition the NWMB 
may also hold evening sessions from 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm. The NWMB is inviting 
interested organizations or persons, including any member of the public, to file written 
submissions and supporting documentation concerning the Proposal by no later than 5:00 
pm Iqaluit time on November 4th 2016. Unless persuasive written reasons are provided 
to the Board for late filing, the NWMB will not consider materials for this hearing that are 
not filed on time. 
 
The NWMB will make publicly available all of the written materials filed with it, subject to 
relevant confidentiality or privacy concerns.  
 


To file submissions or obtain more information, including with respect to 
submissions and supporting documentation from others, additional relevant 
documents or the rules applying to the written public hearing, please contact the 
NWMB: 
 


NUNAVUT WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BOARD 
P.O. Box 1379, Iqaluit, NU X0A 0H0 


Phone: (867) 975-7300 
Fax: (888) 421-9832 


Email: receptionist@nwmb.com 
Website: www.nwmb.com 
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AGENDA FOR THE NUNAVUT WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BOARD 
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER MODIFICATIONS TO TOTAL 


ALLOWABLE HARVESTS FOR THE ECLIPSE SOUND AND 
ADMIRALTY INLET NARWHAL MANAGEMENT UNITS 


 


November 28th – 29th 2016, Atakkaalik Hall, Pond Inlet, Nunavut 


 


Day 1: November 28th 2016 
 


TIME OF DAY 
PROPOSED TIMING FOR SUBMISSIONS, 


QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 


MAXIMUM 
PROPOSED 


TIME 


9:00 – 9:20 AM 
Introductions, chairperson opening remarks & 
opening prayer, NWMB review and approval of 
the Day 1 Agenda 


20 minutes 


9:20 – 10:20 AM 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada Proposal for 
Decision 


60 minutes 


10:20 – 10:35 AM Mid-morning Break 15 minutes 


10:35 – 11:05 AM 
Questions and comments to Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada 


30 minutes 


11:05 – 11:35 AM Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated Submission 30 minutes 


11:35 – 12:05 PM 
Questions and comments to Nunavut Tunngavik 
Incorporated 


30 minutes 


12:05 – 1:25 PM Lunch Break 80 minutes 


1:25 – 1:55 PM Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Board Submission 30 minutes 


1:55 – 2:25 PM 
Questions and comments to Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife 
Board 


30 minutes 


2:25 – 2:55 PM 
Ikajutiit (Arctic Bay) Hunters and Trappers 
Organization Submission 


30 minutes 


2:55 – 3:10 PM Mid-afternoon Break 15 minutes 


3:10 – 3:40 PM 
Questions and comments to Ikajutiit Hunters and 
Trappers Organization 


30 minutes 


3:40 – 4:10 PM 
Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet) Hunters and Trappers 
Organization Submission 


30 minutes 


4:10 – 4:40 PM 
Questions and comments to Mittimatalik Hunters 
and Trappers Organization 


30 minutes 


4:40 – 4:55 PM Closing Remarks for Day 1 15 minutes 


 
 
 
 







AGENDA FOR THE NUNAVUT WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BOARD 
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER MODIFICATIONS TO TOTAL 


ALLOWABLE HARVESTS FOR THE ECLIPSE SOUND AND 
ADMIRALTY INLET NARWHAL MANAGEMENT UNITS 


 


November 28th – 29th 2016, Atakkaalik Hall, Pond Inlet, Nunavut 


 


 
Day 2: November 29th 2016 
 


TIME OF DAY 
PROPOSED TIMING FOR SUBMISSIONS, 


QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 


MAXIMUM 
PROPOSED 


TIME 


9:00 – 9:20 AM 
Chairperson opening remarks & opening prayer, 
NWMB review and approval of the Day 2 Agenda 


20 minutes 


9:20 – 9:50 AM 
Government of Nunavut – Department of 
Environment Submission 


30 minutes 


9:50 – 10:20 AM 
Questions and comments to Government of 
Nunavut – Department of Environment 


30 minutes 


10:20 – 10:35 AM Mid-morning Break 15 minutes 


10:35 – 11:05 AM Qaujimaniliit Submissions 30 minutes 


11:05 – 11:35 AM Questions and comments to Qaujimaniliit 30 minutes 


11:35 – 12:55 PM Lunch Break 80 minutes 


12:55 – 1:25 AM  Public Submissions 30 minutes 


1:25 – 1:35 PM Questions and comments to public 30 minutes 


1:35 – 2:05 PM Closing remarks by all parties 30 minutes 


2:05 – 2:10 PM Closing prayer 5 minutes 


 








Rules for the NWMB’s Public Hearing to Consider Modifications to 
Total Allowable Harvests for the Eclipse Sound and Admiralty Inlet 


Narwhal Management Units 


 
September 30th 2016 
 
THE PURPOSE of this Nunavut Wildlife Management Board (NWMB or Board) public 
hearing is to publicly consider modifications to total allowable harvests for the Eclipse 
Sound and Admiralty Inlet narwhal management units. 
 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada has filed a Proposal for NWMB Decision (Proposal), 
requesting modifications to total allowable harvests for six narwhal management units. 
Please note that this public hearing will only address the proposed modifications to total 
allowable harvests for the Admiralty Inlet and Eclipse Sound narwhal management units. 
The NWMB will consider proposed modifications to total allowable harvests for the 
Somerset Island, East Baffin Island, Jones Sound and Smith Sound narwhal 
management units through a separate written public hearing process. The Proposal, 
along with other documents comprising the best available information to date, is available 
for review or download from the NWMB’s website (www.nwmb.com). 
 
HEARING RULES: 
 


1. The hearing shall be open to the public, with notice provided to the public at least 
sixty (60) days prior to the commencement of the hearing. Part of the hearing may 
be conducted in camera, where the NWMB considers that confidential or sensitive 
matters may be disclosed or discussed. 


2. Any interested person or body may file with the NWMB a written submission and 
supporting documentation1 in response to Fisheries and Oceans Canada’s 
Proposal, or otherwise regarding Eclipse Sound and Admiralty Inlet narwhal – duly 
translated into Inuktitut or English as the case may be – by no later than 5:00 p.m. 
(Iqaluit time) on November 4th 2016. 


3. Unless persuasive written and translated reasons are provided to the NWMB for 
late filing, the NWMB will not consider materials for this hearing that are not filed 
on time. 


4. The requirement for translation of submissions and supporting documentation filed 
with the NWMB does not apply to individual members of the public.  


5. For all others who file supporting documentation with the NWMB, the requirement 
for translation does not apply to such documents over ten (10) pages in length, as 


                                                            
1 “Supporting documentation” refers to one or more studies, articles, opinions or other documents separate from a 
person’s or organization’s written submissions, filed as additional evidence and/or argument in support of that 
person’s or organization’s submission. 







long as each supporting document that is not translated is accompanied by a 
concise, translated summary (English and Inuktitut) at least two (2) pages in 
length. 


6. The NWMB shall ensure that all materials filed with it or produced by it are made 
publicly available, subject to relevant confidentiality or privacy concerns. 


7. The NWMB shall provide simultaneous English and Inuktitut translation at the 
hearing, to the extent reasonably possible. 


8. A quorum of NWMB members shall be present at the hearing. 
9. Any representative or agent of the Government of Canada or Government of 


Nunavut, any Hunters and Trappers Organization or Regional Wildlife 
Organization and any Inuk shall be accorded the status of party at the hearing. 


10. Unless invited by the NWMB to be a party, any other person or body wishing to be 
named as a party by the NWMB shall make an appropriate request in writing to the 
NWMB. 


11. All parties and other participants at the hearing are required to treat one another 
and the NWMB with respect. 


12. The NWMB shall provide a reasonable opportunity for oral presentations from each 
of the parties at the hearing by their choice of official, expert or counsel. 


13. Any member of the NWMB, the NWMB’s Directory of Wildlife or the NWMB’s Legal 
Counsel may ask relevant questions of any other party at the hearing. 


14. Any party may ask relevant questions of any other party at the hearing. 
15. The NWMB shall provide members of the public in attendance at the hearing a 


reasonable opportunity to make statements and to ask questions of the parties and 
the NWMB. 


16. Every person at the hearing wishing to speak or ask a question shall raise his or 
her hand, and shall only speak once the NWMB Chairperson has recognized him 
or her. 


17. The NWMB Chairperson reserves the right to place reasonable time limits on 
presentations, statements and questions. 


18. The NWMB shall make an audio recording of the hearing available upon request. 








 
SUBMISSION TO THE 


 
NUNAVUT WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BOARD 


 
FOR 


 
Information:         Decision: X 
 
Issue:  Modification to existing Total Allowable Harvest levels for Baffin Bay Narwhal 


Stocks and Narwhal in Jones and Smith Sounds, Nunavut and Approval of the 
Narwhal Flexible Quota System 


 
     
Background 
 
In August 2013, Fisheries & Oceans Canada (DFO) conducted the first within season aerial 
survey of the six Canadian narwhal summer aggregations in the high Arctic: Somerset Island 
stock, Admiralty Inlet stock, Eclipse Sound stock, East Baffin Island stock in the Baffin Bay 
population; and the Jones and Smith Sounds stocks near Grise Fiord (Figure 1). DFO Science 
used the results of this survey to estimate the abundance of narwhal and calculate Total 
Allowable Landed Catch (TALC) recommendations for each of these stocks (Table 1). In 
general, the 2013 abundance estimate for the Canadian high Arctic narwhal is higher than 
previous estimates with the exception of the Eclipse Sound stock, which saw a decrease of 
almost half from the previous 2004 survey (Tab 1- Abundance estimates of narwhal stocks in the 
Canadian High Arctic in 2013). 


Science advice was also received on the sustainability of the “flexible quota system” that has 
been used on an interim basis since 2013. This flexible quota system allows for the carry-over of 
unused TAH to be used in the subsequent hunting season. 


The science advice indicates that the flexible TAH system and tag transfer policy currently being 
used for narwhal is sustainable, as long as the total hunting mortality over the five-year period 
does not exceed five times the annual Potential Biological Removal (PBR) level (Tab 2- 
Sustainability of a Flexible System of Total Allowable Annual Catches of Narwhals). 


Narwhal are designated as Special Concern by the Committee on the Status of Endangered 
Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC).  They are also listed on Appendix II of the Convention on 
International Trade in Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna (CITES) and a non-detriment 
finding (NDF) from the DFO Scientific Authority is required to obtain a CITES Export/Re-
export permit for international trade of narwhal products from Canada.  There is currently a 
standing positive NDF for all narwhal stocks in Canada. 







Based on the lower 2013 abundance estimate for the Eclipse Sound narwhal stock, the existing 
Total Allowable Harvest (TAH) of 236 would need to be reduced to 134, in line with the new 
TALC advice, for the DFO Scientific Authority to issue a positive NDF finding for this stock 
and therefore maintain the ability to internationally export narwhal products harvested from the 
Eclipse Sound stock. 


Community consultations on the Science advice for narwhal management  


DFO conducted consultations with potentially affected Inuit on management options to 
implement the new science advice and the flexible quota system. The consultation process had 
two components: (1) in-person consultations with the communities of Arctic Bay, Pond Inlet, 
Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq April 18-22, 2016; and (2) written consultations with the 
remaining communities that harvest from the Baffin Bay, Jones and Smith Sounds narwhal 
stocks, as well as the Kitikmeot and Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Boards. 


 
DFO was seeking input on: 


1. Proposed TAH modifications, specifically, to modify the existing TAHs for the Baffin 
Bay and Jones and Smith Sounds narwhal Management Units based on the 2013 
survey results; and 


2. The formal implementation of the “narwhal flexible quota system” and tag transfer 
policy phase II (Tabs 2 and 3). 
 


 
Figure 1. Map of High Arctic narwhal summer aggregations (source: NAMMCO/SC/21-JCNB/SWG/14-05). 
 







Table 1. New Total Allowable Landed Catch (TALC) science recommendations for narwhal stocks based on the 
2013 aerial survey results (CSAS SAR June 2015) in comparison to the current Total Allowable Harvests (TAH).  
Narwhal Stock Management 


Unit 
Current TAH* New TALC (TAH) 


Recommendations 


Somerset Island SI 532 658 
Admiralty Inlet AI 233 389 
Eclipse Sound ES 236 134 
East Baffin Island EBI 122 206 


Unassigned Jones Sound  
50** 


76 


Unassigned Smith Sound 77 


* established by the NWMB in 2013 and approved by the Minister of DFO 
** while there is no TALC, the Minister did approve a Total Allowable Harvest (quota) of 50 for both areas 
combined. 
 
In-Person Consultation Results (included a meeting with the HTO and a public meeting in each 
community) 


Modification of the TAH: 
• The communities of Arctic Bay, Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq appeared to be in general 


support of the proposed TAH modifications for Admiralty Inlet and East Baffin Island 
narwhal stocks.  


• The community of Pond Inlet did not support the recommended TAH modification for 
the Eclipse Sound stock.  


o The HTO suggested that the decrease in the abundance estimate for Eclipse Sound 
was a result of ship traffic, whales moving all over the place (including to 
Western Nunavut communities), and difficulty in counting submerged whales. 


o The community stated that the numbers of narwhal vary from year to year. 
o The HTO explained that there was a lot of movement by narwhal between 


Admiralty Inlet and Eclipse Sound and suggested that if the count had been done 
at a different time of year it is possible that there would have been a decrease in 
Admiralty Inlet and an increase in Eclipse Sound abundance estimates. 


o The HTO wanted to maintain the status quo (i.e. the TAH that was established in 
2013) for a period of five years. 
 


Implementation of the Narwhal Flexible Quota System: 
• The were no concerns raised about implementation of the flex quota system from the 


communities of Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet; 
• There appeared to be support for implementation of the flex quota system from the 


communities of Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq. 


 







Implementation of Tag Transfer Policy Phase II: 
• There were no concerns raised about implementation of tag transfer phase II from the 


communities of Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet; 
• There appeared to be support for implementation of tag transfer policy phase II from the 


communities of Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq subject to support from QWB and DFO. 
 
CITES (the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) 


• Arctic Bay, Clyde River, and Qikiqtarjuaq: There were no concerns raised about these 
points during both the community and HTO meetings. 


• Pond Inlet: The HTO said that Inuit are less concerned about selling narwhal products 
internationally and more interested in harvesting for food. 


 


A full report on the consultation results can be found in TAB 4. 


Written Consultation Results 


DFO invited other affected HTO and community members to participate in the written 
consultation process by providing comments or concerns on the proposed TAH modifications 
and implementation of the flex quota system, by May 31, 2016 (Tab 5). The communities 
participating in the written consultations harvest from narwhal stocks where DFO is 
recommending an increase in the TALC/TAH.  


DFO will provide additional information on the written consultation results at the NWMB’s June 
2016 meeting 


Proposed changes to the current narwhal management regime 
 
Changes to the current narwhal management regime are being proposed for the conservation of 
narwhal stocks and populations and to ensure that Inuit harvesting is restricted only to the extent 
necessary to achieve conservation purposes. This will provide for sustainable harvesting 
activities and the retention of associated economic opportunities. In addition, the formal 
implementation of the flex quota and tag transfer system will provide harvesters, HTOs and 
RWOs increased flexibility in harvest allocations and utilization. 
 


Recommendations: 
DFO is requesting approval from the NWMB on the following: 


• Modify the existing TAHs for the Baffin Bay and Jones and Smith Sounds narwhal 
Management Units based on the 2013 survey results identified in Table 1 (NLCA s 
5.2.33(d)). 


• Formally approve the Narwhal Flexible Quota System and Tag Transfer Policy Phase II 
(NLCA s.5.2.33(k)). 







The goal is to have a final decision approved by the DFO Minister and ready for implementation 
for the 2017 harvest season 


 


TAB 1 – DFO Science Advice- Abundance estimates of narwhal stocks in the Canadian High 
Arctic in 2013. 
TAB 2 – DFO Science Advice- Sustainability of a Flexible System of Total Allowable Annual 
Catches of Narwhals. 
TAB 3 – Narwhal flexible quota system 
TAB 4- Consultation Results – “What We Heard” Document 
TAB 5- Written Consultation Letter 
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ABUNDANCE ESTIMATES OF NARWHAL STOCKS IN THE 
CANADIAN HIGH ARCTIC IN 2013 


Narwhal (Monodon monoceros) 
by R. Phillips. 


Figure 1. Map of the six Canadian narwhal summer 
aggregations as well as two aggregations in Greenland 
recognized as part of the Baffin Bay population by the Canada-
Greenland Joint Commission on Conservation and 
Management of Narwhal and Beluga (source: 
NAMMCO/SC/21-JCNB/SWG/14-05). 


Context: 
In August 2013, a series of aerial surveys were conducted for the four recognized Canadian stocks of the 
Baffin Bay narwhal population as well as the putative Jones Sound and Smith Sound stocks. For the first 
time, abundance estimates for all of these stocks were made in the same year. 
The Nunavut Wildlife Management Board (NWMB) establishes Total Allowable Harvest levels for narwhals 
in the Nunavut Settlement Area. Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), in close collaboration with co-
management partners, has implemented an Integrated Fisheries Management Plan for narwhals. DFO 
Ecosystems and Fisheries Management Sector asked for advice on sustainable harvest based on the 2013 
surveys for the Nunavut narwhal summering stocks. This science advisory report presents information on 
the updated abundance estimates and advice on sustainable narwhal harvest based on the Potential 
Biological Removal method. 
This Science Advisory Report is from the October 20-24, 2014 annual meeting of the National Marine 
Mammal Peer Review Committee (NMMPRC). Additional publications from this meeting will be posted on 
the DFO Science Advisory Schedule as they become available. 



http://www.isdm-gdsi.gc.ca/csas-sccs/applications/events-evenements/index-eng.asp
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SUMMARY 
• An aerial survey was conducted for six narwhal summering aggregations (hereafter 


referred to as stocks) in the Canadian High Arctic in August 2013. This is the first time that 
a survey counted all of the Canadian High Arctic narwhal stocks during one summer, and 
the first time for narwhals in Jones Sound and Smith Sound. The total estimate for the 
Canadian High Arctic was 141,909 (Coefficient of Variation, CV by stock ranged from 20 
to 65%) narwhals. 


• This survey combined two abundance estimation methods that were summed to produce 
an estimate of total abundance: 


1) spatial modelling was used to estimate densities in narrow fiords; and  


2) mark-recapture distance sampling was used to estimate narwhal density from line 
transects elsewhere. 


• Total abundance estimates include a correction for perception bias (caused by observers 
missing narwhals present at the surface) estimated from duplicated sightings between the 
primary (front) and secondary (rear) observers. 


• Abundance estimates were also corrected for availability bias (to account for the fraction 
of time diving whales are visible near the surface) computed from the percentage of time 
satellite-tagged narwhals spent within 2 meters of the surface (or 1 meter in fiords with 
murky waters). The correction for availability bias was 2.94 (and 4.53 in fiords of East 
Baffin Island). 


• Stock specific abundances rounded to 500 were 12,500 for Jones Sound, 16,000 for 
Smith Sound, 50,000 for Somerset Island, 35,000 for Admiralty Inlet, 10,500 for Eclipse 
Sound, and 17,500 for East Baffin Island for a total of 142,000 narwhal in the Canadian 
High Arctic. 


• Assuming fidelity of narwhals to six specific summering stocks and based on the 
abundances estimated in 2013, the Total Allowable Landed Catch (TALC) advice for the 
six summering stocks are 76 for Jones Sound, 77 for Smith Sound, 658 for Somerset 
Island, 389 for Admiralty Inlet, 134 for Eclipse Sound, and 206 for East Baffin Island for a 
total of 1,540 narwhals per year. If narwhals from the Eclipse Sound and Admiralty Inlet 
areas are considered as belonging to a single unit, the TALCs cannot simply be summed. 
The TALC advice for a combined unit would be 542 narwhals. 


• Allocation of the catch to communities should be done in a way that accounts for the 
seasonal hunts of mixed stocks.  


INTRODUCTION 
In Canada, the Baffin Bay narwhal population is currently managed as four summering stocks, 
each represented by a different geographic aggregation, i.e., Somerset Island (SI), Admiralty 
Inlet (AI), Eclipse Sound (ES) and East Baffin Island (EB). A number of narwhal aerial surveys 
were conducted by DFO in the eastern Canadian Arctic from 1975 to 2011 to estimate the 
abundance of different stocks within the Baffin Bay population (DFO 2012, Doniol-Valcroze et 
al. 2015a). Most of the previous abundance estimates were known to be incomplete. Narwhals 
are also known to occur elsewhere in the Canadian High Arctic during summer (e.g., Parry 
Islands, Cambridge Bay), but no narwhal surveys have been conducted in these areas. In 2013, 
two narwhal aggregations provisionally identified as Jones Sound and Smith Sound stocks were 
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surveyed. No previous survey has counted all of the known High Arctic narwhal stocks during 
one summer. 


Narwhals summering in the Eastern Canadian Arctic are designated as Special Concern by the 
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) and are a priority 
fishery for DFO. Narwhal are listed on Appendix II of the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES), and a non-detrimental finding (NDF) decision from the DFO 
Scientific Authority is required to obtain a CITES Export/Re-export permit to export narwhal 
products internationally. Harvested narwhals from Canadian management units are considered 
ineligible for international trade if the harvest exceeds the Total Allowable Landed Catch (TALC) 
recommendation for a population. Under CITES requirements, updated science and a 
documented management approach are required to confirm sustainable narwhal management 
to allow for international trade. 


This Canadian Science Advisory Secretariat (CSAS) Science Advisory Report provides updated 
scientific advice regarding TALC levels for each of the Baffin Bay narwhal stocks, and for 
narwhals in Smith and Jones Sounds. 


ANALYSIS  
Survey methods 
The survey was designed to cover the six known summering stocks of narwhal (Figure 1) in the 
Canadian High Arctic simultaneously (Doniol-Valcroze et al. 2015b). Narwhal are thought to 
exhibit strong site fidelity to their summering grounds. However, recent evidence suggests that 
limited mixing between summering areas does occur (Dietz et al. 2001, Heide-Jørgensen et al. 
2002, Watt et al. 2012). Thus, the survey covered all six areas within one month using three 
aircraft to avoid double counting. Priority was given to Jones Sound, Smith Sound and 
Somerset Island areas because no previous surveys had been done in Jones Sound and Smith 
Sound in August and the Somerset Island abundance estimate was 17 years old. 


Each stock range was divided into several strata (Figure 2), based on geographic boundaries as 
well as expected densities of narwhals inferred from past surveys. When such information was 
not available, traditional Inuit knowledge and/or observations from a reconnaissance survey 
flown in 2012 were used to determine survey strata. Survey transects were regularly spaced 
and oriented in a direction perpendicular to the longest axis of the stratum (Figure 2). A 
combination of parallel line transects and zig-zag transects was used to survey small areas with 
expected high narwhal densities (parallel lines) and large areas with expected low densities (zig 
zag). An effort was made to survey each stratum within 1-2 days. 


Narwhals tend to aggregate in deep fiords when the ice melts in the summer (Dietz et al. 2001). 
Because most fiords are narrow, have complex shape and can be steep-walled, they cannot be 
surveyed using line transect methods and thus, standard distance sampling estimation methods 
cannot be applied. Therefore, separate survey and analytical methods were developed for the 
fiord strata (Doniol-Valcroze et al. 2015a) with each fiord considered a primary sampling unit 
and abundance estimated for each separately. 


The survey was designed as a double-platform experiment with independent observation 
platforms at the front (primary) and rear (secondary) of the survey aircraft. Each of the three 
survey aircraft was assigned a team of four observers, and each observer was assigned a 
specific bubble window for the duration of the survey.  The two observers stationed on the same 
side of the aircraft were visually and acoustically isolated to ensure independence of their 
detections. Each of the three survey teams included a trained Inuit observer, and when surveys 
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were conducted close to a community, participation of a local hunter was encouraged.  Overall, 
Inuit groups were intimately involved with survey planning and design. 


 
Figure 2. a.) Map of planned survey strata (blue polygons), transect lines (red lines), and fiord strata (red 
areas). AI: Admiralty Inlet. BF: Baumann Fiord. BS: Barrow Strait. CS: Cumberland Sound. EB: East 
Baffin Island. ES: Eclipse Sound. FBN: Foxe Basin North. FBS: Foxe Basin South. GB: Gulf of Boothia. 
JS: Jones Sound. LS: Lancaster Sound. NB: Norwegian Bay. PRI: Prince Regent Inlet. PS: Peel Sound. 
SS: Smith Sound. Communities (black dots): 1. Gjoa Haven; 2.Taloyoak; 3. Kugaaruk; 4. Repulse Bay; 5. 
Hall Beach; 6. Igloolik; 7. Iqaluit; 8. Pangnirtung; 9. Qikiqtarjuaq; 10. Clyde River; 11. Pond Inlet; 12. 
Arctic Bay; 13. Resolute; 14. Grise Fiord; 15. Qaanaaq (Greenland). b.) inset : zoom of the Eclipse Sound 
stratum (boxed area).  


Observers recorded sightings on a hand-held recorder indicating the time at which a group of 
narwhal was first seen and the time at which the group was abeam of the aircraft. Additional 
information was recorded with the following priority:  


1) number of narwhals in a group (defined as two or more narwhals within one or a few 
body lengths of each other and oriented in the same direction),  


2) perpendicular distance to sighting; and  


3) other variables (direction of movement, presence of young, number of tusks).  


The position and altitude of the aircraft was recorded every 2 seconds.  
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Statistical analysis 
Distance sampling methods were used to estimate the density of narwhals within the surveyed 
area. These methods assume that the probability of detecting a narwhal is a function of the 
distance from the track line. However, observers can miss narwhals present at the surface. 
Thus, a perception bias must be estimated (Marsh and Sinclair 1989). A mark-recapture method 
on duplicated sightings by two observers on the same side of an aircraft was used to estimate 
the perception bias (Laake and Borchers 2004). The identification of duplicate sightings is not 
obvious and a novel data-driven approach was developed to sort single and duplicate sightings 
made during the 2013 survey (Pike and Doniol-Valcroze 2015). While most previous studies 
used ad-hoc methods and arbitrary threshold for this task, the method used in this study was 
based on four weighted covariates.  


A detection function was computed using perpendicular distance of all sightings (duplicates 
were removed) in all strata. Akaike Information Criteria were used to select the best-fitting 
detection function (Buckland et al. 2001) and associated environmental covariates (Marques et 
al. 2007) including ice cover, cloud cover, sea state and glare.  


For the fiord strata, density and abundance were estimated using spatial modeling (Doniol-
Valcroze et al. 2015a). The number of narwhals seen in surveyed segments of each fiord was 
modeled using Generalized Additive Models. The variables included in the models were 
distance from shore and distance from the mouth of the fiord. The best model for each fiord was 
selected based on maximum likelihood and used to predict the abundance of narwhals across 
the entire fiord. Density estimates were computed by dividing predicted abundance by the total 
area of the fiord. Total abundance for all fiord strata was computed by averaging the densities of 
all fiords weighted by their respective area, and multiplying it by the total area of all fiords in a 
given stratum. 


Narwhals that were not at the surface of the water at the time of the survey could not be seen 
by observers causing an availability bias (Marsh and Sinclair 1989). Thus, the number of 
narwhals counted in the survey must be corrected for availability. Experiments with model 
narwhals showed that they could be detected on planes when they were within 2 m of the 
surface (Richard et al. 1994). However, in some fiords with murky waters, we assumed narwhal 
could only be detected down to 1 m. Based on data from 24 narwhals fitted with satellite tags 
near the communities of Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet every August from 2009 to 2013, narwhals 
spend 31.4 ± 1.1% of their time within 2 m of the surface, and 20.4 ± 0.8% within 1 m (Watt et 
al. 2015).  


The Potential Biological Removal (PBR) method (Wade 1998), corrected to include hunting 
losses (i.e., animals that are struck and lost), was used to calculate the recommended TALC: 


𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇


 


where,  


𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 0.5 × 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 × 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 × 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 


The hunting loss rate correction (𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇) was equal to 1.28 (Standard Error, SE=0.15, Richard 
2008). 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , the maximum rate of increase for the stock, was set to 0.04 (the default value for 
cetacean when unknown, Wade 1998). 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the 20th percentile of the log-normal distribution 
of 𝑁𝑁. The recovery factor for the population ( 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟) was set at 0.5 for the Jones Sound and Smith 
Sound stocks (to account for uncertainty in stock structure and narwhal movements), and at 1.0 
for the other stocks (value suggested for large populations). 
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Results 
The timing of the ice break-up in the northern parts of the survey range during the summer of 
2013 affected the timing and coverage of portions of the survey areas. Nevertheless, all stocks 
were completely surveyed with the exception of Smith Sound. The global average group size 
was 2.76 (CV 3.8%), and stratum-wide mean group sizes ranged from 1 to 3.08. Figure 3 shows 
the location of the individual sightings of narwhal groups. The estimated abundances for each 
stock are given in Table 1. The total corrected estimate for the Canadian High Arctic narwhal 
population was 141,909 narwhals (including 7,038 narwhals estimated in fiords). The weighted 
correction factor used was equal to 2.94 (CV 3.4%). This value, based on the recommended 
instantaneous correction factor of 3.18, is for survey strata occurring in clear waters (Watt et al. 
2015) and was weighted for an average observer search time of 4.3 seconds. From these 
abundance estimates, the combined TALC for the Baffin Bay population was 1,540 narwhals. 
TALC for each summering stock is given in Table 2. 


 
Figure 3. Unique sightings of narwhal groups made during the 2013 High Arctic Cetacean Survey (red 
circles). Lines represent transects flown with color scale showing Beaufort conditions.  
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Table 1. Area surveyed, survey coverage, narwhal sightings (surface abundance), and corrected 
abundance estimates by summer stock. The weighted correction factor used was 2.94 (CV 3.4%), except 
in East Baffin Island fiords where it was 4.53 (CV 3.8%). 


Stock / 
Stratum Area (km2) 


Percentage 
surveyed 


Surface  
abundance 


Abundance 
(corrected)  CV 


Jones Sound 35,357 13% 4,316 12,694 0.33 


Smith Sound 40,669 4% 5,563 16,360 0.65 
Somerset 
Island 115,309 9% 16,921 49,768 0.20 


Admiralty Inlet 9,419 26% 11,915 35,043 0.42 


Eclipse Sound 8,459 26% 3,566 10,489 0.24 
East Baffin 
Island 53,510 8% 3,799 17,555 0.35 
Combined 
AI+ES 17,878 26% 15,481 45,532 0.33 


Table 2. Total allowable landed catch (TALC) for the six Canadian summer stocks of narwhals in the 
Canadian High Arctic. The recovery factor (Fr) was set at 0.5 for the Jones Sound and Smith Sound 
stocks to account for uncertainty in stock structure and narwhal movements. Fr of 1.0 was set for the 
other stocks as suggested for large populations with additional stock assessment information. 


Summer Stock Nmin TALC 
Jones Sound (/Fr=0.5) 9,714 76 
Smith Sound (/Fr=0.5) 9,897 77 
Somerset Island 42,081 658 
Admiralty Inlet 24,895 389 
Eclipse Sound 8,564 134 
East Baffin Island 13,214 206 
TOTAL 108,365 1,540 


Combined AI + ES 34,716 542 


Sources of Uncertainty 
• An accurate abundance estimate of a population requires that the entire distribution range 


must be surveyed (Buckland et al. 2001). The summering range of narwhals in Smith and 
Jones Sounds is currently not well understood. For the Somerset Island stock, we chose not 
to survey the extreme western and southern parts of their distribution. We assumed these 
areas are used following ice melt in the core areas of Peel Sound and Prince Regent Inlet. 
Narwhals also occupy areas where they are not hunted and outside of the survey area (e.g., 
Parry Channel region). However, we assume they occur at low densities and would not 
impact community TALC. 


• Narwhal sightings were extremely clustered in Eclipse Sound and Admiralty Inlet which 
increased uncertainty around the estimate (CVs) and could introduce bias. 


• Although a pooled TALC is provided for AI and ES, connectivity between these stocks 
remains a source of uncertainty. There have been no new analyses to confirm new stock 
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structure. Future research is required to assess connectivity between the two stocks and is 
particularly relevant given the industrial activity and increased shipping occurring in the 
region.  


• For the Jones Sound stock, relatively large numbers of narwhals were found in Norwegian 
Bay. Only a few narwhals were seen in the Jones Sound stratum itself, which is where most 
of the hunting takes place due to proximity to the community of Grise Fiord.  


• Smith Sound could not be surveyed completely because of unfavorable weather conditions. 
The density estimate is based on relatively few lines in the northern part of the stratum, and 
therefore it cannot be extrapolated to the entire stratum.  Instead, the density estimate was 
extrapolated to the area of the survey effort only. This resulted in an estimate that is more 
precise, but should be considered a minimum estimate of narwhal abundance in Smith 
Sound. We anticipate that this stock will be further sub-divided once more information is 
available on movements. The relationship between Smith Sound narwhals, the four 
recognized Baffin Bay stocks and the Inglefield Bredning stock in Greenland is unclear. 


• The proportion of sightings made by both front and rear observers was relatively low during 
this survey, resulting in a low detection probability and a large precision bias correction. 
Surveys with low detection probability result in higher abundance estimates than surveys 
with high detection probability. Because the number of duplicate sightings between 
observers was relatively low the estimates from this survey might have been inflated. 


CONCLUSIONS 
This survey provided current abundance estimates for four Baffin Bay narwhal stocks in 
Canadian waters that improved their precision and resulted in new PBR estimates for each 
stock. Also, the first summer abundance estimates have been calculated for narwhals in the 
Smith Sound and Jones Sound areas. Concurrent, long-term telemetry studies of diving 
behaviour were critical to obtaining estimates of availability bias. Abundance estimates also 
were improved by implementing new analysis techniques to address specific challenges 
associated with narwhal use of fiords.  
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SUSTAINABILITY OF A FLEXIBLE SYSTEM OF TOTAL 
ALLOWABLE ANNUAL CATCHES OF NARWHALS 


 (Monodon monoceros) 


 
Narwhal (Monodon monoceros) by R. Phillips. 


 
Figure 1. Approximate areas where Canadian 
summering aggregations of narwhals occur: A - 
Somerset Island, B - Admiralty Inlet, C - Eclipse 
Sound, D - East Baffin Island, E - Northern Hudson 
Bay. Other areas where narwhals are known to 
occur in summer: F - Parry Islands, G - Jones 
Sound, H - Smith Sound) [adapted from DFO 2011]. 


Context 
There are presently five recognized narwhal summering stocks in the Canadian Arctic:  Somerset Island, 
Admiralty Inlet, Eclipse Sound, East Baffin Island, and Northern Hudson Bay (Fig.1 A-D). Hunts on these 
narwhal stocks are managed by setting an annual Total Allowable Landed Catch (TALC) for each stock 
for a five-year period. The TALC is based on a Potential Biological Removal (PBR) estimate calculated for 
each stock, minus estimated hunting losses (i.e., struck and lost). The present analysis is in response to 
requests by Resource Management (RM) for peer reviewed science to address the questions of 
sustainability of a flexible TALC system for narwhals.  There are also narwhals summering in Jones 
Sound, Smith Sound and the Parry Islands water (Fig. 1 F-H).  Their stock definition and status is 
uncertain but advice given here would apply once assessments allow the setting of total allowable land 
catch limits. 


April 2015  
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SUMMARY  
• There is a desire on the part of Inuit to have a "flexible quota system" management 


provision implemented in narwhal hunts, similar to what was employed under Community 
Based Management (CBM) of narwhal in Nunavut, i.e., to carry-over (credit) unused Total 
Allowable Landed Catch (TALC) for use in the subsequent  hunting season or to borrow 
(debit) from the following years’ TALC for use in the current hunting season 


• Results of a deterministic model to investigate the robustness of a flexible TALC system 
clearly indicate that, for the scenarios investigated, such a management approach is 
sustainable, as long as the total hunting mortality over the five year period does not 
exceed five times the annual PBR.  


• Key assumptions of the deterministic model are:  


a. birth and death rates are constant,  


b. PBR is updated every ten years with new abundance estimates,  


c. Hunting loss is a constant fraction of TALC, and  


d. flexible hunting limits are adhered to by all and landed catches are reported exactly 
(i.e., no implementation errors). 


• Process error model results, which account for some variability of birth and death rates, 
showed a greater risk of the population becoming depleted under certain credit or debit 
scenarios but the risk was similar to the base scenario run for comparison where no debit 
or credit was applied. 


• Better estimates of hunting loss rates would increase confidence in model results. These 
model results do not account for impacts of large ice entrapment mortality. These are rare 
events and have been the subject of previous science advice. A more detailed 
assessment of population trend would be warranted were there evidence of deterministic 
environmental effects on narwhal birth and death processes. 


INTRODUCTION  
There are presently five recognized narwhal summering stocks in the Canadian Arctic:  
Somerset Island, Admiralty Inlet, Eclipse Sound, East Baffin Island, and Northern Hudson Bay. 
Hunts on these narwhal stocks are managed by setting an annual Total Allowable Landed 
Catch (TALC) for each stock that remains constant for a five-year period. The TALC is based on 
a Potential Biological Removal (PBR) estimate calculated for each stock, minus estimated 
hunting losses. The present analysis is in response to requests by Resource Management (RM) 
for peer reviewed science to address the questions of sustainability of a flexible TALC system 
for narwhals. 


Question 1: Is it sustainable if Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet exchange their unused spring and fall 
Marine Mammal Tags for use by either community during their migratory (spring/fall) narwhal 
hunts? The same question was also posed for Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq.  


Question 2: Harvest credit (or carry-over) in a five year period: 


a. Is 100% carry-over for one year sustainable?   


b. What % carry-over for one year is sustainable?  


c. What % cumulative carry-over is sustainable over consecutive years (up to five years)?  
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Question 3: Harvest debit (or borrow-back) in a five year period: 


a. Is 100% borrowing from the following year sustainable once in a five year period?  


b. What % borrowing from the following year is sustainable? 


c. Can the total five consecutive years’ total allowable catch be allocated to each year, in a 
five year period, any way the hunters choose as long as the sum of the five-years of 
catch does not exceed that total?   


Question 4:  How sustainable would a hunting mortality of five times the total allowable catch if 
applied to any one year of a five year period?   


ASSESSMENT  
Question 1: This question was addressed by previous science advice (Richard 2011). In short, 
the two communities in question,  


a. Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet, or  


b. Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq, are hunting from the mixed stocks in spring and fall and 
therefore are taking from the same stocks’ TALCs.  


Consequently, the harvest credits are transferable between Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet, or 
between Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq without invalidating previous advice on the sustainability 
of the affected stocks.  


The remaining four questions required new analyses. They were performed using a variant of 
the Wade (1998) PBR robustness trial method, where a proportion of the PBR for a stock was 
either carried over (credited) to the subsequent year to make-up for a low catch year or 
borrowed (debited) from the next year if a given year’s catch was higher than the annual PBR. 
Several scenarios were modelled in deterministic projections for 100 years, as in Wade (1998), 
varying start populations from 5,000 to 15,000 and recovery factors from 0.5 to 1. The details of 
the simulations are given in Richard and Young (2015). 


In all cases, more than 95% of projected populations reached sizes in excess of the Maximum 
Net Productivity Level. The results of these simulations of flexible catch limits did not depart 
much from the base models, where no credits or debits were exercised. 


The same simulations were done with an added parameter for process error, i.e., a parameter 
simulating variation in population dynamics (Richard and Young 2015). This process error, 
arbitrarily set at 0.05, to reflect our belief that narwhals do not have highly variable population 
dynamics, resulted in more variable results for debit or credit scenarios than the deterministic 
runs, but none of scenario results were significantly worse than the results of base models 
without debits or credits.  


These results indicate that a system of flexible Total Allowable Landed Catches is sustainable, 
as long as the total hunting mortality over each five-year period does not exceed five times the 
PBR for that period. The modelling results also show that the choice of a fixed recovery factor 
of 1 does not significantly increase the risk to sustainability of credit or debit scenarios. 


Sources of Uncertainty 
The above conclusions are based on models with some important assumptions. The first is that 
TALCs are a constant fraction of total hunting mortality, i.e., that hunting losses are constant 
and very similar to what was used to provide TALC advice for narwhal stocks (0.28 from 
Richard 2008). Hunting losses may in fact vary from area to area, from season to season and 
with different hunting methods. Unfortunately, we have insufficient data at present to determine 
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those variations and apply them in modelling. Nevertheless, the PBR method has been shown 
to be robust to under-estimates of actual hunt mortality (Wade 1998).  


Second, we assume that sources of human-induced narwhal mortality other than total hunting 
mortality (landed catch and hunting loss) are negligible. We have no reason to believe otherwise 
at present.  


Third, we assume that flexible hunting limits are adhered to by all and that landed catches are 
reported exactly, that there are no implementation errors. Presently, we know of no reason to 
believe that narwhal landed catches are not reported accurately, but there have been no 
independent studies to verify this assumption. Perhaps this concern is moot as the latest 
records of narwhal catches (DFO) indicate that landed catches are, in many cases, lower than 
TALCs.  


The models do not take into account the impact of rare ice-entrapment mortality, nor do they 
include environmental effects that might negatively impact birth and death processes in narwhal 
populations. Large ice entrapments are rare but can have a significant short-term impact on 
population trend. Science advice on one such entrapment event can be found in DFO (2012). 
Environmental impacts on birth and death processes in narwhal populations are unknown at 
present but, should there be evidence of long-term negative effects, more detailed narwhal 
population assessments would be needed.  


CONCLUSIONS  
These results are encouraging for the implementation of flexible TALCs, as they show little 
additional risk to the narwhal stocks from implementation of flexible TALCs. If a flexible TALC 
system is implemented, the five-year total landed catch should not exceed five times the annual 
TALC for each stock. 


SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
This Science Advisory Report is from the October 20-24, 2014 Annual Meeting of the National 
Marine Mammal Peer Review Committee (NMMPRC). Additional publications from this meeting 
will be posted on the Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) Science Advisory Schedule as they 
become available. 
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allowable annual catches of narwhals (Monodon monoceros). DFO Can. Sci. Advis. Sec. 
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BAFFIN BAY NARWHAL TOUR – APRIL 2016 – WHAT WE HEARD 


CONTEXT 


The narwhal fishery in the Nunavut Settlement Area (NSA) is co-managed by 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board 
(NWMB), Regional Wildlife Organizations (RWOs), and Hunter and Trapper 
Organizations (HTOs), in accordance with the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement 
(NLCA), the Fisheries Act and its regulations, and in some communities, by local 
HTO hunting rules (or by-laws).  


The Narwhal Integrated Fisheries Management Plan (Management Plan), 
developed jointly with Inuit, summarizes the main objectives for sustainable 
narwhal co-management in the NSA, and the measures that are used to achieve 
these objectives. The Management Plan also sets out the role of each of the co-
management partners in ensuring that narwhal harvest levels are sustainable, 
and that products destined for export comply with both domestic and international 
trade requirements.  


Co-management organizations work together on an on-going basis to provide for 
the conservation of narwhal stocks and populations and facilitate the 
implementation of a management regime consistent with the NLCA to 
demonstrate sustainable harvesting activities. 


In August 2013, the Department of Fisheries & Oceans (DFO) conducted a series 
of aerial surveys designed to cover the six known summering stocks of narwhal in 
the Canadian High Arctic simultaneously. DFO Science used these survey results 
to estimate the abundance of narwhal and calculate Total Allowable Landed 
Catch (TALC) recommendations for each of the stocks.  The Science advice was 
published in December 2015. 


In 2015 DFO Science advice was also published regarding the tag transfer policy 
Phases II and III.  Phase II provides for simple transfers of migratory Marine 
Mammal Tags between Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet, and between Clyde River and 
Qikiqtarjuaq who do harvest from mixed narwhal stocks.  Phase III provides for a 
“flexible” quota system whereby all communities can carry-over an unused 
portion of their Marine Mammal Tags to use for narwhal harvesting in the next 
harvest year (these carry-over tags must be used first as they expire after one 
year).  


On October 30th 2015, representatives from NWMB, Nunavut Tunngavik 
Incorporated (NTI), and DFO met by conference call to discuss a way forward in 
developing a management response to the new narwhal survey abundance 
estimates. There was general agreement-in-principle to strike an initial steering 
committee of representatives from NWMB, NTI, and DFO to begin development 
and evaluation of various management options consistent with the new DFO 
science advice and to develop a consultation plan for affected Inuit communities.  
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The steering committee will ultimately submit an application for NWMB 
evaluation under the NLCA decision making process.  On January 20th and 21st 
2016 the steering committee held a strategic planning meeting to develop and 
evaluate some management options, as well as collaborate on the development 
of a consultation plan. 


The narwhal steering committee agreed to collaboratively consult with Inuit on 
management options developed at the strategic planning meeting.  


The consultation process included two components: (1) in-person consultations 
with the communities of Arctic Bay, Pond Inlet, Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq from 
April 18-22, 2016; and (2) written consultations with the remaining communities 
that harvest from the Baffin Bay stocks and from the Jones and Smith Sounds 
stocks. The Kitikmeot and Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Boards will also be included in 
these consultations.   


In February 2016, DFO invited HTO representatives from the four Baffin Bay 
narwhal hunting communities, i.e. Ikajutit (Arctic Bay), Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet), 
Nangmautaq (Clyde River), and Nattivak (Qikiqtarjuaq) and their RWO 
(Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Board) to attend a consultation meeting in each community.  
Each HTO meeting was followed by a public meeting, in order to review the new 
DFO Scientific advice for Baffin Bay narwhal stocks, and explore narwhal 
management options and implications for 2016 and beyond.  DFO’s 
responsibilities under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) with respect to issuing export permits 
for narwhal tusks and products were also discussed.  


Consultation meetings were well attended, approximately 20-25 participants 
attended public meetings in each community.  At all meetings, participants were 
encouraged to share their views, provide comment, express any concerns they 
may have and share expertise related to the topics discussed. Community 
members and harvesters shared Inuit and local knowledge and expertise related 
to narwhal management and harvesting. The report summarizes “what we heard” 
during the April 2016 consultation meetings. 







 
 


Topic DFO Information – “What We 
Said”  1 


Inuit Knowledge - “What We Heard” (separated by the 
community in which it was heard) 


CITES (the Convention on 
International Trade in 
Endangered Species of 
Wild Fauna and Flora) 


-narwhal are currently listed on 
Appendix II 
-a non-detriment finding (NDF) 
decision from the DFO Scientific 
Authority is required to obtain a CITES 
Export/Re-export permit to export 
narwhal products internationally 
-harvested narwhals from Canadian 
management units are not eligible for 
international trade if the harvest 
exceeds the Total Allowable Landed 
Catch (TALC) recommendation for a 
population 
-Scientific Authority review and NDF 
decision are expected in 2016 following 
consultations 


Arctic Bay, Clyde River, and Qikiqtarjuaq: 
• There were no concerns raised about these points during both the 


community and HTO meetings. 
 
Pond Inlet: 


• The HTO said that Inuit are less concerned about selling narwhal products 
internationally and more interested in harvesting for food. 


 
 


Tag Transfer Policy Phase 
II 


-science advice published in 2015 
-it is sustainable to exchange unused 
Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet migratory 
tags  
-it is sustainable to exchange unused 
Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq migratory 
tags 


Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet: 
• There were no concerns raised about implementation of tag transfer phase 


II during the community and HTO meetings. 
 
Clyde River: 


• There were some questions asked related to the clarification about which 
communities could exchange tags under this policy. 


• There was interest in exploring this policy and a request for some support 
from DFO on how to implement it. 


 
Qikiqtarjuaq: 


• There was interest in exploring this policy further. 
 


Tag Transfer Policy Phase 
III (i.e., Flex-Quota System) 


-science advice published in 2015 
-a flex-quota system for narwhal is 


Arctic Bay: 
• There were no concerns raised about implementation of the flex quota 







 
 


sustainable system during the community and HTO meetings. 
 
Pond Inlet and Qikiqtarjuaq: 


• There appeared to be general support for a flexible tag system. 
 
Clyde River: 


• There was support for a flex-quota system due to the advantages for the 
community. 


 
Baffin Bay Aerial Survey 
2013 – abundance 
estimates and TALC 
recommendations 


-science advice published in December 
2015 
-the 2013 Baffin Bay total abundance 
estimate is higher than previous 
estimates – approximately 141,900 
-the survey produced the first 
abundance estimates for Jones Sound 
and Smith Sound 
-new estimates for Eclipse Sound and 
Admiralty Inlet suggest a change in 
narwhal distribution and/or stock 
uncertainty 
-2013 abundance estimates and TALC 
recommendations for each stock 


Arctic Bay: 
• There were no concerns raised about these points during both the 


community and HTO meetings. 
 
Pond Inlet: 


• The HTO pointed out that narwhal are increasing as more and more ships 
travel to the North. 


• The increasing number of ships has caused later migrations by narwhal, 
which led to the entrapment in 2015. 


• Narwhal migrate near Milne Inlet every year to feed and they migrate back 
out in the fall. 


• The HTO and community had lots of questions about the survey methods, 
correction factors, and the ability to count small whales from the planes. 


• The HTO suggested that the decrease in the abundance estimate for Eclipse 
Sound was a result of ship traffic, whales moving all over the place 
(including to Western Nunavut communities), killer whale presence, and 
difficulty in counting submerged whales. 


• The HTO specifically pointed out that the decreased count was not a result 
of Inuit overharvesting in the Eclipse Sound area.  


• The community stated that the numbers of narwhal vary from year to year. 
• The HTO also explained that there was a lot of movement by narwhal 


between Admiralty Inlet and Eclipse Sound.  If the count had been done at a 
different time it is possible that there would have been a decrease in 
Admiralty Inlet and an increase in Eclipse Sound. 


• Elders try to conduct their own surveys and explained that Baffinland is also 







 
 


causing negative effects on the wildlife near their community.  Underwater 
devices were also identified as having a detrimental effect on the marine 
life in Eclipse Sound. 


• The community pointed out that narwhal dive and remain submerged for 
over two hours when planes pass over. 


 
Clyde River: 


• The HTO and community had lots of questions about the survey methods, 
number of observers, and correction factors. 


 
Qikiqtarjuaq: 


• The community had lots of questions about the survey methods and design. 
 


Management Option and 
Considerations 


-modify Total Allowable Harvests 
(TAHs) for all management units to 
reflect 2013 survey TALC advice 
-Considerations: 
a) stocks would continue to be 
managed based on most current 
science advice (meets CITES 
commitment); 
b) current NDF status and ability to 
export internationally would be 
retained for all stocks; 
c) focus is on current data rather than 
trend data over time; and  
d) restricts harvesting in Eclipse Sound 
by lowering the TAH. 


Arctic Bay: 
• There were no concerns raised about these points during both the 


community and HTO meetings. 
 
Pond Inlet: 


• The HTO wanted to maintain the status quo (i.e., the Total Allowable 
Harvest that was established in 2013) for a period of five years. 


• The HTO and community discussed the importance of using marine 
mammals for food and the negative impact that a quota reduction would 
cause for them. 


• The HTO and community strongly disagreed with reducing the quota for the 
Eclipse Sound Management Unit. 


• The community pointed out that it would be inconvenient to reduce the 
quota when there are so many narwhal in Baffin Bay and the fact that not 
all tags are being used annually. 


• The community was disappointed that DFO planned to share the science 
recommendations to reduce the Eclipse Sound quota with the NWMB. 


• The community was disappointed that DFO would recommend a quota 
reduction for Eclipse Sound based on one year of data. 


• Pond Inlet should be compensated if they lose tags. 
 







 
 


 
Clyde River and Qikiqtarjuaq: 


• There was support for implementing the new science recommendations. 
  


Future Science 
Considerations 


-a Canada/Greenland Joint Commission 
on Conservation and Management of 
Narwhal and Beluga (JCNB) Model is 
being developed 
-the model is more robust and 
accounts for harvesting of narwhal by 
Greenland 
-the model is tentatively scheduled for 
review at the National Marine Mammal 
Peer Review (NMMPR) Meeting in Fall 
2016 
-Science is also developing some 
research options or ideas in 
partnership with Hunters and Trappers 
Organizations (HTOs) to consider 
linkages between Admiralty Inlet and 
Eclipse Sound Narwhal Stocks – 
survey/tagging. 


Arctic Bay: 
• There were no concerns raised about these points during both the 


community and HTO meetings.  
 
Pond Inlet: 


• Some community members explicitly stated that they wanted a rigorous 
five-year research project conducted prior to modifying the current quota 
for the Eclipse Sound Management Unit.  Multiple surveys should be 
conducted prior to making a recommendation. 


• The HTO asked DFO to have a closer look at the utility of the Baffinland 
research information on narwhal from the Eclipse Sound area. 


• The HTO and community discussed a group of narwhal from Greenland that 
were seen in the Eclipse Sound area last summer.  These narwhal were 
different and easier to catch. 


• The community speculated that offshore exploration adjacent to Greenland 
caused narwhal to get scared off the Greenland shores and move into the 
Eclipse Sound area last year. 


• The community asked for more justification and reasoning prior to lowering 
their quota. 


• The community requested that more Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit is 
incorporated and referenced in the science work.  The community also 
suggested including the help of hunters to conduct research. 


• There were some concerns raised about satellite tagging and the effects it 
has on the whales.  Whales are not edible after being tagged. 


• The community asked for some additional research on diseases in marine 
mammals. 


• The NWMB identified some funding opportunities for the collection of Inuit 
Qaujimajatuqangit.  The NWMB also told the public about their Inuit 
Qaujimajatuqangit Coordinator who could help collect the information. 


 







 
 


 
Clyde River: 


• There was some interest in developing a satellite tagging project to better 
understand the movement of narwhal in the Clyde River area. 


• The NWMB identified some funding options for satellite tagging work in the 
Clyde River area. 


• There was general support to conduct tagging studies in the area and one 
community member said that it can be a good thing when it is done 
correctly. 


 
Qikiqtarjuaq: 


• There was interest expressed in developing a satellite tagging project in the 
Home Bay area, which according to local knowledge is an area that is filled 
with narwhal every summer. 


• Greenland information should be incorporated into narwhal management. 
• The HTO asked for more involvement of Inuit in research studies. 
• The NWMB identified some funding options for satellite tagging work in the 


Home Bay area. 
 


NWMB and Co-
Management Process 


-it is anticipated that the NWMB will 
hold a public hearing 
-communities and HTOs will be able to 
provide additional input into that 
process 


Arctic Bay: 
• Safety issues during the hunt were voiced during the community meeting.  


NWMB explained that they could limit harvesting to provide for public 
safety. 


 
Pond Inlet: 


• The NWMB and QWB explained the hearing process that would include 
everybody and give people/organizations an opportunity to have additional 
input. 


• The HTO explained their interest in having elders share their knowledge as 
part of the NWMB process. 


• The HTO explained that tags should not be lowered based on estimates and 
that proper channels and partners need to be involved prior to making 
these types of decisions. 


 







 
 


 
Clyde River: 


• There were no concerns raised these points during both the community and 
HTO meetings. 


 
Qikiqtarjuaq: 


• There was some discussion and acknowledgement of the process that 
would need to be followed during both the community and HTO meetings. 
  


Harvest Allocation 
Workshop 


-we expect to hold a second harvest 
allocation workshop in fall or winter 
2016/17 
-HTOs will be invited and it will be 
important for them get input from 
their respective communities regarding 
summer catch proportions 
-HTOs authority to set summer and 
migratory seasons was also discussed 


Arctic Bay: 
• Ice break up is happening later.  Seasons should be modified. 
• Summer tags are getting used earlier in the season and the fall migratory 


season is dangerous for hunters. 
• Concerns were raised about the seasons and boundaries for the 


management units. 
 
Pond Inlet: 


• Spring breakup varies from year to year, which makes it difficult to use 
seasonal tags. 


 
Clyde River: 


• The migration patterns of narwhal vary from year to year. 
• The community expressed an interest in providing input into the harvest 


allocation workshop. 
• There were come concerns raised by the community and HTO about the use 


of seasonal tags; however, there was an appreciation expressed for the 
explanation that was provided by DFO staff. 


 
Qikiqtarjuaq: 


• The community expressed some concerns about the seasons and dates.  
There was interest in having more input into the selection of the seasonal 
dates and tag allocations. 
 
 







 
 


Other  Arctic Bay: 
• The HTO and community raised concerns about the length of time it takes 


to get a found tusk tag. 
• Interest was voiced by the HTO about assignment of rights options to a non-


beneficiary with respect to narwhal harvesting. 
• The HTO requested more presence and support by DFO in the community 


during main narwhal harvesting periods. 
• The HTO asked about being more involved in the tusk certification process 


(i.e., possibility of tusk certification being completed by the HTO). 
 
Pond Inlet: 


• One HTO delegate shared his observations of narwhal in 1994 near Milne 
Inlet.  At the time there was lots of ice and the narwhal pods swam in the 
same direction into the Pond Inlet area for three days straight.  He counted 
at least 3000 narwhal in five minutes. 


 
Clyde River: 


• There was some interest expressed about exploring the possibility of having 
a narwhal sport hunt option.  


 
Qikiqtarjuaq: 


• Narwhal are born in the Home Bay area and they return there every year. 
• There was lots of discussion about preserving narwhal for their future 


generations. 
• The HTO also expressed the importance of respecting the fishing closure in 


the Baffin Bay narwhal overwintering area. 
 


   
 1 see copies of presentations for 


further detail 
 


 

























Proposed Modifications to the 
Total Allowable Harvests for   


Eclipse Sound and Admiralty Inlet 
Narwhal Management Units 


Presentation to NWMB Public Hearing 
 November 28-29, 2016 


Pond Inlet, Nunavut 







Presentation Outline 


1. Background: Review current co-management 
approach for Baffin Bay narwhal stocks. 
 


2. Request for NWMB Decision     
• Science Advice  to support DFO’s proposal 
• Community Consultations 
 


3. Next Steps (winter 2016/2017). 
 







Baffin Bay Population  
ᐸᕙᓐ ᐸᐃᒥ ᕿᓚᓗᒐᑦ ᐊᓪᓚᓐᖑᐊᑦ 


ᑰᒐᓇᔪᑉ ᐃᑭᐊ 
Somerset Island 


ᑐᓄᓂᕆᓯᐅᑉ ᑲᖏᖅᖢᖓ  
Admiralty Inlet  


ᑕᓯᐅᔭᖅ ᒥᑦᑎᒪᑕᓕᖕᒥ  
Eclipse Sound  


ᑲᓇᖕᓇᖓᓂ ᕿᑭᖅᑖᓗᑉ 
East Baffin 


Northern Hudson Bay 
Population 
ᐅᐊᖕᓇᖓᓂ ᑕᓯᐅᔭᕐᔪᐊᑉ 
ᕿᓚᓗᒐᖃᕐᓂᖓ 
NHB ᐅᐊᖕᓇᖓᓂ ᑕᓯᐅᔭᕐᔪᐊᑉ 


Northern Hudson Bay 


Background:  
Narwhal Management Plan (2013)   







Background: Total Harvest of Baffin Bay 
Narwhal in Nunavut (2011-2015) 
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* Community Harvest Limits  (CHL) for 2014, 2015 and 2016 include carryover numbers of 
649, 906 and 947, respectively. 


¥   Includes humane harvest of 229 entrapped narwhal in Eclipse Sound, December 2015. 
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Background: Narwhal Harvests from Eclipse 
Sound and Admiralty Inlet  (2013-2016) 
 


Eclipse Sound 


Admiralty Inlet  







Request for NWMB Decision: 
Supporting Science Advice  


2013 Aerial Survey  
• Total abundance estimate for 


BB narwhal is higher than 
previous estimates – ~141,900 


• First abundance estimates for 
Jones Sound and Smith Sound 
stocks 


• New estimates for Eclipse 
Sound and Admiralty Inlet 
suggest a change in narwhal 
distribution and/or  stock 
uncertainty 







2013 Aerial Survey Results:  
Baffin Bay Narwhal Stock Abundance 
Narwhal Stock  
(Management Unit) 


Previous Abundance 
Estimate (year) 


2013 Abundance 
Estimate 


Somerset Island (SI) 45,358  (1996) 49,768 


Admiralty Inlet (AI) 18,049  (2010) 35,043 


Eclipse Sound (ES) 20,255  (2004) 10,489 


East Baffin Island (EBI) 10,073  (2003) 17,555 


Unassigned (Jones Sound) n/a 12,694 


Unassigned (Smith Sound) n/a 16,360 







2013 Aerial Survey Results:  
Baffin Bay Narwhal Stocks – new TAH advice 
Narwhal Stock 
(Management Unit)  


Current 
TAH* 


New TAH 
Advice 


Somerset Island (SI) 532 658 


Admiralty Inlet (AI) 233 389 


Eclipse Sound (ES) 236 134 


East Baffin Island (EBI) 122 206 


Unassigned (Jones Sound) 
 50 ** 


76 


Unassigned (Smith Sound) 77 


TOTAL 1173 1540 
*   established by the NWMB in 2013 and approved by the Minister of DFO 
**  while there is no TALC, the Minister did approve a TAH of 50 for both areas   







 HTO representatives from Ikajutit (Arctic Bay), 
Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet), Nangmautaq (Clyde 
River), and Nattivak (Qikiqtarjuaq) and their RWO 
(Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Board)  


 Each HTO meeting was followed by a public 
meeting 


Community Consultation April 2016 


 







 Approximately 20-25 
participants attended 
public meetings in each 
community. 


  
 Community members 


and harvesters shared 
Inuit and local 
knowledge and 
expertise related to 
narwhal management 
and harvesting.  


Community Consultation April 2016 


 







Sustainable Example 
Management 
Unit 


2015 
Summer 


Catch Prop. 


EXAMPLE 
Summer 


Catch Prop. 


2015 Base 
Tag 


Allocation 


EXAMPLE 
Tag 


Allocation 
Somerset Island N/A N/A 450 500 
East Baffin Island: 
Pangnirtung and 
Iqaluit 


N/A N/A 60 60 


East Baffin Island: 
Qikiqtarjuaq 35% 35% Summer: 42    


Migratory: 78 
Summer: 47    
Migratory: 88 


East Baffin Island: 
Clyde River 60% 60% Summer: 42      


Migratory: 28 
Summer: 51      
Migratory: 34 


Admiralty Inlet: 
Arctic Bay 66% 66% Summer: 125 


Migratory: 65 
Summer: 145 
Migratory: 75 


Eclipse Sound: 
Pond Inlet 72% 50% Summer: 137       


Migratory: 53 
Summer: 85       
Migratory: 85 







DFO Response to Community Concerns: 
Additional Research August 2016  


 







DFO Response to Community Concerns: 
Additional Research August 2016  


oAerial survey for 
narwhal in 
Admiralty Inlet and 
Eclipse Sound 
areas 


August 7-9, 2016 August 10-11, 2016 


August 15, 2016 August 20-21, 2016 August 13-14, 2016 


 







o Satellite tagging of narwhal in Tremblay Sound 
August 2016.  


DFO Response to Community Concerns: 
Additional Research August 2016  







CITES Non Detriment Finding (NDF)  


  Current listing – CITES Appendix II 
• A non-detriment finding (NDF) decision from the DFO 


Scientific Authority is required to obtain a CITES 
Export/Re-export permit to export narwhal products 
internationally.  


• Harvested narwhals from Canadian management units 
are not eligible for international trade if the harvest 
exceeds the Total Allowable Harvest (TAH) 
recommendation for a population.   
 


 Scientific Authority review and Non-Detriment 
Finding (NDF) expected. 







Science: 
 
 Refine JCNB Narwhal Metapopulation Model    


• NMMPRC Review (completed Oct 2016) 
• JCNB SWG meeting (March 2017) 
 


 Continue research to increase understanding of 
connection between Admiralty Inlet and Eclipse 
Sound Narwhal.    
 


 Analyse the 2016 aerial survey and tagging 
results.  


 


Next Steps – Winter 2016/2017 







Next Steps – Winter 2016/2017 


Management: 
 
 Harvest Allocation Workshop to consider tag 


allocation scenarios. 
  
 NWMB Decision on DFO Request for Decision. 


 
 Review of the existing CITES non-detriment 


finding for BB narwhal. 







Qujannamimarialuk 
ᖁᔭᓐᓇᒦᒻᒪᕆᐊᓗᒃ  


Thank you very much 
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Nunavut Wildlife Management Board 
Iqaluit, Nunavut 
X0A 0H0 


November 18, 2016 
 
 
Re: QWB’s submission for in-person public hearing on Admiralty Inlet and 
Eclipse Sound Summering Narwhal Stock Total Allowable Landed Catch 


 
QWB’s comments will concentrate on the proposed reduction of Eclipse Sound 
summering stock total allowable land catch (TALC) rather than the Admiralty Inlet 
summering stock.  QWB will also be raise questions in this submission and would 
appreciate responses to its questions.  QWB feels theses questions require 
adequate responses prior to NWMB forwarding its decision/recommendation to the 
DFO Minister. 
  
This submission will echo QWB’s position and concerns raised during the written 
hearing on “Flexible Quota System and Carry Forward Policy” 
 
Eclipse Sound Summering Stock 
QWB will raise some key points for consideration on the Eclipse Sound summering 
stock and proposed decrease of TALC 236 to 134.  
 


1. Scientific Study: 
 


- The most recent DFO led aerial surveys of Eclipse Sound were in 2004 and 
2013. 


- LGL Limited conducted their own surveys for three consecutive summers, 
from 2013-2015, as part of Baffinland Environmental Impact Statement to 
Nunavut Impact Review Board.  


 
These two studies have important conclusions. The DFO survey is indicating 
reduction in population from 2004 to 2013, while the LGL survey indicates the 
population has been stable and there have not been changes in density or 
abundance. QWB believes it is important to understand the differences between 
these two studies.  The 2013 DFO study did not repeat surveys over the same 
area and could have been affected by daily movements of narwhals and reaction to 
killer whales or ships.  







 


 


- 2016 Survey: DFO recently completed another survey this past summer. 
These survey results have not been published.  


 
It is QWB opinion that NWMB should defer its decision until the 2016 survey 
results are published and compared with the results of both the LGL Limited results 
and DFO 2013 survey. Doing so would ensure NWMB makes a sound and 
informative decision/recommendation to DFO Minister. 
 
QWB has obtained a copy of the LGL limited published report, but does not have 
the expertise to do a comparison of these reports.  QWB continues to rely on NTI’s 
expertise and advice for these two reports. 
 


2. Predation 
Inuit continually raised the issue of predators and its effects on the migration and 
population of any wildlife species. Since predation is classified as non-human 
caused effects, the scientific community considers these impacts as not impacting 
the overall results. QWB believes that these non human cause effects do influence 
the overall “estimate” population.  The Mittimatalik HTO has made this point in a 
letter dated May 2016 regarding the 2013 survey. 
 
Qikiqtaaluk Inuit continue to report seeing more killer whales, and continue to 
comment that this increase is having considerable impact on marine species.  
QWB agrees with this statement and believes DFO should concentrate why these 
populations are increasing, and the impact these killer whales have on the 
population and migration of narwhals. 
 


3. Shipping Traffic 
It is a well-known fact to Inuit that marine species are greatly impacted by any 
noise.  This fact has been recently confirmed by the scientific community. QWB 
believes the shipping traffic for the May River Ore Project may have impacted the 
2013 study; the narwhals may have been in a different area because of the traffic 
in the eclipse sound later in the summer, which would have been after the aerial 
survey was completed. 
 


4. Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit 
QWB feels Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit should play a key part in the decision making 
process especially for Eclipse Sound stock.  QWB also believes NWMB has a 







 


 


responsibility to listen to the community as they are the ones present in the area 
year round for many generations. 
 
With NWMB conducting IQ interviews and transcripts now being provided, these 
interview transcripts provide tremendous information on narwhals around Eclipse 
Sound and should inform the decisions being made in this hearing.  
 


5. Status of Baffin Bay population 
The population estimate is over 140,000 and Inuit harvest less than 1% of the 
population, not factoring in the impact of killer whales and other predators. QWB 
does not feel that there is a conservation concern with this population and has 
been asking the question on several occasions, and now is formally asking NWMB: 
since narwhals are listed as ‘special concern”, what is the target number in order 
for the narwhals to be managed and also to be unlisted from the Species at Risk 
Act? All co-management partners should have this conversation.   
 
Admiralty Inlet Summering Stock 
QWB supports the proposed increase of Admiralty Inlet summering stock TALC. 
 
In fact, QWB recommends NWMB consider combining the two summering 
stocks into one with Admiralty Inlet and Eclipse Sound. QWB appreciates a 
decision such as this will require further consultation, and more questions 
will need to be answered.   This should be considered a separate issue. 
 
Conclusion: 
- QWB recommends the decision for the proposed changes to Eclipse Sound 


TALC by DFO be deferred until all survey results are available; and 
- NWMB compares the results to the DFO led 2013 survey and the LGL led 


surveys.  Doing so will ensure its decision is made with well informative process.  
This is important, as any ill-informed process will have a huge negative impact 
for the Inuit and community of Pond Inlet. 


 
 
 
 
James Qillaq, Chairman 
Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Board 


























